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Population health sciences (PHS) is the body of scientific disciplines that examines health outcomes, underlying determinants of health, and disease states in populations; PHS studies how these factors are influenced by multiple interrelated causes including geography, ethnicity, employment, and healthcare systems. Improving the health of a population requires a multi-faceted approach that examines the underlying causes of health and disease; uses data from environmental, social, behavioral, physical/biological, and genetics sources; and informs policies that shape access to high quality healthcare. In line with our departmental mission statement and strategic priorities, our educational programs will focus on the fields of (1) epidemiology, (2) health services research and implementation science, and (3) measurement science. These three fields will work synergistically to provide a solid methodological and analytical foundation. This interdisciplinary effort is aligned with the University's strategic plan, Together Duke, and with the Duke Health Strategic Framework.

The Institute of Medicine sees a need for individuals trained in interdisciplinary health science and has "a vision for creating outstanding scientists who can take knowledge, theory, and methods from diverse disciplines and work with interdisciplinary teams to address complex population health issues." The IOM proposes training and education with a deep commitment to inter- and/or trans-disciplinary science that combines discipline-based theories, methods, and knowledge to solve scientific questions.¹

The educational programs in the Department of Population Health Sciences (DPHS) will prepare the next generation of scientists to integrate knowledge, theory, and tools from multiple disciplines to develop a broad understanding of the intertwined pathways that produce health and health disparities, and use this knowledge to find solutions that are more effective. The program will also educate scientists to meet the current and future needs of the university and larger community, giving them the skills to develop new methods and evaluate models of care delivery, implement these findings, and engage a variety of stakeholders. To do this, we will leverage Duke University's multidisciplinary expertise, including but not limited to, health services research, health policy, public health, global health, epidemiology, behavioral science, measurement science, health economics, clinical informatics, and implementation science. We will foster collaboration across disciplines, centers, institutes, clinical departments, and the University. The educational programs will add value to existing scientific and educational efforts and expand the reach of Duke University and the School of Medicine locally, nationally, and globally.

The Department will offer a Master of Science and Doctor of Philosophy.

Intellectual vision

PHS is the body of scientific disciplines dedicated to the rigorous study of the distribution and determinants of health and disease states in the population. PHS utilizes an approach to health that addresses a broad range of factors impacting health on a population level, particularly focusing on reducing health inequities among population groups by exploring factors such as the environment, social structures, and resources distribution.

Through coursework and collaborative research, we will train students to employ rigorous scientific and analytic methods to identify the most effective ways of preventing and treating diseases and disorders, reducing the burden of morbidity and early mortality, and promoting population health.

The Department of Population Health Science's educational mission will prepare the next generation of scientific leaders and innovators by educating them in the advancement of population health through the discovery and translation of knowledge into policy and practice. Our graduate program's interdisciplinary approach will combine strong methodological research skills with basic biological, epidemiological, social and behavioral, and health services constructs from a population-based focus.

We will fulfill the mission by educating learners to:

- Use population-based methods to understand and address health and disease and their determinants.
- Conduct research with the highest scientific rigor and ethical standards and according to the needs/values of the research participants.
- Critically evaluate scientific evidence and apply it to improve population health.
- Develop and enhance methods and analytic techniques that examine population health issues and implement solutions.
- Think critically and solve problems across disciplinary domains.
- Disseminate population-level solutions through education and policy efforts.

To educate students, we will leverage technical tools from a variety of quantitative and qualitative disciplines that connect our students to data-driven inquiry. In addition, our graduates will have an understanding of medicine, social and behavioral research, and health services research, along with the skills to communicate effectively with various stakeholders including researchers, research participants, clinicians, and policy makers. Examples of specific projects our graduates might undertake, to differing levels in each program, include:

- The implementation and evaluation of a North Carolina Medicaid-supported sickle cell self-management program to improve pain management and reduce use of the emergency room.
- Working with a local primary care clinic to conduct a needs assessment of patients, providers and administrators to improve health care use and reduce unnecessary emergency room visits.
- Assessment of the burden of opioid dependency on state and federal agencies.
- Develop a comprehensive set of outcomes to measure disease burden and response to treatment in a rare pediatric disease population.
- Design and evaluate a process for broad consent to research in a health care system that promotes patient respect, patient privacy, and research productivity at the same time.
- Identify the cognitive causes of medical errors in an Emergency Department.

Our vision of interdisciplinary and applied methodology is the impetus for our proposed degree curriculum along with a complementary model for advancing university-wide engagement and cross-departmental training in other Duke departments (e.g., Biostatistics, Medicine, Economics, Psychology), schools (e.g., Public Policy, Nursing), centers (e.g., Margolis Center for Health Policy), and institutes (e.g., Global Health, Social Sciences Research Institute). To
accomplish this, we will cross-list courses so other graduate programs at Duke can leverage our courses, and share class space with students interested in taking our courses.
I. Rationale for the Program

I.a. MS and PhD Programs as Part of the Research and Teaching Mission of the Department of Population Health Sciences

The Department of Population Health Sciences is a basic science department and the academic home for School of Medicine faculty with doctoral training in public health, health services research and policy, epidemiology, implementation science, behavioral health sciences, and other related disciplines. The department comprises both tenured and non-tenured faculty positions. Secondary appointments in the Department of Population Health Sciences will be available to clinical faculty.

The Department of Population Health Sciences is differentiated from other Duke entities by its multidisciplinary focus on developing, evaluating, and intervening on approaches that address the determinants of health and optimize the health and well-being of populations. With a strong connection to the Duke University Health System, the program will create a living laboratory for health services research, implementation science, and health policy analysis. Signature research initiatives will accelerate that connection by using methods to address scientific questions that are of interest to the health system and generalizable beyond Duke.

The teaching and research missions are at the heart of the department. As a new department with no current degree programs, the MS and PhD programs will serve as the foundation of the teaching mission.

I.b. Program Justification: Benefits to Students, Faculty, and Duke

Consider these facts: The US spends more per capita on health than any other country, yet life expectancy is markedly lower than other developed nations. Seven out of 10 deaths among Americans each year are from chronic diseases. Heart disease, cancer, and stroke account for more than 50 percent of all deaths each year. Other causes of death are also population health issues, including unintentional injury, substance misuse and abuse, and infectious disease.

Issues related to population health are among the most challenging that our society faces. Indeed, population health is highlighted in Together Duke as one of three strategic areas in which Duke intends to build given its societal relevance, Duke’s strong internal capacities, and its alignment with Duke’s global strategies. For students, the proposed programs will arm them with theoretically grounded, applied, and pragmatic interdisciplinary approaches to solve those challenges. Duke University has many outstanding faculty researchers engaged in population-health related disciplines, yet no current program leverages these researchers in training the next generation of population health scientists. Population health sciences is fundamentally multidisciplinary, and no training program exists that can synergize collaborations across Duke University to prepare students for population health careers. The new department of PHS at Duke is the best place to house such program.

I.b.i. Benefits to students

The need for population health sciences has become increasingly clear, and improving the value, access and quality of care requires a scientific workforce that is skilled in the development, dissemination and implementation of strategies to improve health. Thus, the proposed Master of Science and Doctoral program in Population Health Sciences will develop highly trained students and scientists capable of moving science into practice using quantitative/qualitative methods. Beyond investigating the broad determinants of health, the programs will train scholars in qualitative and quantitative methods to advance the evaluation, adoption, uptake, acceptability, affordability, fidelity, and sustainability of proven-effective interventions while using established implementation frameworks and engaging key stakeholders to influence health outcomes. Specifically, our programs will train and prepare students to:

- Integrate population-level thinking in addressing health and disease.
- Critically evaluate scientific evidence and its potential impact on populations.
- Apply population-level strategies in health promotion, clinical care, research, teaching, and health policy efforts.
- Conduct research according to the highest scientifically rigorous and ethical standards and serve the needs/values of the populations with which they interact.
- Understand the ever-changing healthcare landscape.
- Appreciate the importance of stakeholder engagement.
- Learn how to develop and evaluate new models of healthcare delivery.

This set of skills will allow students to compete successfully for impactful jobs in a rapidly changing healthcare environment.

I.b.ii. Benefits to Faculty

As noted in Together Duke, Duke University currently has many outstanding faculty researchers making novel and impactful scientific contributions in the population health sciences, yet no current program leverages these researchers in training the next generation of population health scientists. The proposed academic programs will amplify those contributions through training and workforce development.

Specific benefits to faculty include:

- Opportunities to engage in the teaching mission of the department.
- Collaborations with students that will support and increase the impact of research findings.
- Contribute to their fields through training and workforce development.

I.b.iii. Benefits to Duke

Population health is one of three strategic areas highlighted for development in Together Duke. Given the many outstanding faculty members and deep interdisciplinary strengths, Duke has a unique opportunity to lead in training the next generation of population health scientists. Both the MS and PhD programs increase Duke’s prestige by creating a generation of scientists who
are uniquely prepared to address major population health challenges.

Specific benefits to Duke include:

- PhD program will complement other Duke programs with terminal Master’s degrees (e.g., Global Health, SSRI), allowing students to continue their training at Duke.
- Expand course offerings for existing programs through cross-departmental collaborations.
- Other departments and programs can financially benefit from collaborations through course cross-listing and sharing instructional costs.
- Increase intellectual collaborations and spillovers between students who study within the larger population health sciences landscape at Duke.
- Support strong university-wide partnerships, particularly with the Duke Global Health Institute, the Duke Clinical Research Institute, the School of Nursing, the Duke Margolis Center for Health Policy, as well as with other departments in the School of Medicine.

II. Description of the MS and PhD Programs

The MS and PhD degree programs will:

- Prepare students to investigate, address, and solve ‘real world’ healthcare problems.
- Provide students with analytical and methodological skills that can be applied to emerging and changing approaches to study design (e.g., adaptive design, step-wedge design) as well as more traditional methods (RCT).
- Focus on identifying the problem, formulating the question, and using diverse methodology to evaluate and implement in the face of uncertainty.
- Equip students with a multidisciplinary skillset anchored in project-based experiences to succeed in the growing interdisciplinary healthcare environment.

II.a. Strategic Objectives and Educational Goals for the MS and PhD Programs

Core competencies for either a Master of Science in Population Health Sciences or a PhD in Population Health Sciences should include a clear understanding of areas in health services research, epidemiology, and measurement science. We have used published core competencies in health services research and competencies as defined by the Council on Education for Public Health (CEPH) to develop our competencies for Population Health Sciences. The specific competencies differ for the MS and PhD programs, but all fall in the domains of knowledge, research methods, analytic skills, research planning, policy and systems, leadership, and communication (see Table 1).

Table 1. Core Competencies of the MS and PhD in Population Health Sciences.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Master’s</th>
<th>PhD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Foundational Knowledge in Population Health Sciences</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Understand the organization, structure, and function of healthcare systems across state, national and international settings</td>
<td>Understand and apply foundational knowledge and key theories in population health sciences</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Master the concepts of health as a product of factors operating at multiple levels in dynamic ways over time</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Discuss health and illness from a population perspective</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Master's</td>
<td>PhD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------</td>
<td>-----</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Skilled at using various metrics used to measure population health status and disparities</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Evidenced-Based Population Health Sciences & Research Methods**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Master's</th>
<th>PhD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Demonstrate familiarity with foundational concepts in population health sciences</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Analyze the strengths and weaknesses of a variety of research designs</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Show introductory knowledge on a range of population health sciences disciplines</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Selects appropriate interventional, observational, or qualitative study designs</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interpret research results of data analysis for population health sciences research, policy, or practice</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Critically integrates multiple disciplines in designing and carrying out research on population health.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pose important population health sciences research questions</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Use or develop a conceptual model and theories to specify study constructs</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Display a mastery of applying study methodology and critical problem solving to a breadth of settings and situations</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Quantitative and Analytic Skills**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Master's</th>
<th>PhD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Analyze quantitative and qualitative data using appropriate techniques and software</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Understand the basic analytical principles and their practical importance</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Understand the value of data quality, data management, and reproducibility</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Know how to assemble secondary data from existing public and private sources.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Understand appropriate methods for data presentation</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Use appropriate analytical methods to delineate causal inferences</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Know how to collect primary data obtained by survey, qualitative, or mixed methods</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Know how to assemble and link secondary data from existing public and private sources.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Research and Program Planning and Management**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Master's</th>
<th>PhD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ensure ethical and responsible conduct of research</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Demonstrate an ability to develop an applied project</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Design a population-based policy, program, or project</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Explain basic principles and tools of resource management</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General understanding of managing/budgeting projects</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Discuss and assess multiple dimensions of the policy-making process, including the roles of ethics and evidence</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Write research-focused grant proposals</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Implement research protocols</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ability to manage and budget research projects</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Systems Thinking and Policy in Population Health Sciences**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Master's</th>
<th>PhD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Propose strategies to identify and engage stakeholders in coalitions and partnerships</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Able to engage multiple stakeholders in the design and execution of a study to ensure in order to speed innovation and improve acceptability by end-users</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Apply systems thinking tools to a public health issue</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Understands the basics of the policymaking process.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Discuss and assess multiple dimensions of the policy-making process, including the roles of ethics and evidence</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Master’s</td>
<td>PhD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------</td>
<td>-----</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Evaluate policies for their impact on population health</td>
<td>Evaluate policies for their impact on population health</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Leadership and Team Practice**
- Demonstrate an ability to equitably collaborate with multiple stakeholders
- Apply principles of leadership, governance and management
- Work collaboratively in teams across disciplines
- Lead interdisciplinary teams and/or projects

**Communication and Knowledge Transfer**
- Communicate with practitioners, policymakers, the media, and other relevant audiences about findings and significance of research
- Summarizes and communicates the importance of a body of research for relevant audiences
- Understands how to engage networks, knowledge brokers, social media, and other avenues to disseminate research
- Select communication strategies for different audiences and sectors
- Evaluate how potential end-users of one’s research prefer to access and use those research findings

Students will participate in professional development seminars and experiential projects (i.e., practicums) with Duke University Health System and other healthcare organizations, community agencies, payers, government agencies, or the biomedical industry. The MS degree will include an individual, rigorous, applied thesis project working on a relevant population health topic.

Including the MS skills listed above, the PhD program will build upon the overall mission and strategic priorities of the departments and offer concentrations in:
- Epidemiology
- Measurement Science
- Health Services Research and Dissemination and Implementation Science.

Doctoral graduates will be prepared to independently conduct research in the above concentrations, and will master study methodology (e.g., both experimental and quasi-experimental) in population health sciences, including analyzing the distribution and determinants of health and disease, developing, implementing and evaluating health policies and systems of care to improve the health and quality of life of populations. To formalize their mastery, doctoral students will have research assistantships, an opportunity to teach, and a rigorous, dissertation project that researches a relevant topic in one of the three primary concentration areas.

**Areas of Excellence**

The educational programs will have unique, distinguishing characteristics including:
- Expert, multidisciplinary, faculty members
- Funded fieldwork opportunities
- A rigorous, applied research thesis
- A flexible, tailored, curriculum
- A focus on applied, relevant research and skills
- A diverse cohort of students
- Professional development support including teaching and grant/proposal development
The MS in Population Health Sciences will be a two-year program, while the PhD in Population Health Sciences will be a four to six year program, depending on the student and whether they enter with relevant prerequisites. The programs will feature core, elective, and seminar courses, along with direct internship and research experiences, a written thesis, and examinations. Each degree stands alone, but students completing the MS will be prepared to enter our PHS PhD program or another related PhD program. Figure 1 shows the relationship between the two programs. We present the requirements, curriculum, and other information about each program in turn.

Figure 1: Requirements and flow of the Department of Population Health Science MS and PhD programs.
II.b. Degree requirements for the Master of Science

MS degree requirements include
- coursework
- applied practicum
- Capstone project (internship or mentored research experience, followed by thesis or master's paper)
- written comprehensive exams.

Courses. Coursework includes 40 units over four semesters, including required Graduate School training in Academic Integrity and Responsible Conduct of Research (AIRCR).

Course requirements include (detailed in Table 2):
- 4 courses in applied analytic methods (2 core courses with labs and 2 electives)
- 2 foundational courses in population health sciences
- 2 courses in population health sciences research methods and study design
- 2 seminar courses in professional development
- 2 general electives

In the above courses, 6 new core PHS courses will be created (and available to all Master’s degree students at Duke): 2 courses in applied analytic methods for PHS, 2 courses in PHS research methods and design, and 2 courses focusing on topics in PHS.

The courses are described in detail in the next section.

Applied practicum. The applied practicum will be a group-based, real-world problem-solving experience. In this model, individuals or units within the healthcare system will bring to the program specific questions they need answered. These projects will be time-limited and of an appropriate size for students. An example problem such as “What is the impact of a fall reduction program in the emergency room?” Students will work as a group to identify the information needed, analyze data, and present results. We anticipate the healthcare system will identify approximately 2-4 healthcare challenges per year that students will work on.

Capstone project. The Capstone project will include an experience selected by the student that is approved by the Student’s mentor and the PHS graduate program. It will be either (1) an internship in either an academic or non-academic setting (e.g., healthcare system, insurer, industry), or (2) a research experience mentored by a Duke faculty member. Students selecting an internship will complete a Master’s Paper for their final Capstone project, while those choosing a mentored research experience will complete a research-focused thesis. A thesis will be formatted as a formal research study of a problem with methods, results, conclusions will the goal of being publishable quality and will be supervised by a DPHS faculty member.

Comprehensive examinations. Written comprehensive examinations will assess mastery of course content.

II.c. Curriculum for the MS

The following table shows the sequence of courses and learning experiences for the Master of Science in Population Health Sciences.

II.d. Brief descriptions of courses and learning opportunities for the MS
II.d.i. Core MS courses

The new core courses for the Master of Science are described briefly in Table 2. Appendix A includes full descriptions of all courses and electives.

II.d.ii. Analytic Elective courses

The Master of Science program requires two analytic elective courses and two general elective courses. The doctoral program requires one general elective course and one minor track courses.

Analytic electives. Our department will offer some electives for our MS and PhD students. Additionally, there are currently over 45 courses offered at Duke that would meet the analytic elective requirement and we plan to crosslist in our department (see Appendix A for potential electives and courses we may crosslist). Courses are thematically organized across core domains of Health services research, implementation science, comparative effectiveness, cost effectiveness, measurement science, epidemiology, statistics, and data science. Additionally, MS students may choose to take PhD-level courses within PHS to satisfy the analytic elective.

Table 2: Course Sequence for Population Health Science Masters of Science

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year 1</th>
<th>Fall (10.5 units)</th>
<th>Spring (10.5 units)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PHS 500 Applied Analytic Methods for Population Health Sciences I (3 units)</td>
<td>PHS 501 Applied Analytic Methods for Population Health Sciences II (3 units)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PHS 503: Introduction to SAS Programming for Population Health Sciences (1 unit)</td>
<td>PHS 504: Introduction to R Programming for Population Health Sciences (1 unit)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PHS 505: Topics in Population Health Sciences I (3 units)</td>
<td>PHS 506: Topics in Population Health Sciences II (3 units)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PHS 507: Population Health Sciences Research Methods and Study Design I (3 units)</td>
<td>PHS 508: Population Health Sciences Research Methods and Study Design II (3 units)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PHS 509: Population Health Sciences Professional Development I (0.5 unit)</td>
<td>PHS 510: Population Health Sciences Professional Development II (0.5 unit)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year 2</th>
<th>Fall (10 units)</th>
<th>Spring (9 units)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Analytic Elective I (3 units)</td>
<td>Analytic Elective II (3 units)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>General Elective I (3 units)</td>
<td>General Elective II (3 units)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Population Health Sciences Applied Practicum (1 unit)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Capstone Project (3 units)</td>
<td>Capstone Project (3 units)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

II.d.iii. General Elective courses (MS)

General Elective Courses. These courses may be within or outside PHS (see Appendix A). We will also offer a new concentration track taken as electives. These classes are currently not available at Duke but do have faculty instructors identified, and will be made available to other Duke graduate programs.
II.d.iv. Applied Practicum (MS)

The practicum for the MS occurs in the fall semester of year 2 and is facilitated by two faculty members per small student group. This will be a group-based project using a real-world case problem. Students will use knowledge and analytic skills acquired in year 1 to conceptualize and propose a solution to the problem. Example topics include:

- Examining the effects of a hospital-based intervention.
- Implementation of a community-based program.
- Examining in a large pharmacy benefit management company an adherence rate for a particular drug class

II.d.v. Capstone Project (MS)

All MS students will require a Capstone project, which will be either (1) an internship in either an academic or non-academic setting (e.g., healthcare system, insurer, industry), or (2) a research experience mentored by a Duke faculty member. We will have someone employed by the Department identifying potential internships/research experiences and supporting students during the experience.

Internship/ Master’s Paper. The internship experience will be structured throughout year 2 of the program. Students will have a specific project that includes formal consulting with an organization whose work is relevant to population health sciences. The Master’s Paper will be required to describe a complete research project, even if conducted as part of a team, and cannot be a simple description of an internship/research experience. The Master’s Paper will typically have less focus on data analysis and is less likely to result in a publication.

Mentored Research Experience/Thesis. For students with research career goals or an intention to enter into a PhD program, the internship may be part of a research project mentored by a PHS faculty member, and may include primary data collection and/or data analysis. The thesis presents the project conducted during the research experience, describing the conduct and results of a research project. The thesis should resemble a publishable manuscript but it is not required to publish the thesis for graduation.

Whether the student chooses an Internship or a Mentored Research Experience, all MS students will be supervised by a DPHS faculty member, with two additional readers, all of whom must approve the final work. All papers and theses will be evaluated on the following criteria: (1) identification of an important population health problem; (2) development of a research plan or evaluation approach to address the problem; (3) implementation of rigorous research methods or evaluation plan; (4) presentation of findings. All theses must be problem-focused, and cannot be simply descriptions of an internship experience.

II.e. Distance-based learning opportunities (MS)

The MS program will not rely on technology-based distance learning.

II.f. Internship/Research Experience (MS)

We anticipate that many MS students will choose an internship with an outside organization. In order to facilitate this, we will have a full time coordinator to facilitate this integral part of the Master’s program. Since the application has been under review, the following companies have
agreed to provide internship positions: GlaxoWelcome, Expresscripts, CoverMyMeds, Sanofi, Community Care of North Carolina, Duke Health System, and the Duke Center for Health Data Science. The administrative coordinator will ensure the internships are meeting program requirements and that students are achieving their goals at appropriate times. Internship/research experiences will vary, but all must include a project sufficient to meet the requirements of the MS thesis.

II.g. Student participation in independent and mentored study (MS)

All students in the MS program will participate in an independent project as their Capstone project. MS students will receive faculty mentored experience on both components of their Capstone Project (internship/research experience and subsequent thesis or master’s paper).

II.h. Target audience for the proposed program (MS)

For the MS in PHS, we would look to social science (e.g., psychology, sociology), global health, business schools, and pre-medicine/pre-dental programs. The proposed program is designed to appeal to an array of students, researchers, policy makers, managers, analysts, and clinical practitioners who desire a more complete understanding of the diverse causes of health problems.

Detailed recruitment strategies for the various groups are described in V.e. Recruitment plan for meeting enrollment targets.

We anticipate that MS graduates will place in industry, non-profit health organizations, government organizations (CDC, NIH), and academic environments including faculty/researchers in Schools of Medicine and Public Health.
II.i. Degree requirements for a doctorate in Population Health Sciences
The PhD degree requirements include coursework, teaching experience, research engagement, a dissertation, and oral and written comprehensive exams. All PhD students will have an assigned advisor when they begin the program. This individual may go on to serve as his or her dissertation chair, or another individual may take on that role.

Courses. Required coursework will comprise 40 units over four semesters including required Graduate School training in Academic Integrity and Responsible Conduct of Research (AIRCR). Coursework will include:

- 4 core courses in population health sciences research methods
- 4 courses in population health sciences analytic methods
- 1 population health sciences theory
- 3 minor track courses to include concentration-specific theory and two electives
- 2 seminar courses in professional development
- 1 grant/proposal development seminar
- 1 teaching seminar

The courses are described in detail in the next section.

Teaching experience. All doctoral students will gain experience in teaching. This experience will vary based on student interests, but must include at least one lecture led solely by the student participation in a 1 credit teaching seminar. Other departments can leverage our doctoral students with the appropriate approval from both PHS and the other department/program.

Research engagement. All students will engage in a departmental research assistantship project, typically working on a faculty member’s funded project.

Dissertation. All students will complete an independent research project and write a formal dissertation. Most dissertations will include three papers of sufficient quality for publication in a peer-reviewed journal appropriate to the topic.

Examinations. There will be three formal examinations.

1. A written comprehensive (qualifying) examination upon the completion of coursework (at the end of the standard year 2 for students who entered with prerequisites) to assess mastery of course content—passing is required for continuation in the program.
2. An oral preliminary exam of the student’s dissertation proposal, which typically occurs in the spring of the third year.
3. A final oral exam of the completed dissertation in addition to the written dissertation document.

II.j. Curriculum for the PhD

The following table shows the sequence of courses and learning experiences for the Doctorate in Population Health Sciences. Prerequisites can be met through participation in the Master of Science program, or based on prior equivalent coursework that provides a mastery of skills covered in the following Master’s courses: PHS 500, 501, 503 and 504 (Applied Analytic Methods and associated SAS and R programming labs), PHS 505 & 506 (Topics in Population Health Sciences), and PHS 507 & 508 (Research Methods and Study Design).

Table 3: Course Sequence for Population Health Sciences PhD
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year 1</th>
<th>Fall (10 units)</th>
<th>Spring (10 units)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PHS 700: Population Health Sciences Research Methods I, Survey Design (3 units)</td>
<td>PHS 701: Population Health Sciences Research Methods II, Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analysis (3 units)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PHS 720: Analytic Methods for Population Health Sciences III. Advanced Regression Methods in Population Health Sciences including Longitudinal and Clustered data (3 units)</td>
<td>PHS 721: Analytic Methods for Population Health Sciences IV, Health Informatics and Population Health Sciences Analytics (3 units)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PHS 710: Population Health Sciences Theories (3 units)</td>
<td>Concentration-specific theory (3 units)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PHS 801: Population Health Sciences Professional Development (1 unit)</td>
<td>PHS 802: Population Health Sciences Professional Development (1 unit)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year 2</th>
<th>Fall (10 units)</th>
<th>Spring (10 units)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PHS 703: Population Health Sciences Research Methods PhD III, Advanced Methods in Population Health Sciences Outcomes Research (3 units)</td>
<td>Concentration-specific analytic methods (3 units)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PHS 722: Analytic Methods for Population Health Sciences V, Design and Analysis of Clinical Trials for Population Health Sciences (3 units)</td>
<td>Concentration-specific elective (3 units)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Elective-specified concentration (3 units)</td>
<td>Elective (3 units)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PHS 810: Population Health Sciences Teaching Seminar (1 unit)</td>
<td>PHS 811: Population Health Sciences Grant/Proposal Development (1 unit)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year 3</th>
<th>Fall (3 units)</th>
<th>Spring (3 units)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Dissertation (3 units)</td>
<td>Dissertation (3 units)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year 4</th>
<th>Fall (3 units)</th>
<th>Spring (3 units)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Dissertation (3 units)</td>
<td>Dissertation (3 units)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

II.k. Brief descriptions of courses and learning opportunities for the PhD

II.k.i. Core PhD courses

The new core courses for the PhD are described in Table 3. Appendix A includes full descriptions of all courses and electives.

II.k.ii. Analytic Elective courses

The doctoral program requires one general elective course and one minor track elective course.

Analytic electives. As described above, our department will offer some electives for our PhD students. Additionally, there are currently over 45 courses offered at Duke that would meet the analytic elective requirement and we plan to crosslist in our department (see Appendix A for potential electives and courses we may crosslist).
II.k.iii. General Elective courses

General Elective Courses. As described above, these courses may be within or outside PHS (see Appendix A). We will also offer a new concentration track taken as electives. These classes are currently not available at Duke but do have faculty instructors identified, and will be made available to other Duke graduate programs.

II.k.iv. Concentration track courses

Within the PhD program, students will choose within their Concentration 1 theory course, 1 methods course, and 2 elective courses.

Measurement Science
1. Theory of measurement
2. Development and evaluation of health measures I
3. Development and evaluation of health measures II

Epidemiology
1. Epidemiological theory
2. Epidemiological methods I
3. Epidemiological methods II - Focus on surveillance and special study designs (cohort, case-control, nested)

Health Services Research and Dissemination and Implementation science
1. HSR theories
2. Decision Sciences Analysis in Population Health Sciences
3. Implementation science methods

II.k.i. Dissertation (PhD)

All PhD students will complete a dissertation, which reports a formal, independently conducted research project. Dissertations will address an important population health problem, use methods and knowledge specific to the student’s minor area, and demonstrate an understanding of relevant population health sciences theories. The dissertation is meant to add something novel to the field and/or help address an unanswered question. They typically result in three peer-reviewed manuscripts. Example dissertations:

Measuring patient reported outcomes for children with obesity receiving treatment in a tertiary care clinic

The impact of a new community based telehealth system on diabetes control, complications and healthcare costs: a cluster randomized community trial

The introduction of physician assistant-led community health clinics and their impact on patient quality of care, cost of and patient satisfaction with diabetes care: results from a regional integrated medical health record system

Examination of the adoption and spread of the use of new medications (e.g., PCSK9, hepatitis C) into the healthcare system
Dissertations will be assessed by a committee that meets Graduate School requirements. This includes a committee chair from the faculty of DPHS and at least four other committee members, a majority of whom will be DPHS faculty. Detailed guidelines for the dissertation will be developed to cover different approaches that will be used in the program. In general, all dissertations will be assessed on: (1) identification of an important, original research question relevant to public health and the student’s minor area; (2) use of innovative and appropriate research and statistical methods to address the question; (3) interpretation of findings in the context of other research findings; (4) use of findings to develop future research plans; and (5) quality of writing and presentation for diverse audiences.

Dissertations will not have specific publication requirements, given publication timelines. However, a dissertation will be of sufficient scope to generate three papers of high enough quality for publication in peer-reviewed journals. Students may opt for a dissertation structured as three distinct papers or a traditional monograph. The expectations of the dissertation quality and scope will not differ based on the structure of the dissertation itself.

II.l. Distance-based learning opportunities (PhD)

The PhD program will not rely on technology-based distance learning.

II.m. Student participation in independent and mentored study (PhD)

All students in the PhD program will participate in an independent project, as their dissertation. MS students will receive faculty mentored experience on their Capstone Project and subsequent thesis. PhD students will receive financial support for independent/mentored research through research assistantships funded by their PHS mentor’s grants; student obtained funding (e.g., NIH predoctoral awards) or the department, through education reserves or training grants.

II.n. Target audience for the proposed program (PhD)

The PhD in Population Health Sciences will target students from three pools: current and recent Masters-level graduates seeking further training to attain their career goals, existing professionals pursuing training to advance their careers or branch into new specialties related to their current expertise, and on rare occasions students coming straight out of undergraduate.

Detailed recruitment strategies for the various groups are described in V.e. Recruitment plan for meeting enrollment targets.

II.o. Key faculty (MS and PhD)

DPHS currently has 33 faculty who will be available to teach and mentor in the proposed degree programs (Table 4). Eight faculty (22%) currently have appointments on the Graduate Faculty; 3 have full appointments and 5 have term appointments. All of our faculty meet requirements for appointment to the Graduate Faculty; the lack of formal degree programs has meant there has been no need for these appointments. We will begin obtaining Graduate Faculty appointments for all of our faculty prior to the onset of the MS program, ensuring all faculty are ready to serve as advisors and committee members.

Additionally, 3 members of the DPHS faculty were recently recruited from other institutions where they had significant responsibility for graduate education. Prior to joining Duke in July 2017, Bryce Reeve, PhD, was director of the PhD program in Health Policy and Management at
the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill. Dr. Reeve served as committee chair for 5 doctoral students and as a committee member for an additional 13 doctoral students. Meira Epplein, PhD, joined Duke in May 2017 from Vanderbilt University where she served for two years as the Associate Director of Graduate Studies for the Epidemiology PhD program. In that capacity, she created a faculty advisor program for the students; established expectations in terms of obligations and timelines for both the students and the faculty mentors; co-authored the doctoral comprehensive exam each year; and taught a core course (Scientific Writing) as well as regularly guest lecturing in many of the other core courses. Ashley Skinner, PhD, joined Duke in 2016 from University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill where she was Associate Director of the DrPH Program in Public Health Leadership. Dr. Skinner has served as committee chair for 3 students and has served on more than 25 doctoral dissertation committees. Additionally, she taught multiple doctoral-level courses during her ten-year tenure at UNC.

In total, 6 faculty have chaired doctoral dissertation committees and more than two-thirds have served on such committees at Duke, University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, or other institutions. More than 20 have chaired or served on master’s thesis committees and nearly all faculty have mentored junior faculty, post-doctoral fellows and pre-doctoral students. Ten faculty have taught over the years in the Duke Clinical Research Training Program. Four faculty have previously taught in the Global Health program. Dr. Bosworth directed both a predoctoral and post-doctoral program and Drs. Skinner and Saunders recently submitted a pre-doctoral program in Population Health Sciences. Dr. Bosworth was recently awarded a K12 training grant to train junior faculty in Dissemination and Population Health Sciences.

Impact on Faculty Workload: We recognize that the onset of the MS and PhD programs is a substantial undertaking, and we are confident in our readiness to do so. We currently have 33 faculty, and anticipate more in the coming years. All faculty are expected to participate in educational activities. With the planned MS enrollment, each faculty would be required to serve as advisor to 2 MS students (one first year and one second year), and serve as second reader on two more. We have currently proposed 22 full 3-hour courses that would be based in DPHS, and 8 additional 1-hour courses. When both programs are fully running, and not accounting for the expected increase in our faculty ranks, this would require less than 1 course per year per faculty member. Five years after beginning, at peak PhD enrollment, the 15 PhD students would require only half of our faculty to chair a committee.

Faculty Preparedness: The absence of formal degree programs related to population health disciplines has limited teaching opportunities for DPHS faculty and yet several have extensive experience teaching at the master’s or doctoral level, as described in Table 4.

We developed and distributed a teaching/mentoring needs assessment to our faculty, and we have received responses from more than two-thirds. The assessment covers important teaching foundations, including classroom methods, syllabus and curriculum design, student management, student assessment and evaluation, writing, and diversity and inclusion. A copy of this assessment is available as Appendix G. Using our assessment results, we will implement teaching training for our faculty in areas such as course development and design, innovative classroom management strategies, and team teaching methods, in formats such as individual and group consultations, and one-hour workshops. We will be implementing these resources with the help of the experts at Duke Learning Innovations.

We will also begin allowing faculty to further hone their teaching skills by offering a three-day summer institute program (June 2018) devoted to measurement science, qualitative methods, and dissemination and implementation science.
We will have a faculty retreat focused on teaching, similar to the previous two-day retreat the department had for research. The retreat will be an opportunity to bring in leaders of other programs at Duke and explore ways to ensure collaboration and use of best teaching methods. We are planning this retreat for the fall of 2018.

On behalf of the Chancellor’s office, the department is sponsoring a Population Health Sciences symposium on April 3, 2018. The intended audience includes attendees from across Duke who are interested or engaged in population health topics, and also includes several guests from outside Duke, all experts in their fields. These guests include Susan Mullaney, President of Kaiser Permanente Washington, Clay Johnston, Dean of the Dell Medical School in Austin, TX, Amy Kilbourne, Director of VA’s Quality Enhancement Research Initiative, and Morris Weinberger, Department Chair of Health Policy and Administration at UNC-Chapel Hill’s Gillings School of Public Health. Information about the department and its proposed education programs will be provided to attendees and Duke faculty with shared interests will be invited to engage with the department.

We are initiating quarterly education meetings to reach out to potentially interested faculty across Duke to discuss courses related to population health science, as well as educational methods (e.g., best practices). In addition to individuals listed in the previous table, we will extend invitations through Duke University Population Research Institute, Duke Social Science Research Institute, the Nicholas School for the Environment, and other entities.

Educational biosketches for DPHS faculty are available in Appendix B.
Table 4. Participating faculty, including prior teaching and mentoring experience.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Areas of Excellence</th>
<th>Graduate Faculty</th>
<th>Mentoring Experience</th>
<th>Teaching Experience</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Term</td>
<td>Undergraduate Masters PhD/Other Doctoral MD/Other Clinical Resident Postdoctoral Fellow Junior Faculty Undergraduate Masters PhD Medical School Other Professional Institutes/Workshops</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hayden Bosworth, PhD</td>
<td>Health behavior, Health services research, Implementation science</td>
<td>Term</td>
<td>X                    X        X    X    X    X    X    X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lesley Curtis, PhD</td>
<td>Health services research</td>
<td>Term</td>
<td>X                    X        X</td>
<td>X    X    X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F. Reed Johnson, PhD</td>
<td>Clinical decision sciences, Health measurement</td>
<td>Full</td>
<td>X                    X        X    X    X    X    X    X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Matthew Maciejewski, PhD</td>
<td>Health services research, Health economics, Health Policy</td>
<td>Term</td>
<td>X                    X        X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Truls Ostbye, MPH, MD</td>
<td>Epidemiology, Health services research</td>
<td>Full</td>
<td>X                    X        X    X    X    X    X    X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kathryn Pollak, PhD</td>
<td>Clinical decision sciences, Health behavior</td>
<td>Term</td>
<td>X                    X</td>
<td>X    X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shelby Reed, PhD</td>
<td>Clinical decision sciences, Health measurement</td>
<td>Full</td>
<td>X                    X        X    X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bryce Reeve, PhD</td>
<td>Health measurement, Stakeholder engagement</td>
<td>Full</td>
<td>X                    X        X    X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Areas of Excellence</th>
<th>Graduate Faculty</th>
<th>Mentoring Experience</th>
<th>Teaching Experience</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gillian Sanders, PhD</td>
<td>Clinical decision sciences, Health services research, Health policy</td>
<td>X X X X X</td>
<td>X X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shenglan Tang, MD, PhD</td>
<td>Epidemiology</td>
<td>Term</td>
<td>X X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Qingyi Wei, MD, PhD</td>
<td>Epidemiology</td>
<td>X X X X X</td>
<td>X X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Courtney Van Houtven, PhD</td>
<td>Health services research, Health economics</td>
<td>X X X</td>
<td>X X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kevin Weinfurt, PhD</td>
<td>Health measurement, Bioethics</td>
<td>Full</td>
<td>X X</td>
<td>X X</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Associate Professor**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Areas of Excellence</th>
<th>Graduate Faculty</th>
<th>Mentoring Experience</th>
<th>Teaching Experience</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Amy Corneli, MPH, PhD</td>
<td>Bioethics, Health behavior, Qualitative and mixed methods</td>
<td></td>
<td>X X</td>
<td>X X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Matthew Dupre, PhD</td>
<td>Epidemiology, Health services research</td>
<td>Term</td>
<td>X X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Meira Epplein, PhD</td>
<td>Epidemiology</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Areas of Excellence</th>
<th>Graduate Faculty</th>
<th>Mentoring Experience</th>
<th>Teaching Experience</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Undergraduate</td>
<td>Masters</td>
<td>PhD/Other Doctoral</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jennifer Gierisch, PhD, MPH</td>
<td>Health behavior</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brad Hammill, DrPH</td>
<td>Health services research, Biostatistics</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>George Jackson, PhD</td>
<td>Epidemiology, Health services research, Implementation science</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laura Richman, PhD</td>
<td>Health services research</td>
<td>Full</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Christian Simon, PhD</td>
<td>Bioethics</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ashley Skinner, PhD</td>
<td>Health services research, Implementation science</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Karen Steinhauser, PhD</td>
<td>Health measurement</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Virginia Wang, PhD</td>
<td>Health services research</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Assistant Professor</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dan Belsky, PhD</td>
<td>Epidemiology</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michaela Dinan, PhD</td>
<td>Health services research</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Areas of Excellence</th>
<th>Graduate Faculty</th>
<th>Mentoring Experience</th>
<th>Teaching Experience</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Heather King, PhD</td>
<td>Qualitative and mixed methods, Evaluation</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emily O’Brien, PhD</td>
<td>Epidemiology, Health services research</td>
<td></td>
<td>X X X</td>
<td>X X X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sudha Raman, PhD</td>
<td>Epidemiology, Health services research</td>
<td></td>
<td>X X X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Juan M. González Sepúlveda, PhD</td>
<td>Health measurement</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Valerie Smith, DrPH</td>
<td>Health services research, Biostatistics</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>X X X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Corinna Sorenson, PhD, MPH, MHSA</td>
<td>Health services research, health economics, health policy</td>
<td></td>
<td>X X X</td>
<td>X X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nina Sperber, PhD</td>
<td>Qualitative and mixed methods, Health services research, Health measurement</td>
<td></td>
<td>X X X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leah Zullig, PhD</td>
<td>Implementation science</td>
<td></td>
<td>X X X</td>
<td>X X X</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Undergraduate</th>
<th>Masters</th>
<th>PhD/Other Doctoral</th>
<th>MD/Other Clinical</th>
<th>Resident</th>
<th>Postdoctoral Fellow</th>
<th>Junior Faculty</th>
<th>Undergraduate</th>
<th>Masters</th>
<th>PhD</th>
<th>Medical School</th>
<th>Other Professional</th>
<th>Institutes /Workshops</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Heather King, PhD</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emily O’Brien, PhD</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sudha Raman, PhD</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Juan M. González Sepúlveda, PhD</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Valerie Smith, DrPH</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Corinna Sorenson, PhD, MPH, MHSA</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nina Sperber, PhD</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leah Zullig, PhD</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
III. Relationship of New program with Other Duke Programs

III.a. Similar or Related programs at other universities as well as Duke

The Master of Science in Population Health Sciences has the potential to expand course offerings available to Duke graduate students in other programs. However, there is the potential we could compete for students, teaching faculty, and tuition revenue. The overall goal of all Duke Master’s programs should be to match the student to the Duke program that best meets their needs. This goal will increase the overall satisfaction of all students entering Master’s programs at Duke, thereby strengthening our reputation and increasing the total number of students applying to our programs.

Therefore, we have worked closely with groups that offer Master’s programs with potential overlap, including the Duke Global Health Institute (MS in Global Health), the Department of Biostatistics & Bioinformatics (Master of Biostatistics and Master of Management in Clinical Informatics), the departments and institutes involved in data science (Master in Interdisciplinary Data Science), Duke Science and Society (MA in Bioethics and Science Policy, the Sanford School of Public Policy (Master of Public Policy) and others to ensure the program is unique enough to not have negative consequences, and to work toward a goal where we share information from interested students to match them appropriately. We have included letters of support (Appendix E) from the relevant partners and have representation from Duke Global Health Institute (Dr. Truls Ostbye) and Biostatistics and Bioinformatics (Dr. Steve Grambow) in our education program workgroup.

III.b. Distinguishing Features of the Proposed Program

III.b.i. Distinguishing Features from Other Programs in the Department of Population Health Sciences

There are no other degree programs currently offered by the Department.

III.b.ii. Distinguishing Features from Other Universities’ Programs

We assessed the landscape of university-based public and population health entities to inform this proposal and to build an academic resource at Duke that addresses the challenge of improving population health. Particular attention was given to how existing public and population health entities (for example, schools, departments, institutes or centers) are structured within the university and/or the school of medicine, how they were subdivided, and how each entity addresses emerging areas of population health sciences research—considering the link between population health sciences and the clinical healthcare systems.

Thus, our objective was to understand the national landscape based on specific characteristics of top-ranked public or population health sciences departments, with a particular focus on universities with a population health entity housed in a school of medicine (SOM) as compared to a freestanding school of public health (SPH) with strong education and research programs.

To compare university-based population health academic entities, we compiled a list of the top 20 Schools of Medicine (SOM) in the research category and additional schools from the 20 top ranked School of Public Health (SPH), both from the 2017 US News and World Reports.
rankings.\textsuperscript{5} We included additional schools with healthcare/clinical research focus (University of Wisconsin–Madison, Dartmouth College), and a recently formed school of medicine (University of Texas Austin). Publically available information was compiled for the above universities. Characteristics noted included rank (as per US News and World Report) of academic SOM, entities’ location within and/or outside of the SOM, rank of SPH if present, start year, graduate degree programs, and divisions. The program characteristics are detailed in Appendix F. We profiled 20 universities based on rankings.

Eight universities were identified as nationally comparable peer institutions to Duke: Harvard University, University of Chicago, Cornell University, New York University, Northwestern University, Icahn University, University of Wisconsin-Madison, and the University of Texas – Austin. Similar to Duke’s proposed Department of Population Health Sciences, these universities focused on public and population health sciences research and educational activities housed in a department within the school of medicine.

International findings–Notable features of the London School of Hygiene and Tropical Medicine (UK) were its well-developed distance learning and professional development for public health professionals. Notable features at the University of Toronto (Canada) were its established, large health policy, management and evaluation department/institute, including clinical epidemiology education and research programs, as well as a relatively new SPH. Population and clinical sciences are well represented in the University of Toronto divisions (for example: clinical epidemiology, health services research, quality improvement and patient safety).

National Observations:

- Location of entity within university – Of the US News and World Report 2015 ranking of the top 20 schools of medicine (SOM) (research category), 18 universities had public health (SPH), department, or university wide institute focused on public health or population health science. Eight universities had a SPH, 5 universities had a university-wide institute or center of public or population health science. Of the remaining universities without an SPH or similar entity, 5 housed a department of public health or population health sciences within the SOM (including Cornell University’s Department of Healthcare Policy and Research that was formerly the Department of Public Health). The remaining university, other than Duke, was University of California–San Diego (UCSD); the UCSD SOM houses a Division of Global Public Health within the Department of Medicine. Within each school’s SOM, almost all universities with and without a SPH had a non-clinical department or subdivision that focused on epidemiology, biostatistics, or clinical/translational research.
- Size – The size of the faculty group ranged from as few as 8 to 100+ for schools where the number of primary faculty in the population health entity were noted.
- History - Many of the schools of public health were established 50+ years ago. Schools, institutes and centers established in the last 10 years reflect new terminology, often using population health rather than public health.
- Education – Most population or public health entities offered an MPH, MS, PhD at the minimum, with <5 offering various other degrees including research and applied masters in healthcare management, health administration and clinical research degrees intended for physicians, as well as doctorates in public health.
- Research – Most departments, schools, and institutes had between 5-8 subdivisions.

The most common were epidemiology, biostatistics, health policy, behavioral health, and environmental health. Institutes, centers, and departments formed in the last 10 years included emerging the emerging fields of implementation and decision science, comparative effectiveness research, medical bioethics, and mental health. The full list of subdivisions are included in Appendix F. Each school had many smaller organizational units (such as centers) that focused on specific methods or disease topics.

- Programs with established links to clinical research with/within a health system – Many schools had active and visible research programs that evaluated the healthcare system, often focusing on national or state healthcare data (e.g. include Dartmouth’s Institute for Health Policy and Clinical Practice), however finding a strong example of a symbiotic relationship between a population health research and education entity of the university and a healthcare system was difficult.
- Established population and public health entities often cross-cut university endeavors and drew from multiple disciplines, whether housed in a SOM or SPH.

State Observations:

- Of the NC universities with public or population health entities, The University of North Carolina School of Public Health (UNC SPH) is the most well established with large departments, as well as population health tracks in the SOM, the School of Pharmacy and the Cecil G. Sheps Center for Health Services Research (a unit of the University of North Carolina Division of Health Affairs). We discuss specific degrees below, but all of them differ based on the fundamental differences between Public Health and Population Health. Public health is community-focused, with particular focus on public health policies. Population health is concerned with the definition and measurement of health outcomes, the determinants of health and disparities in populations, and using data to improve health and health care. As the IOM states, there is need a for PHS, “a vision for creating outstanding scientists who can take knowledge, theory, and methods from diverse disciplines and work with interdisciplinary teams to address complex population health issues.”
- We have recruited recent leaders from UNC who can ensure the unique contribution of Population Health Sciences, particularly in the context of the differences in the offerings. Bryce Reeve, PhD, was director of the PhD program in Health Policy and Management at the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill. Asheley Skinner, PhD, joined Duke in 2016 from University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill where she was Associate Director of the DrPH Program in Public Health Leadership.
- One concern has been the cost differences between UNC and Duke. In addition to the important differences in the degree programs, UNC costs differ greatly only for in-state students. The out of state tuition at UNC is $35,000/year which is comparable to the cost of our PHS Master's program. To offset costs for internal NC candidates, we will provide financial aid when appropriate to reduce competition based on costs.
- The MPH program at UNC SPH, like all such programs, is a professional degree program that emphasizes practice in public health or healthcare settings. In general, these degrees are geared for individuals who want careers as practitioners in public health or clinical settings, collaborating with individuals or groups to promote healthy behaviors and prevent disease in community populations. By contrast, the proposed MS in Population Health Science emphasizes finding solutions to diverse, public health challenges through application of robust research and analytical skills including use of varied data sources and hands-on data management and analysis. To that end, the applied methodological orientation of the proposed MS program is substantially different from the analytical content of the MPH.
In addition to the MPH programs, the UNC SPH has other Master's degree programs, including the MSPH (Master of Science in Public Health) or MS in Biostatistics, Nutrition, Environmental Science, and Health Policy and Management. While these programs have a focus on research methods similar to the proposed MS, these programs are focused on specific content areas and the underlying theoretical frameworks, research methods, and approaches of those areas. The proposed MS in Population Health Sciences emphasizes a robust set of methodological skills that can be applied to a variety of population health problems.

The proposed PhD program builds on the strong methodological orientation of the master's program and provides students the opportunity to specialize in one of 3 areas: epidemiology, measurement science, and implementation science. It is distinctly different from PhD programs in the UNC SPH in that it is integrated within the School of Medicine, creating a robust environment for collaborative work across clinical and scientific disciplines. As a result, our PhD students will gain experience communicating and working effectively with multidisciplinary teams.

We will develop an FAQ web page that explains how our PHS program differs from UNC’s public health degrees especially in methods and substance. The web page will highlight the availability of financial aid for prospective in-state students so that the PHS master's program is comparable to UNC’s MPH. Out-of-state tuition at UNC SPH is approximately $35,000 per year and the webpage will make clear the value proposition described above.

Other notable educational offerings included Wake Forest University’s Clinical and Population Translational Sciences (CPTS) program (granting degrees (MS) or certificates) and UNC Charlotte’s PhD in health services research (established 2005) within the Department of Public Health Sciences.

III.b.iii. Distinguishing Features from Other Duke Programs

Our programs will train and prepare students to:

- Integrate population-level thinking in understanding and addressing health and disease.
- Critically evaluate scientific evidence and evaluate its potential impact on populations.
- Apply population-level strategies in clinical care, research, teaching, and health policy efforts.
- Conduct research according to the highest scientifically rigorous and ethical standards and to serve the needs/values of the populations with which they interact.

These skills are complementary to other programs at Duke and provide opportunities for partnership without overlap and competition. Below, we discuss all relevant Master’s degree programs at Duke and how we plan to collaborate, followed by a discussion of the distinctions between the PHS program and the extant Master’s degree programs.

Master of Science in Global Health

The MS in Global Health shares some of the same core subjects areas offered in a traditional Master of Public Health program but the Master of Science in Global Health courses are taught through global lens with a focus on health disparities in low- and middle-income countries. We anticipate sharing a number of courses given we have identified three faculty members within the department of PHS with Global Health affiliations.

A MS in Population Health Sciences will differ from the MS in Global Health in that the former
will involve a more methodologically rigorous training and will focus on measurement science and dissemination/implementation. Similarly, applied methodology, qualitative methodology and evaluation and team-based research will be significant topics in both the Masters and Doctoral PHS program. The PHS programs will also focus on domestic healthcare systems whereas the global health focus is predominantly international. The Global program does not have a doctorate. However, given the related coursework between global health and PHS, it is anticipated that global health students may likely apply for a doctorate in PHS. Please see attached letter of support that outlines the mutual benefits and synergies of having a Master of Science in Global Health and a Master of Science in Population Health Sciences.

Please see the letter of support from Drs. Mary Story, Associate Director for Academic Programs and Randy Kramer, Interim Director of Duke Global Health Institute.

Quantitative Masters Programs at Duke Master's in Statistical Science (MSS)
The MSS is a 2-year program that provides education in statistical theory, methods, and computation and is similar to the first two years of the PhD program in Statistics. Courses and projects emphasize stochastic model-based approaches to problems of inference and prediction, highlighting Bayesian and machine learning methods. Students develop skills and expertise in modeling complex and potentially massive data sets and advanced computational methods while gaining exposure to a broad range of application contexts. We will collaborate with this program by offering additional courses to students in both programs to broaden and better meet their educational needs.

Master of Science in Computer Science (MSCS)
The MSCS is a 2-year program that provides theoretical and practical training in technologies and applications. There are 3 options for the degree: course only, with a required portfolio and oral exam, thesis, or project option with an oral defense. The program requires students complete 4 or 6 computer science courses, and at least 4 approved electives in a field related to CS or the student’s area of concentration. This degree allows graduates to move into a research career or pursue a PhD. We will collaborate with this program through offering additional courses to students in both programs to broaden and better meet their educational needs.

Master in Statistical and Economic Modeling (MSEM)
The MSEM degree is a joint master’s program of the Departments of Economics and Statistical Science. It prepares graduates in the critical areas of statistics and computation linked to economics, finance and related applications. Graduates can move into professional practice, R&D in commerce, industry and government, or pursue PhD work. It is a relatively small program, and in light of the fact that both economics and statistics now have large and mature Masters programs, there is an open question as to how active the joint program will be in the future. We will collaborate with this program by offering additional courses to students in both programs to broaden and better meet their educational needs.

Master of Management in Clinical Informatics (MMCi)
The MMCi is a 1-year graduate degree program developed through a partnership between the School of Medicine and The Fuqua School of Business to meet the demand for informaticians and IT-conversant health professionals. The program prepares graduates to operationalize, manage, and evaluate health IT in a variety of settings, including academia, government, and industry, and to succeed in managerial and executive positions in healthcare. We will collaborate with this program by offering additional courses to students in both programs to broaden and better meet their educational needs.
Master of Quantitative Management
The Fuqua School of Business recently launched a Master of Quantitative Management (MQM). While this degree is aimed at business students, it focuses on data science and analytics with an emphasis on communication skills. We have begun discussions on potential shared electives.

Clinical Research Training Program
The Clinical Research Training Program (CRTP) is an academic program of the School of Medicine that provides clinicians with didactic and practical training in the quantitative and methodological principles of clinical research. CRTP is designed to meet the needs of clinicians who will ultimately design and direct clinical and translational studies in their clinical specialties. It is designed for part-time study, which allows integration of the academic training provided by the program with a student’s clinical training. The degree option leads to a Master of Health Sciences in Clinical Research, a professional degree awarded by the School of Medicine. We will collaborate with this program by offering additional courses to students in both programs to broaden and better meet their educational needs. We have begun discussions on potential shared electives.

Please see the letter of support from Dr. Steven Grambow, Director of the CRTP.

Master of Biostatistics
The Duke Master’s degree in Biostatistics provides students with the analytical, biological, and communication skills. We will collaborate with this program by offering additional courses to students in both programs to broaden and better meet their educational needs.

Please see the letter of support from Dr. Elizabeth Delong, Chair of the Department of Biostatistics and Bioinformatics in the Duke University School of Medicine.

Master in Interdisciplinary Data Science
The Master’s program in Interdisciplinary Data Science, starting in fall 2018, is an interdisciplinary training within the quantitative sciences, exposure to problems in a variety of disciplines, and direct experience in interdisciplinary team-based science. We will collaborate with this program by offering additional courses to students in both programs to broaden and better meet their educational needs.

Please see letter of support from Dr. Tom Nechyba, Director of the Social Science Research Institute.

Master of Arts in Bioethics and Science Policy
The MA in Bioethics and Science Policy curriculum addresses the ethical, legal, and social policy concerns arising from advances in science and medical technology, particularly at the intersection of life sciences, biotechnology, medicine, politics, law, and philosophy. It also includes methodology courses, including foundational principlism, casuistic, communitarianism, virtue ethics, legal and political systems and analysis, deliberative decision-making, and data analysis. We will collaborate with this program by offering additional courses to students in both programs to broaden and better meet their educational needs.

Health Systems and Services (HSS) track of the Integrated Biology and Medicine (IBM) Program at Duke-NUS
This HSS IBM NUS doctoral program prepares scientists to become investigators in the fields of health services and clinical and community-based research. The primary disciplinary tracks at HSS include decision sciences and modelling, gerontology, health economics, implementation
science and clinical investigation. Dr. Truls Ostbye is a faculty member in this program and has been on the executive committee of the PHS education workgroup. This track involves six faculty members at Duke-NUS and is limited by the expertise of these faculties. Our PHS program involves both a master’s and doctorate and includes these topics, but also a diverse and more in depth focus on epidemiology, dissemination and implementation science, and measurement science. In fact, there has been early discussion of the PHS faculty teaching additional courses at Duke-NUS.

**Master of Public Policy**
The Master of Public Policy program trains students for careers as public policy analysts, leaders and manager in careers in government, nonprofits and corporations. The curriculum includes microeconomics, data analysis, statistics and evaluation for public policy, ethical and policy analysis, and management and leadership. We will collaborate with this program by offering additional courses to students in both programs to broaden and better meet their educational needs.

Each of these Duke programs share commonalities with the proposed MS in Population Health Sciences, but ours does not duplicate. Two of the Master’s degrees (MSEM and MSEC) are relatively small and topically focused within the discipline of Economics, the MMCI focuses specifically on health IT, and the MQM is aimed exclusively at business school students. Of the other degrees listed, the MSS and the MSCS have a basic science focus rooted in strong disciplines, whereas the MIDS program covers topics in these departments. A MS in PHS will certainly benefit from the strong offerings in c statistics, while MSS and MSCS will benefit from the applied methodology master’s in population health sciences where they can be exposed to, and draw inspiration from applications that require those skills. The MEM and MQM are the most professional degrees, preparing students exclusively for careers in business. While MIDS expects to form strong partnerships with industry, our program emphasizes the broader uses of data science, often in areas where data is beginning to be recognized as important.

The department of PHS appreciates the need for students with deep training in statistics, methods and applied analytic methods. The interdisciplinary PHS’ degree is broader than other degree programs and includes an emphasis on qualitative methodology. Interested students will not typically fit in a single discipline, and they will seek careers or further their training across diverse fields that require a combination of quantitative/qualitative skills and domain expertise. Unlike most of the other quantitative/qualitative programs, ours is focused on developing team-based skills—bringing together researchers and clinicians with diverse disciplinary expertise.

Our approach to Population Health Sciences requires we cultivate relationships with programs that have different educational focuses and that have not incorporated methodological approaches into their curricula. Consequently, other Duke departments have shown a strong interest in allowing their students to enroll in proposed PHS courses. For example, the Master’s in Global Health lacks faculty to teach electives in methodology and we have initiated discussions regarding student’s enrollment methodology courses. We expect such collaborations to grow by developing elective courses that can be cross-listed in other programs. We also believe there is potential for PHS students to form an interdisciplinary community of rigorously trained students who will benefit from interacting with students and faculty in other departments.

**III.c. Reliance on other units at Duke**
All courses required for either program are self-contained within the Department of Population Health Sciences (e.g., no need for courses outside our department). As a result, students will not need courses from other departments to meet requirements for either the Master’s or Ph.D. program. Students can fulfill all of their degree requirements and graduate without taking courses outside of our department. While we have adequate numbers of faculty with prior experience to offer required courses, there are benefits in cross-listing courses with other programs and departments. Department of Population Health Sciences faculty will teach courses for Population Health Sciences. However, in the case of statistical programming, for example, where there is potential for overlap, we will agree that faculty within Biostatistics and Bioinformatics co-teach with faculty in Population Health Sciences. For electives, we will seek memorandums of understanding that allow students from other departments to take Population Health Sciences courses and vice versa. If a course is crosslisted but offered outside PHS involves more than 10 students from PHS, we will consider whether there is a need for PHS faculty to share teaching responsibilities. If this occurs, the course will use Population Health Sciences examples to reduce the potential for duplications. Currently, there are three PHS faculty with additional appointments in the Duke Global health Institute. The three Global Health courses these faculty currently teach will be available to students in the Department of Population Health Sciences. Related, we have discussed with Dr. Tom Nechyba (Co-Director of MIDS and Director of SSRI) the possibility of cross-listing the machine learning course offered through their program and offering courses in population health sciences to their students.

III.d. Anticipated consequences (positive or negative) to the sponsoring unit or to other programs at Duke

As mentioned previously, specific benefits to Duke include:
- The PhD program will complement other Duke programs with terminal Master’s degrees (e.g., Global Health, SSRI), allowing students to continue their training at Duke.
- Course offerings will be expanded for existing programs through cross-departmental collaborations.
- Other departments and programs can financially benefit from collaborations through course cross-listing and sharing instructional costs.
- Increased intellectual collaborations and spillovers between students who study within the larger population health sciences landscape at Duke.
- Strengthening university-wide partnerships, particularly with the Duke Global Health Institute, the Duke Clinical Research Institute, the School of Nursing, the Duke Margolis Center for Health Policy, as well as with other departments in the School of Medicine.

We have included brief overviews of Duke curricula that are similar to PHS in section III.b.iii, and have initiated conversations with directors of these programs regarding possible overlaps and opportunities for collaboration between PHS. Indeed, there is a potential for competition for students amongst similar Duke Master’s programs, which we address in section III.a. However, this competition will likely have positive impacts—students seeking interest in the PHS MS may be introduced to other programs, and students choosing to attend are likely to have increased overall satisfaction with Duke programs, given a better match to their interests.

In summary, our view of Population Health Sciences—interdisciplinary and applied methodologically—distinguishes our program from those offered locally and at peer institutions. Population Health Sciences shares some intellectual foundations with several quantitatively oriented Master’s programs at Duke, but PHS is interdisciplinary with an applied set of analytic methodologies and an integrated focus on epidemiology, measurement, dissemination and
implementation, sets us apart. PHS creates opportunities for exciting synergies with other existing methodologically focused programs at Duke.

IV. Market research for the proposed new program

Market position: The program’s mission to meet internal training needs at Duke places the program in a unique position compared to other master’s degree programs. The primary and most salient feature relevant to market position is that the PHS student market is meeting a strong need to train individuals who can work in teams in applied settings to effectively address pressing healthcare delivery problems. Unlike other programs, the goal of the PHS is to train individuals to ask appropriate questions and provide them with a ‘toolbox’ to answer the question - not teaching individual methods with the goal of finding an appropriate question to answer. PHS’s student market is both internal and external, and with few exceptions, does not compete for potential students outside the institution who have many programs from which to choose. For this reason, revenue must be adequate to support instructional development/delivery and administrative functions as well as investments in technology and educational innovation required for the program to maintain its leadership position in clinical/translational research training.

Market research: We conducted an extensive review of the market for population health science researchers. As many industries are downsizing their staffing needs, public health employment is on the rise. Related, as the focus in health care shifts from volume to value, new career opportunities are emerging in this sector. Greater demands for services and access within the population is driving the creation of stable and lucrative positions. This burgeoning field looks after the health of communities or populations, as opposed to direct patient care in a hands-on capacity. The position of a population health analyst addresses these needs and has great advancement potential. Population health management researchers consider this larger picture and offer solutions for the entire community.

Under current health care legislation, including the Accountable Care Act (ACA), hospitals must manage health in their communities. John Clymer, executive director of the National Forum for Heart Disease and Stroke Prevention, says “hospitals have more accountability beyond just providing quality while patients are in acute care.” Outcome measures will be attached to payment, as the healthcare system ultimately “transforms,” explains Clymer. In this case, transformation equals jobs for our graduates.

Population health “encompasses public health, but it is more than just public health,” says Clymer, who is also an adjunct assistant professor at Loma Linda University School of Public Health. These positions are in great demand. For example, David Nash, M.D., Dean at the Jefferson School of Population Health in Philadelphia, says that almost every week someone asks him to help him find a chief population health officer.

As Becker’s Hospital Review wrote in 2014, “Organizations are looking for someone to help lead the charge and determine what it looks like to truly manage the health of a population in their markets.” Bill Russell, senior vice president and chief information officer of St. Joseph Health in California and Texas, talks about the importance of population health science researchers and analysts—positions not traditionally a part of healthcare. “Using predictive models, they help us ask the right questions about trends in population health. We need data we can turn into information and take action. We also need to move data around in a secure fashion, for example, to another hospital.”
Expertise will also be needed around digital channels and UX (or user experience), he says. That’s because technology will alter the healthcare landscape in ways that gather or send information, he says. “Its use will increase around our critical populations with acute situations, such as congestive heart failure.” For example, those patients will be sent home with prescribed technology that communicates data back to a help desk, says Russell.

**Potential employers:** We also conducted a survey of approximately 40 individuals at various healthcare companies, payors, and healthcare systems that may potentially offer both capstone internships and/or future employment. We received 25 surveys back, and of those who responded, there was a perceived need for well-trained individuals with a strong methodological background who conduct population health analyses. Over the last six months, approximately 15 potential students have requested information and expressed interest in both the Masters and Doctorate PHS program without any formal advertising.

“Because hospitals are going to get paid based upon outcomes, you can expect to find jobs in those institutions,” says Barbara Duerst, associate program director at the University of Wisconsin-Madison School of Medicine and Public Health, which offers an MS degree program in population health. Hospitals must also forge collaborations with public health agencies, faith-based and community-based organizations, social service agencies and other health providers.

“Federal, state and local public health agencies feel an increasing need to reverse growing chronic disease epidemics, and to prevent and protect people from infectious diseases—and potentially, even biological weapons,” Clymer says. “Population health is about things that can be done in everyday life that have a very important bearing on people’s health.”

At the same time, outsourcing governmental services is becoming a general trend, he says.

“Most states and some cities have nonprofit public health institutes doing work formerly done by government agencies,” Clymer says. “That work includes operating health programs, along with grant-making and grants management and policy research. Public institutes are facile and can move faster, partner and collaborate with less red tape and fewer bureaucratic obstacles.”

Thus, as indicated above, there is a clear need for well-trained population health researchers. Doctoral graduates will assume a multitude of positions after they graduate including post-doctoral fellows, faculty members and research scientists in graduate schools, medical schools, research institutes or schools of public health. Career opportunities in the biological sciences as they apply to public health have also grown in academia and in the biotechnology and pharmaceutical industries.

**V. Financial Projections**

The Master of Science in Population Health Sciences (PHS) offers an innovative model that facilitates inter-departmental (and inter-school) cooperation. Key features of the program will be centrally organized in the Department of Population Health Sciences, including all administrative matters and absorbing the fixed costs of admitting students. Yet all departments and schools across Duke will be welcomed to propose new courses (or modifications of existing courses) as the field of population health sciences develops. Our allocation of resources will incentivize innovation and our structure will lower the barriers of entry for smaller units that want to innovate but do not have the resources to offer an MS program that generates sufficient demand. As such, the PHS program can play an important role in stemming the tide of small and disconnected Duke Master’s programs while providing the framework for units to build more integrated and connected program. Through the revenue-sharing model, a single course, or a
set of courses, offered through the PHS program (or in collaboration with it) can become a resource to the other Duke departments and simultaneously create intellectual connections across the university.

The PHS program diminishes the perception that departments and institutes are competing for scarce resources, particularly around faculty teaching. The alliances we will build are in line with Duke’s intellectual priorities of greater interdisciplinary collaboration on problem-based applications with institutes.

V.a. Five-year business plan

The profit and loss (P&L) statement (Appendix C) provides a comprehensive overview of the education programs financial model. We anticipate deficits in the first two years (FY19-20) as we develop the program, reaching a surplus by FY21 that can be reinvested in our programs. The deficits have been reviewed by School of Medicine leadership, and will be covered by commitments to the Department of Population Health Sciences from the Chancellor. Certificate programs, short courses, and summer institutes are not included in this P&L, but these may provide additional funding sources to invest in course development, facilities, and mentoring.

The Master of Science program will grow in FY20 and FY21, ultimately reaching a maximum of 35 students in FY22. By FY20, 16 faculty will be required to teach coursework and mentor students. The doctoral program will take three new students/year in FY21-22, and will maintain 5 new doctoral students/year starting in FY23.

Revenue
Revenue in the form of tuition for Master’s program is set according to the Duke Graduate School tuition, fees, and stipends (future years not reflected in the current projections provided by the Graduate School reflect a similar 4% increase/year), and is included as revenue in the P&L. Approximately 25% of this revenue is reduced in the form of scholarship, as described below in Section V.b.

Expenses
Faculty leadership costs include salary and fringe for a Director position (.30 FTE), and two Associate Directors at .20 FTE.

Faculty instructional costs are described in detail in Section V.c.

Staff costs include salary and fringe for a full-time Program Director to manage operations and serve as lead on recruitment and marketing efforts, a full-time business manager to manage budgets, tuition, student registration, course evaluations, and interactions with the graduate school, .25 FTE of a communications strategist to assist with marketing and communications, and a full-time administrative assistant.

Additional costs include PhD stipends (we anticipate supporting PhD students in the first two years, and then they will transition over to research funding in Years 3-5) according to the Duke Graduate School stipends for the medical sciences and nursing. Class space costs include 2 850 sq ft classrooms @ $37.05 (the Duke School of Medicine blended rate), doctoral student workstations and a student collaborative space (total 125 sq ft/enrolled student). We are also in discussions with Duke Innovation and Entrepreneurship to potentially share classroom space, as they will be located on the floor above us in the Imperial Building on 215 Morris Street. They have one large and two small classrooms.
Program costs include faculty and student development, including courses in instructional and mentoring strategies as well as funds for conference and presentation travel for students.

Marketing, recruitment and events include travel to college fairs and professional meetings to engage faculty across programs and recruit students. We hope to initiate and/or participate in any programs that are Duke-wide and work together to recruit and direct the highest quality students into the appropriate graduate level programs at Duke, particularly those for which we will actively share courses, such as the Master of Science in Global Health and the Master of Science in Interdisciplinary Data Science.

Other operational expenses are calculated at 25% of the total expense (minus faculty leadership), and include any unforeseen expenses as we develop and implement the program.

The graduate school tuition tax is a blanket $672/year per enrolled Master of Science and doctoral student.

The ESL fee is approximately $1,100 per new student enrolled who requires the course. We conservatively estimate that ½ of our new students will require an ESL course.

SOM G&A is 5% of total expenses. All years include 2.5% salary inflation and 3% inflation on other expenses.

V.b. Financial aid, scholarships, fellowships, and outside funding

Financial aid will help recruit and support under-represented groups in population health sciences, including racial and ethnic minorities. The budget includes full tuition scholarships for 25% of master's students in support of racial and ethnic diversity, and other deserving top candidates. We are not clear what the distribution of aid will be, but assume the majority will cover tuition and fees for under-represented students. This support will also provide a bridge to the PhD program for students showing promise of doctoral-level training. As part of the program, a paid internship may partly offset tuition for some master’s students.

Additionally, we anticipate working with industry and foundation partners to potentially offset the costs of financial aid, but have not included this in our business plan, as we have not secured those dollars. For example, we hope to collaborate with a statewide foundation or business to support 1-2 students per year as North Carolina population health sciences scholars. These programs would support students interested in issues that affect North Carolina, provide tuition support, and assistantship.

Per Duke graduate school requirements, all PhD students will have a guaranteed stipend for four years (five if they enter the program without a Master’s degree) provided they are full-time and in good academic standing. Additionally, Duke PhD students’ tuition and mandatory fees in their first five years of study are paid by either the Graduate School or external fellowships.

V.c. Instructional costs

The majority of DPHS faculty in the department will be required to teach at least one course per year in either the Master’s or the Doctoral programs. Effort coverage for teaching will be uniform across faculty regardless of rank. Therefore, costs/course may vary based on faculty salaries. Instructional costs (per course) have been estimated at $21,000—a benchmark based on .12
FTE for an average faculty salary of $175,000. While we anticipate our core courses to be taught by Departmental faculty, opportunities to cross-list courses with other departments and institutes is paramount to our success. Our model is conservative and assumes our department will take on 100% of the costs of required courses, but we anticipate cost savings through cross-departmental collaboration.

V.d. Reliance on sponsoring unit and/or central Duke resources and infrastructure

V.d.i. Space - The Department of Population Health Sciences will be located on the second floor of the Imperial Building (anticipated move-in date November 2018). We will have a permanent 50-person classroom; touch down space for doctoral students, and a student collaborative space. Faculty and staff offices will be adjacent to this space, offering opportunities for interaction outside of the classroom. The large classroom will be equipped with AV, and have the capability of being broken into two smaller classrooms when needed. Additionally, Duke Innovation and Entrepreneurship is located upstairs, and the Duke Clinical Research Institute is across the street and both have offered to share classroom and meeting space providing opportunities for space cost offset and spillover classrooms if needed.

V.d.ii. Career Development Services - In the past academic year, we began discussions with other Masters programs (MMCI, Global health, CRTP) as well as the Office of Career Services to explore a more coordinated effort to increase careers opportunities for all our students. Our discussions have focused on coordinated career and internship fairs, and a collective infrastructure to exploit returns to scale from larger partnerships. In addition, we will explore extending these collaborations to Fuqua given their quantitative programs. We expect to intensify these efforts as we prepare to launch the Masters in Population Health Sciences.

Over time, we will build a strong alumni network that helps connect new Interdisciplinary Data Science graduates with potential employers in industry, government, the nonprofit sector and academia. Program staff will devote significant resources to forming and growing relationships between the program and potential employers, and cultivating an actively engaged alumni network willing to mentor students. The program will make every effort to connect students with opportunities that match their interests, and seek out employers with specific interests in recruiting Population Health Sciences students.

Indeed, we do not see these efforts as disconnected from the student’s academic goals. We envision the capstone projects growing out of connections to industry, non-profits and governments who seek to engage with us around data services. Along these lines, we anticipate fruitful collaborations with university initiatives like The Center for Innovation and Entrepreneurship that actively connects with employers who rely on data scientists.

V.d.iii. Other services. We will rely on shared admissions (via the Graduate School) and the vast library services available to all Duke graduate students. Computational resources are central to the success of the PHS academic programs. We will connect students to the larger Duke computing research infrastructure through academic support. Additionally, for students using large data sets or accessing data that includes protected health information, the PHS electronic health data core infrastructure will be made available to them.

V.e. Recruitment plan for meeting enrollment targets

Target population: Our primary students will be undergraduates, existing professionals including clinical fellows, junior faculty, and other clinical and translational investigators at both
Duke University Medical Center (e.g., Medical Scientist Training Program) and outside the institution.

ENROLLMENT TARGETS:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>FY-19</th>
<th>FY-20</th>
<th>FY-21</th>
<th>FY-22</th>
<th>FY-23</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Education</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MS PHS new admits</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MS PHS student body</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>PhD PHS new admits</strong></td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>PhD PHS student body</strong></td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total Student body</strong></td>
<td>0</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>73</td>
<td>83</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The Master’s in Population Health Sciences will recruit students from two pools: current and recent undergraduates seeking further training to attain their career goals, and existing professionals, including clinicians, pursuing training to advance their careers or branch into new specialties related to their current area of expertise. Although the curriculum we propose will serve these two populations in similar ways—upon matriculation, the typical student experience will be largely indistinguishable, regardless of their starting point.—Our recruitment strategies do vary across the two populations, and we therefore discuss each in turn.

For both subsets of potential students, the Associate Chair of Education will develop and implement recruitment strategies, with advice from the faculty oversight board and assistance from select current students and alumni. Before discussing specifics, we should be explicit about the prerequisites and core competencies we expect of successful applicants. It is prudent to set strong pre-requisites when the program launches and then experiment with additional infrastructure to determine if preparation through intensive boot camp can fill in the gaps. Thus, our initial hard prerequisites will include at least one quantitative methods course with a particular focus on epidemiology, health services research, and measurement. As PHS becomes more established, we will explore mechanisms to accommodate more diverse student backgrounds to enrich the program, but would require pre-matriculation training. While we believe it is important to maintain flexibility around the precise student mix, we would like to learn from our initial experience, and will spell out the underlying principles that guide our learning.

The Master of Science and doctoral programs are not intended to exclusively serve recent Duke undergraduates; rather we want to attract recent graduates with relevant domain and/or technical backgrounds who are looking for a way to fill in gaps with their current skillset. Furthermore, this program is not intended to serve students with work experience; rather, we believe that being recent undergraduates will be strengthened by real world experience brought to the program; and the perspectives of more recently trained undergraduates will strengthen those bringing such experience. In addition, we do not envision a program exclusively tailored to either domestic or international students; rather, we believe the program will be strengthened by diversity of background, with the important caveat that the team-based approach does require
English language fluency. Overall, we aim for a mix of students in the program that will accomplish our goals.

Finally, we are aiming for a steady program size of 35 new students each year, but recognize that we may find ourselves in the position of having much larger qualified applicant pools. We may be tempted to expand the program, and may learn how to accomplish this; however, the current target size is one that lends itself well to individualized attention and to fulfilling the needs of student with diverse backgrounds and different goals.

It is our experience that you learn what makes a program like this work as you gain more knowledge. Over time, it becomes apparent what aspects can be systematized and scaled, and what needs a more personal approach. Scaling becomes easier when a majority of the features fall into the former category. For example, Data+, began as a small program but, as experience was gained, it has grown beyond its original target size.

V.e.i. Recruitment into the Master of Science program

- **Recent undergraduates**
  We will target and recruit students from top colleges and universities similar to Duke in their attributes and quality (top-notch research faculty with strong undergraduate teaching and abundant opportunities for undergraduates to become part of research teams), and from selective liberal-arts colleges that provide students with similar opportunities. We will also be attentive to concerns about diversity and seek out opportunities to connect with under-represented groups (and institutions), including nearby Historically Black Colleges (HBCUs) such as NCCU and NC A&T. Our Vice Chair of Research, Kevin Weinfurt, PhD, who is co-leader of the Clinical and Translational Research Institute’s Workforce Development Core at Duke, will further our Department’s efforts in this regard. The Workforce Development Core has an agreement with NCCU to increase the pipeline of clinical research workers, and so our programs will capitalize and expand on this relationship. While we will welcome applicants from a wide variety of disciplinary backgrounds, we anticipate focusing our recruiting efforts on departments whose major requirements include broad and deep quantitative training. We will certainly recruit from social science departments that teach quantitative approaches, and consider graduates from global health, statistics, and mathematics programs. This does not preclude welcoming student applications from more interpretive or humanities-focused backgrounds, particularly as the program matures.

- **Existing professionals**
  Our immediate geographic area provides plentiful recruiting opportunities among professionals working at higher educational institutions, in Research Triangle Park, and in non-profit, governmental, consulting, and technology institutions. Since our proposed program requires students to be physically present during standard business hours, we anticipate that local professionals with scheduling flexibility and/or employer interest in supporting further training will be our primary targets. We plan to focus our recruitment efforts on this local population by reaching out to large employers in the Triangle area and their professional workers. We also anticipate there will be select opportunities to attract professionals relocating to our region in connection with their spouse’s or partner’s decision to pursue educational or employment opportunities, and will ensure that our faculty colleagues at Duke and other local universities can provide information about the PHS when it may be of interest. Of course, both for recent undergraduates and for existing professionals, we will track our recruitment yields and adapt accordingly. Extensive discussions with our colleagues in informatics (MMCI), CRTP and Interdisciplinary Data Science (all have their own Masters degrees) have made us aware that...
the latter pool—existing professionals—have technical backgrounds stronger than their five to ten years old transcripts infer. This has made us considerably more attentive to planning for future summer boot camps and modular infrastructures leading up to matriculation in the program. Our plan is to start with modest support for a boot camp aimed at these students.

V.e.ii. Recruitment into the Doctoral Program

The Doctorate in Population Health Sciences will recruit students principally from three pools: current and recent Master's level graduates seeking further training in order to attain their career goals, existing professionals pursuing training to advance their careers or branch into new specialties related to their current expertise, and on a rare occasions coming straight out of undergraduate. Although the curriculum we propose will serve these three populations in similar ways – upon matriculation, the students' typical experiences in the program will be largely indistinguishable, regardless of their starting point. Our planned recruitment strategies do vary across the three populations, and we therefore discuss each in turn.

Students enrolled in the PHS MS will serve as a strong candidate pool for the PhD program. The mentorship teams within PHS will identify students who express the interest and aptitude for continued research training.

Current and recent Master's level graduate students from other Duke program will also provide a sizable pool of good candidate, especially the Duke MSc in Global Health. Currently there are around 35 MSc global graduates from Duke in Durham every year plus graduates from the MSc global health at Duke Kunshan. While these graduates have diverse pre-master backgrounds, including social and biological sciences and health professional training, they obtain strong research skills and project experience through their master's course. Several faculty members in the population health department have been, and are actively, involved in the teaching and supervision of these graduates. Furthermore, while the M.Sc. can be a terminal degree, a number of the more academically inclined students have expressed an interest in continuing to the doctoral level. Previously such candidates have sought Ph.D studies elsewhere in geography, sociology, epidemiology and public policy, but a PhD in population health sciences would be a more logical next step.

Other Duke Master's programs that may generate natural recruits include, but are not limited to psychology, anthropology, sociology, analytical political economy, computer science, economics and computation, statistical science, economics, political science, and biology. In addition, select Duke health professional graduates (medicine, nursing, physical therapy, physician assistants) with interest in an academic or research career may choose to apply.

Many PhD students may consider our program after some time in the work force. Individuals working as project leaders or similar roles with PhD-trained scientists may choose to further their own education. Our faculty have broad relationships with many organizations in academia, industry, and the nonprofit sector, all of which may serve as a source for potential candidates of this type.

Finally, there may be occasional students who begin the PhD program directly after completing their undergraduate degree, at Duke or another institution. We will not focus specifically on recruiting such students, but will consider them as we would other candidates.
VI. Student community

We realize that a key aspect of the student experience is ensuring students are integrated into the larger School of Medicine and Duke graduate student community. This issue is particularly salient as the program will be housed downtown at the Imperial Building (215 Morris Street). We will consistently evaluate the PHS student integration. We will use successful models that other programs (Global Health, MMCi, Biostatistics & Bioinformatics) have used. It is important to note that the Imperial Building is located strategically downtown, directly across the street from the new Duke Clinical Research Institute tower, as well as other programs including the School of Medicine Division of General Internal Medicine and Duke Innovation and Entrepreneurship (directly upstairs from PHS space). We have architectural renderings that include classroom and collaborative workspace that is well integrated with our faculty offices, fostering collaboration with faculty and the staff.

Because of the nature of the educational experience, many students will also be interacting directly with the Duke health care system, including the main location near the Duke West Campus. The nature of the program involves collaboration and students will be working closely with fellow students and faculty. Through our students enrolling in electives from other programs, PHS students will be further exposed to the larger School of Medicine, Duke University, and the overall Duke University graduate student community.

VI.a. Promotion of diversity among students

The Department of Population Health Sciences recognizes the need for diverse students, driven in large part by the Department’s mission to study and identify determinants of health and the most effective means for improving health of the diverse US population. Our focus on diversity is aligned with that of all departments at The Duke University School of Medicine. Dr. Kevin Thomas (see letter of support), is Associate Dean of Diversity and will help direct qualified applicants to this training program. Furthermore, the School of Medicine has a new Chief Diversity Officer, Dr. Judy Seidenstein, indicating an increased diversity commitment by the Dean.

Because traditional public health and newer population health sciences programs have majority female representation, our diversity plan focuses on attracting a racially diverse pool of applicants, noted by our Student Services Coordinator and her having that specific directive. S/he will work closely with Historically Black Colleges (HBCUs), particularly those close to Duke’s campus, to educate and attract high-caliber graduates who excel in the quantitative sciences and are interested in entering the health-field. Additionally, she plans to organize a support group of similar staff across Duke graduate programs to share ideas and potential under-represented candidates to increase diversity across all Duke graduate programs. We will rely heavily on the Duke Office for Institutional Equity for resources and support in recruiting racially diverse students, and will include them in our regular support group meetings and strategy sessions. We also will invite all qualified minority candidates for interviews as well as formal and informal interactions with minority faculty. Moreover, program information will contain a strong statement of our intent to actively recruit minority candidates. These activities follow Affirmative Action guidelines.

Our program will adhere to Duke University Policies on Equal Employment Opportunities. Candidates with disabilities will be invited to apply, provided they have the abilities and characteristics required to complete the training program. These standards consist of minimum
physical and cognitive abilities in six general categories: 1) Observations; 2) Communication; 3) Motor Function; 4) intellectual /Conceptual, Integrative, and Quantitative Abilities; 5) Behavioral and Social Attributes; and 6) Ethical and Legal Standards. Although these standards delineate the necessary physical and mental abilities of all candidates, they are not intended to deter candidates for whom reasonable accommodation will allow the completion of the program. Assessment of reasonable accommodation is provided through the offices of Employee and Occupational Health office and Disability Management Systems.

We also recognize the need for retention and plan to engage with fellow students and make friends across the diverse community. There are several examples that we will build on, including the Pratt School of Engineering resources for underrepresented groups and the Duke School of Medicine Minority Recruitment and Retention Committee.

Finally, financial aid will be key to recruiting and supporting under-represented groups. The budget includes full tuition scholarships for 25% of master’s students to support racial and ethnic diversity, and other deserving top candidates. Financial aid will also be a bridge to the PhD program for students showing promise of doctoral-level training.

VI.b. Student support services

In addition to the collaborative touchdown space for students to work and collaborate outside the classroom, we plan to have regular social events to create support networks. During orientation, representatives from the Graduate School will present Duke-wide student resources. In addition, we will build a mentorship program where senior students will be paired with new students to provide guidance.

VI.c. International students and supportive resources

Because our primary focus is on the US healthcare system, we plan to have no more than 25% international student representation. However, for international students, we will adhere to the Graduate School language requirements, and budget for the appropriate course costs. We will also connect international students with groups across campus that provide community support. Part of our curriculum includes a professional development course, which will assist all students in preparing for an educational program, interviews and the workplace in the United States.

VI.d. Career development services

As mentioned above, we will offer a professional development course to Master’s students each year and for the first two years for the PhD students. Professional development will cover having a professional presence, networking techniques, what American employers expect in the workplace, creating and maintaining a professional digital presence, learning how to master informational interviews, work/life balance, teaming at work, and developing competencies in communication, self-awareness, professional adaptability, and leadership.

Students can also take advantage of Duke’s career development resources, including the Graduate School’s Professional Development and Career Center. As our program grows, we plan to foster a strong alumni network via social media and other events held at Duke and other major cities across the US (in conjunction with other Duke alumni activities).

VI.e. Support for graduate student clubs and other co-curricular events
While our leadership believes that clubs and co-curricular events are an important part of the graduate school experience, we want our first few cohorts to grow clubs and events organically (with assistance from a few key faculty). We have budgeted for bi-annual club social events, at the beginning and end of the academic year.

**VII. Program evaluation**

We will build a comprehensive evaluation plan to assess individual program components (e.g., individual student performance, quality of instruction for individual courses) as well as the overall success of the Masters’ and Doctoral programs (e.g., number of applications, quality and diversity of applications, faculty evaluation of quality and diversity of enrolled students, student evaluation of overall faculty and program quality, successful placement of graduates, suitability of program curriculum and instructional delivery methods, and overall financial health of the program). We anticipate these evaluation efforts will change as we gain experience in program administration and receive feedback through ongoing assessments. We will use quantifiable and behaviorally-based evaluation and assessment metrics to establish clear guidelines so that students and faculty understand program processes and how we’re measuring advancement/success. We will consult with various Duke groups and resources with expertise in program assessment, program quality, and faculty development (e.g., SSRI Program Evaluation Team, Center for Instructional Technology, School of Medicine Faculty Development Program) to maximize the impact of our program evaluation, outcome assessment, and improvement efforts.

Per graduate school guidelines, we plan to conduct an initial review during the program’s third year and commit to ongoing external evaluations every five years. We plan to establish an Executive Educational Advisory Committee comprised of academic (both from other faculties at Duke and from other universities) and industry leaders in the population health sciences that will convene on a semi-annual basis. They will review an outcome assessment report (see Appendix D) and we will seek their input and guidance on overall program health and improvements.

We envision that the program evaluation data and outcome assessments will come from key stakeholders, including students, alumni, faculty, internship/research experience advisors/mentors, our Executive Educational Advisory Committee, and possibly others. Data collection will come from a variety of approaches including in person interviews/discussions and standardized forms and/or surveys (using tools such as the Duke Qualtrics Survey Tool). Some data examples will include: student course evaluations, annual student progress report forms, final course grades, comments from collaborative research experiences (from both students and faculty), results and feedback from qualifying exams, results and feedback from preliminary exams, results and feedback from the dissertation and final oral exams, admissions and matriculation metrics (e.g., applications, enrollments, selectivity, yield, retention), both short (e.g., 3 months) and long (e.g., 2 and 5 years) term response from alumni about post-graduate employment and career trajectory.

Our goal is that prior to the end of the PhD program’s third year, we will create a secure, integrated and robust evaluation database system (for both the Master’s and PhD programs) that will incorporate our data and facilitate comprehensive analysis and reporting. We envision this tool will include a “dashboard” to provide program leadership with an easy to use, up-to-date overall ‘picture’ of each student’s progress. Further, we anticipate this system will evolve to help track, manage, and improve major workflows.

We have outlined a detailed Student Learning Assessment Plan in Appendix D of the proposal.
Recruitment and Selection of Students. We will establish a record-keeping system to track applicant data and the selection process. Data will include gender, underrepresented minority, previous institutions, degree(s) and year(s), thesis topic and/or previous residency and fellowship training, offers of interviews, offers of admission, program entry, and program completion.

Evaluation of the Core Curriculum. The core curriculum has components that ensure students acquire research skills and a breadth of knowledge to excel in the multidisciplinary aspects of Population health sciences. We will survey students and faculty annually to ascertain whether the curriculum is meeting its stated purpose and the value of the overall curriculum.

Evaluation of the Didactic Research Curriculum. The didactic curriculum is a combination of components created especially for this program along with curricular components already offered at Duke, as described above. All courses external to the program will undergo the normal GME evaluation process and we will evaluate how each contributes to the knowledge and success of our students as viewed by participating faculty.

Evaluation of the Mentoring Experience and Mentoring Effectiveness. The process of mentoring is complex, encompassing different aspects and goals. Mentors will be expected to establish regular contact with their students and co-mentor(s) through frequent meetings. The meetings will provide opportunities to review the student’s progress in fulfilling various program goals and provide guidance to the student in gaining multiple skills needed for successful clinical research. Each scholar will also meet with the program director and executive committee on a semiannual basis to review the student’s progress; identify problems that may be interfering with their progress; and identify potential solutions. Workshop and internship leaders also will communicate with the program director regarding scholar performance. These evaluations will help ensure that students are receiving strong mentorship, are performing appropriately, and that the mentoring skills of our faculty are improving.

Evaluation of the Mentored Research Experience. The mentored research experience of each scholar will be evaluated for a number of factors:

1. Were the accrual goals of the study met and were the appropriate and necessary data gathered?
2. Was the data analysis accomplished in a timely and productive fashion?
3. Did the student produce abstract and journal articles stemming from their research? Were they accepted for presentation and publication?

Post-program Career Tracking. We will request information from former students annually regarding their ongoing activities; peer-reviewed publications; extramural funding; special awards; induction into professional societies; current professional position; and promotion status. We will facilitate this by inviting former scholars to informal gatherings at annual meetings and, when possible, by providing continuing advice, collaborations, and opportunities to former scholars.

Evaluation of Student Progress. Each student will meet the program director and the executive committee on a semiannual basis. Following the annual research symposium, the student will meet with the program director and mentors to review their prior year’s progress. This evaluation will be based upon the student’s narrative self-evaluation, the student’s oral presentation at the research symposium, grades, an updated curriculum vitae, and copies of abstracts and publications. The mentors will prepare a narrative evaluation that reflects their full
assessment; this will be shared with the scholar and provided to the program director for review by the executive and advisory committees. At the program's completion, the student will prepare a summary of research experience, including accomplishments, future plans, and a critique of the program for review by the executive committee and submission to the advisory committee. The executive committee will assemble the accumulated evaluation forms and narratives and prepare an executive summary of each scholar’s progress for submission to the advisory committee. Recommendations resulting from the advisory committee’s review of the scholar’s progress will be provided to the student.

Evaluation of the Design and Execution of the Program and Effectiveness of the Program Director. Evaluation of the program’s design and execution and the effectiveness of the program director will be performed by the advisory committee, as described in the section concerning the selection and role of that committee. Similar measures have been effective in assuring trainee progress toward the goal of independence in clinical research careers at Duke, and we are confident they will be effective in this program.

VIII. Risk assessment

VIII.a. Enrollment and recruitment efforts

The Master's and Doctorate in Population Health Sciences welcomes students from many disciplinary backgrounds who seek training in population health sciences to address current and future healthcare challenges, including health professionals, science and social science majors and those with quantitative backgrounds who have decided to pursue population health sciences as an application. The Master of Science in Population Health Sciences will recruit students from both (1) an undergraduate population looking to expand quantitative expertise in population health sciences, and (2) existing professionals looking to expand their quantitative and methodological skills and branch into new areas and expertise in their current careers. Candidates for doctoral degree will come from four main groups (1) students who have completed a Master's degree within our Department and who are interested in becoming independent investigators, (2) students who have completed a Master’s degree in a related discipline through another Department (e.g. Duke Masters in Global Health) who want to now focus on population health science as they pursue becoming an independent research investigator, (3) existing professionals who have determined that their career goals require obtaining the needed depth of training to become an independent investigator in population health sciences, and (4) undergraduate students whose quantitative skills, undergraduate research experiences, and academic goals/interest indicate that they will be successful transitioning directly to a PhD program.

At the outset, we aim to take a relatively conservative approach in our recruitment, focusing on applicants with strong quantitative backgrounds for both Master's and Doctoral programs. Students are expected to enter the program with a minimum of two analytics/quantitative methodology/statistics courses. We anticipate a number of applicants with “real-world” job experience aiming to return to graduate school for further training or to transition into population health science. Based on survey and discussions with the department, colleagues in industry, and other institutions, because of frequent inquiries about a Master's in Population Health Science, and the reputation of faculty, we foresee no difficulties attracting an initial class of 10-12 well-qualified students for the first year then ramping up to 35 students each year thereafter once appropriate support infrastructures and preparation pipelines are in place. Once the program is well established, we intend to recruit individuals of more diverse academic
External candidates: We will recruit external candidates through
(1) Appropriate electronic and paper journal advertisements
(2) Reaching out via email to those students who have taken the GRE (and achieved a
certain score) and expressed an interest in population health/public health
(3) Networking with population health science departments, division chiefs, and directors of
fellowship programs
(4) Duke Population Health Sciences website
(5) Various professional conferences, including the Society of General Internal Medicine
(SGIM), American Public Health Association (APHA), AcademyHealth, the Society for
Medical Decision Making (SMDM), the International Society For Pharmacoeconomics
and Outcomes Research (ISPOR), and the American Heart Association (AHA)
(6) Recommendations from the advisory committee
(7) External committee and faculty members who will actively recruit at various
meetings/conferences

Internal candidates: We will recruit internal candidates through
(1) Notices sent to deans, department chairs, and division chiefs at Duke and UNC-Chapel
Hill informing them of the PHS doctoral program. It is our hope that individuals recruited
to Duke will be identified as potential candidates for this program. We anticipate doctoral
students will come from the Masters of PHS, global health, Kushnan, NUS
(2) Email notification to all current faculty, house staff, and fellows in appropriate fields
(3) Announcements at grand rounds, departmental meetings, and other forums
(4) Contacts at local universities including North Carolina State University, University of
North Carolina at Chapel Hill, as well as a number of local historically Black Colleges
(HBCUs), including North Carolina Central, NC A&T, and Shaw University

For the first round of applications, we will use these recruitment tools broadly. To maximize our
success we will ask mentors to directly contact potential applicants and encourage them to
apply. Subsequent use of recruiting tools, especially advertisements in journals, will almost
certainly be more selective. This will depend upon such factors as the disciplines and research
interests of current scholars, institutional recruitment priorities, etc.

Selection of Students. Interested candidates will receive a brochure describing the program,
including a list of mentors and research areas. Program information, and copies of all
application materials, will be available on the Duke Department of Population Health Sciences
website. Potential students who are clearly committed to pursuing an academic clinical research
career.

Written Application. Applicants for both the Master’s and Doctorate will be required to submit:
1. GRE or equivalent standard testing.
2. Official transcripts for all previous academic institutions.
3. A current curriculum vitae;
4. Three letters of support from current or past mentors or colleagues.
5. A 3-page personal statement, including (a) long-term career goals; (b) research interests
   and goals; and (c) how the program will help meet those goals, including plans to take
elective courses and/or the degree option;

For doctorate applications, we will also require the following.
6. A brief (4-page) research proposal for a specific project to be accomplished during the program;
7. Mentor(s) selected from the available pool.

When all of the above materials have been received, the members of the Department of Population Health Sciences Admission Committee comprised of the Department Leadership (Chair, Associate Director of Education, and Associate Director of Research), three faculty members of the Department, and a student representative will review applicants. In addition, potential mentors named by the applicant will be asked to review the application. Reviewers will suggest other potential mentors based on their evaluation of the candidate's research interests and needs for career development. Reviewers will rate the application based on many factors, including grades, GRE scores, letters of recommendation, their personal statement, prior research experience, life circumstances, and fit with our program.

VIII.b. Implementation factors

To mediate any potential impacts we have put in place an internal and external committee to provide advice and guidance. We have also been conservative with our enrollment and time frame for initiating both programs. Lastly, we will consistently evaluate the programs and develop milestones to track success.

VIII.c. Reputational factors

We will continue to evaluate our reputation and have hired a communications strategist to help disseminate details on faculty, potential students, and the program. Disseminating information has involved identifying potential stakeholders (e.g. employers, faculty at other peer institutions) and serves the purpose as well as providing opportunities for identifying potential internships and sources of employment. Lastly, we will have an external advisory board consisting of five senior academicians from outside entities and five representative from industry. We anticipate engaging with them at least quarterly if not more frequently and will solicit feedback regarding the program and disseminating information.

VIII.d. Financial factors

Key methods for mitigating financial factors include increased marketing of the program and hiring a staff member to focus on recruitment. We will also conduct 3-day summer institute programs focusing on epidemiology, implementation science, and measurement science. Based upon market research, we anticipate roughly 20 students per program paying approximately $2,000. These funds will be used to offset any potential loss in funding due to smaller than anticipated student recruitment, or could be used to improve the reputation of the program, and provide faculty additional teaching opportunities. Lastly, having approximately 40 faculty members in the department, we have begun providing them with handouts and information about the department and we would anticipate that our faculty would be one a significant recruiting method.
IX. Appendices
Appendix A: Description of PHS Courses and Potential Elective Courses Possibly Crosslisted in PHS

Core MS courses

PHS 500 Applied Analytic Methods for Population Health Sciences I. This course introduces study design, descriptive statistics, and analysis of statistical models with one or two predictor variables. Topics include principles of study design, basic study designs, descriptive statistics, sampling, contingency tables, one- and two-way analysis of variance, simple linear regression, and analysis of covariance. Both parametric and nonparametric techniques are explored. Core concepts are taught through team-based case studies and analysis of research datasets taken from the population health sciences literature and demonstrated in concert with PHS 503 (Introduction to SAS Programming for Population Health Sciences). Computational exercises will primarily use the SAS Statistical Computing Platform. 3 units. Instructor: Reeve, Gonzalez, Reed, Raman, O'Brien, Ostbye, Smith.

PHS 501 Applied Analytic Methods for Population Health Sciences II. Continuation of PHS 500. Course topics include analysis of multivariable statistical models with continuous, dichotomous and survival outcomes. Topics include mixed effects models, generalized linear models (GLM), basic models for survival analysis and regression models for censored survival data, clustered data. Both parametric and nonparametric techniques will be explored. Computational exercises will be performed using the SAS System and R Statistical Computing Platform. 3 units. Instructor: Maciejewski, Gonzalez, O'Brien, Smith.

PHS 503 Introduction to SAS Programming for Population Health Sciences. This course assumes minimal programming knowledge and will begin with an introduction to the organizational structure of statistical software packages and will then use the SAS Software System to provide an introduction to the core ideas of SAS programming, including: data step, procedures, macros, ODS, input/output, debugging, and strategies for program design. Students will be introduced to writing code for performing numerical and graphical analyses. Students will learn how to write maintainable code, to test code for correctness, and to apply basic principles of reproducibility. Programming techniques and their application will be closely connected with the methods and examples presented in the concurrent course (PHS 500). 1 hour concurrent with PHS 501. Instructor: Multiple

PHS 504 Introduction to R Programming for Population Health Sciences. This course introduces programming in focusing on the core ideas of the R Statistical Computing Platform (functions, objects, data structures, input/output, debugging, and best practices for program design). Students will be introduced to writing code for performing numerical and graphical analyses. Students will learn how to write maintainable code, to test code for correctness, and to apply basic principles of reproducibility. Programming and assignments will be closely connected with the methods and examples presented in the co-requisite applied analytics methods course. 1 hour concurrent with PHS 501. Instructor: Multiple

PHS 505 Topics in Population Health Sciences I. This course introduces the US healthcare system and population health sciences. It will provide foundational knowledge to understanding health and healthcare including an introduction to major diseases and disorders. Topics include

---

1 The instructor names highlighted in yellow signify who the department has identified as the initial instructor. Additional instructors listed are other faculty who have expressed interest and are able to teach the course in subsequent years.
overall structure of the US healthcare system, insurance, Medicare, Medicaid, VA system, the
ACA, mental health, health economics, and quality of care. 3 units. Instructor: Dinan/Bosworth,
Sanders, Dupre, Curtis, Sorenson, Wang Reed, Jackson, Maciejewski, Zullig.

PHS 506 Topics in Population Health Sciences II. Continuation of topics introduced in PHS 505.
Topics will include: definition and measurement of population health; an overview of
determinants of health including medical care, socioeconomic status, the physical environment
and individual behavior, and their interactions; an overview of health services research,
dissemination and implementation science, epidemiology, and measurement sciences. 3 units.
Instructor: Dupre, Sanders, Dinan, Sorenson, Wang, Reed, Belsky, Raman, Jackson, Ostbye,
Richman, Zullig, Bosworth.

PHS 507 Population Health Sciences Research Methods and Study Design I. This course is the
first of two-course sequence that provides the foundation for research methods used in
population health. The course introduces critical concepts in research methods, including
varying types of validity, reliability, and causal inference. Topics include sampling and
interpretation of probability and nonprobability sampling; an introduction to measurement theory;
threats to internal validity; experimental designs; and quasi-experimental designs. 3 units.
Instructor: Pollak, Sperber, King, Gierisch, O’Brien, Jackson, Ostbye, Richman, Skinner,
Corneli.

PHS 508 Population Health Sciences Research Methods and Study Design II. This is the
second of a two-course sequence that provides the foundation for research methods used in
population health. Topics include qualitative and mixed methods, and advanced designs
relevant to population health. The course applies foundational design information to methods
unique to population health, including pragmatic trials, administrative claims data, and electronic
medical record data. The course culminates in development of a strong research question for a
literature review, using the methods learned to critique research on a topic of their choosing. 3
units. Instructor: Curtis, Sperber, Steinhauser, Pollak, Hammill, Skinner,
Corneli.

PHS 509 Professional Development I. The purpose of this course is to give the student a holistic
view of career choices and development and the tools they will need to succeed as
professionals in the world of work. The fall semester will focus on creating a professional
presence, networking techniques, what American employers expect in the workplace, creating
and maintaining a professional digital presence and learning how to conduct and succeed at
informational interviews. Practicum experiences will include interviewing and networking events
with participation of Duke staff and faculty as well as external guests. 0.5 hour. Instructor:
Consultant

PHS 510 Professional Development II. This a continuation of PHS 509 and will address issues
of project and team management. This course will give the student a holistic view of career
choices and development and the tools they will need to succeed as professionals in the world
of work. 0.5 hour. Instructor: Consultant

Core PhD courses
PHS 700 Population Health Sciences Research Methods PhD I. Survey Design and Methods for
Population Health Sciences. This course will cover research concepts associated with survey
methods, including measurement, sampling, and complex survey designs. Instructor:
Ostbye/Epplein, Sperber, Gonzalez, King, Reeve, Richman, Corneli.

PHS 701 Population Health Sciences Research Methods PhD II. Systematic Reviews and Meta-
Analysis for Population Health Sciences. This course will cover methods for conducting systematic reviews in population health, including techniques for literature search, abstraction, and synthesis. 3 units. Instructor: Sanders, Gierisch, Skinner.

PHS 703 Population Health Sciences Research Methods PhD III. Advanced Methods in Population Health Sciences Outcomes Research. This course will focus on advanced study designs specific to outcomes research in population health. 3 units. Instructors: O'Brien, Belsky, Maciejewski.

PHS 710 Population Health Sciences Theories. This course will present theoretical frameworks commonly used in population health sciences, with an emphasis on how to use them in research planning and design. 3 units. Instructor: Zullig, Steinhauser, Dupre, Curtis, Sorenson, King, Belsky, Gierisch.

PHS 720 Analytic Methods for Population Health Sciences III. Advanced Regression Methods for Population Health Sciences including longitudinal and clustered data. This course will focus on advanced regression methods commonly encountered in outcomes research in population health sciences. 3 units. Instructor: Smith, Hamill, Maciejewski.

PHS 721 Analytic Methods for Population Health Sciences IV. Health Informatics and Population Health Sciences Analytics. Course topics will include data curation, managing electronic health data and, large datasets (including Medicare, PCORNET, NIH collaborative data. Includes and methods for managing these data and using to improve practice and policy. 3 units. Instructor: Hammill/Raman, Dinan, Curtis.

PHS 722 Analytic Methods for Population Health Sciences V. Design and Analysis of Clinical Trials for Population Health Sciences. This course will focus on advanced topics in clinical trials design (e.g., futility analysis, stochastic curtailment, sequential monitoring, equivalence and non-inferiority trials, stepped wedge trials, cluster randomization, adaptive design trials, etc.) encountered in population health sciences research. 3 units. Instructor: Grambow, Smith.

PHS 801 Population Health Sciences Professional Development I. The purpose of this course is to give the student a holistic view of career choices and development and the tools they will need to succeed as professionals in the world of work. The fall semester will focus on creating a professional presence, networking techniques, what American employers expect in the workplace, creating and maintaining a professional digital presence and learning how to conduct and succeed at informational interviews. Instructor: Consultant.

PHS 802 Population Health Sciences Professional Development II. This a continuation of PHS 509 and will address issues of project and team management. This course will give the student a holistic view of career choices and development and the tools they will need to succeed as professionals in the world of work. Instructor: Consultant.

PHS 810 Population Health Sciences Teaching Seminar. This course will introduce graduate students to the practice and theory of teaching at the university level. The course will provide practical advice and tips. Discussion will include practical elements of teaching, including classroom climate, classroom management, and document management. Instructor: Skinner.

PHS 811 Population Health Sciences Grant Writing. Course focuses on how to develop a dissertation research prospectus and related grant proposals. Students will also develop oral presentations using their own developing prospectus or grant proposal. Instructor: Weinfurt,
Electives. The Master of Science program requires two analytic elective courses and two general elective courses. The doctoral program requires one general elective course in addition to the minor track courses.

There are approximately 45 courses offered outside of PHS that would meet the analytic elective requirement. Outside courses are thematically organized across core domains of Health Services Research, Implementation Science, Comparative Effectiveness, Cost Effectiveness, Measurement Science, Epidemiology, Statistics, and Data Science. Additionally, MS students may choose to take PhD-level courses within PHS to satisfy the analytic elective.

Examples of electives that the Department of PHS will offer to students are listed below. As the program matures, other electives will be offered through PHS. The remaining elective requirements will be satisfied through cross-listing with courses outside of the department.

PHS XXX Cost Effectiveness Analysis. This course covers performing the needed methods for designing, performing, and interpreting cost-effectiveness analysis. Topics include cost measurement and data sources, methods of economic evaluation, decision modeling, measurement of health care outcomes, patient utilities, and representation of uncertainty. We will also explore methods of incorporating such analyses into health policy. 3 units. Instructor: Reed, Sanders.

PHS 511 Introduction to Qualitative Research Methods. This introductory course focuses on the design and analysis of qualitative descriptive research. Topics to be covered include study designs, data collection methods, interviewing techniques, analytical approaches, ethical issues, and writing strategies. Students will develop research questions and question guides; practice conducting in-depth interviews, focus group discussions, and observations; and analyze and write up mock qualitative data. 3 units. Instructor: Corneli/Sperber, Steinhauser, Sorenson, King, Pollak, Gierisch, O’Brien.

PHS 512 Qualitative Research Design I. The purpose of the two-semester course is for students to gain hands-on experience in the development, conduct, analysis, and write up of qualitative research. During the first semester, students will learn about various approaches to qualitative research, study designs, data collection methods, interviewing techniques, analytical approaches, and ethical issues. Applying this information, students will work in groups to design their own qualitative research study and prepare a study protocol for IRB submission. 3 units. Instructor: Corneli/Sperber, Steinhauser, Sorenson, King, Pollak, Gierisch, O’Brien.

PHS 513 Qualitative Research Design II. During the second semester course, students will conduct their IRB-approved qualitative research study, applying the qualitative inquiry skills learned in the first semester course. Students will also learn and apply qualitative data management methods, conduct a rigorous analysis of their study data, and write up their findings. 3 units. Instructor: Steinhauser, Corneli, Sperber.

PHS XXX Genetics and Genomics in Population Health Sciences. The course will cover two topics. The first topic is how understanding of the human genome has been revolutionized by ten years of research using genome-wide association study (GWAS) methods and related techniques. The second topic is how this understanding can be applied to improve public health, including applications related to understanding etiology and identifying intervention targets, risk
stratification, and population surveillance. Instructor: Belsky, Wei.

PHS XXX Stated Preference Research. This course will focus on the conceptual framework that supports stated-preference research in contrast to patient-reported outcomes and health-state utility methods. Students will learn to identify appropriate uses of various types of preferenceelicitation formats, and will get experience in conducting and critically evaluating empirical preference research. Instructor: Gonzalez, Johnson, Reed.

PHS XXX Stakeholder Engagement. A shift towards patient-centered outcomes research (PCOR) has taken hold in clinical research. At its core, PCOR seeks to provide evidence to answer important clinical questions about healthcare services/practices and facilitate optimal patient and caregiver involvement. PCOR explicitly takes into account the lived experience of the patients, integrating patient preferences and values to address questions like: “Given my situation, will this treatment improve outcomes that are important to me like physical functioning and quality of life?”, “Given my values and preferences, which treatment choices (including no treatments) are best for me?” or “How will this treatment impact my family?” Further, other stakeholders (eg. providers, policymakers, also have a “stake” in what and how research is conducted as it impacts their work. As a result, it is essential that researchers view patients and other key stakeholders as respected collaborators in the research process. This course will provide a practical foundation in strategies and approaches to meaningfully engage patients, their caregivers, and other stakeholders in the research process. Topics include: identifying stakeholder collaborators, methods for fostering meaningful engagement, how to support and train stakeholder collaborators, and building a stakeholder engagement into your research proposals. Instructor: Gierisch

PHS XXX Social Disparities, Stress, and Health. This course is designed to review theories and research examining stress and the role it plays in social disparities in health. The course will review basic concepts and models of stress as well as the mechanisms by which stress may influence health and explain social disparities. Principles of Social and Behavioral Research Introduces methodology to explore fundamental concepts and theories useful in understanding social and behavioral determinants of health. The course emphasizes quantitative research and social science methods applied to public health research. Social Sciences & Population Health The course introduces students to the theories and methods of social sciences in population health. Through weekly seminars and lectures, the course will cover: social epidemiological approaches to examining health disparities, behavioral science research methods, program planning & evaluation, ethnographic approaches, health communication, and community-based interventions. Instructor: Richman, Dupre

PHS XXX Population Health Economics. - This course introduces students to the key concepts in health economics, focusing on understanding demand for health and health care, the role of health insurance, health care markets, health care financing, and features of supply, such as consolidation, competition and the role of ownership structure in supply and quality. Students will learn why we treat health care markets differently than other markets in the economy, and understand the role of policy and government regulation to address market failure in health
care. For example, what is information asymmetry and why does it need to be considered in health? Students will learn theories to understand how demand-side (patients) and supply-side (providers) incentives are intended to impact health behaviors and health care provision. Instructor: Van Houtven, Maciejewski

**PHS XXX – Improving Population Health-Policies and Programs.** This course will examine policies and programs to address pressing and complex population health problems in the United States and abroad, such as obesity, end-of-life issues, and opioid abuse. Students will assess current population health challenges, mainly through use of case studies, and propose and assess innovative policy and programmatic solutions. The course will emphasize content knowledge of population health issues and policies, along with critical thinking, creativity and innovation, policy analysis skills, and written and verbal communication. Instructor: Sorenson

**Potential Elective Courses Possibly Cross-listed in PHS**

The courses below are selected from the following programs
- CLP -- Clinical Leadership Program
- COMPSCI -- Computer Science
- CRP -- Clinical Research Training Program
- ECON -- Economics
- GLHLTH -- Global Health
- MIDS -- Master’s in Interdisciplinary Data Science (MIDS)
- MMCI -- Master of Management in Clinical Informatics
- POLSCI -- Political Science
- PSY -- Psychology
- SOCIOL -- Sociology
- STA -- Statistical Science
- UPGEN -- University Program in Genetics

**Courses Organized by Population Health Sciences Domain**

**I. Health Services Research**
A. CRP 248 Clinical Trials

**II. Implementation Science**
A. CLP 213 Health Care Organization and Policy
B. CLP 214 Population Health Management Approaches
C. CLP 215 Health Care Operations: Perspectives for Continuous Improvement

**III. Comparative Effectiveness**
A. CRP 262 - Systematic Reviews and Meta Analysis
B. CRP 266 - Concepts in Comparative Effectiveness Research

**IV. Cost Effectiveness**
A. ECON 608D - Introduction to Econometrics
B. ECON 612 - Time Series Econometrics
C. ECON 613 - Applied Econometrics in Microeconomics
D. ECON 620 - Game Theory with Applications of Economics and other Social Sciences
E. ECON 703 - Econometrics I
F. ECON 707 - Econometrics II
G. ECON 756 - Health Economics: Supply
H. ECON 757 - Health Economics: Demand
I. GLHLTH 531 - Cost-Benefit Analysis for Health and Environmental Policy

V. Measurement Science
A. POLSCI 732 - Research Design and Qualitative Methods (M)
B. SOCIOL 699 - Qualitative Methods in Sociology
C. SOCIOL 720 - Survey Research Methods

VI. Decision Science
A. CRP 259 - Decision Sciences in Clinical Research
B. MMCI 517 - Spreadsheet Modeling and Decision Analysis
C. MMCI 540 - Managerial Analysis

VII. Epidemiology
A. GLHLTH 635 - Critical Readings in Environmental Epidemiology
B. GLHLTH 708 - Advanced Methods in Epidemiology
C. GLHLTH 710 - Intermediate Epidemiology
D. SOCIOL 720 - Survey Research Methods
E. UPGEN 533 - Genetic Epidemiology

VIII. Statistics
A. POLSCI 733 - Advanced Regression
B. PSY 767 - Applied Correlation and Regression Analysis
C. PSY 768 - Applied Structural Equation Modeling
D. PSY 770 - Applied Multilevel Modeling
E. SOCIOL 726S - Advanced Methods of Demographic Analysis
F. STA 521L - Modern Regression and Predictive Modeling
G. STA 523L - Programming for Statistical Science
H. STA 601 - Bayesian and Modern Statistical Data Analysis

IX. Data Science
A. COMPSCI 316 - Introduction to Database Systems
B. COMPSCI 516 - Database Systems
C. SOCIOL 728 - Advanced Methods: Introduction to Social Networks
D. COMPSCI 570 - Artificial Intelligence
E. COMPSCI 571D - Machine Learning
F. COMPSCI 579 - Statistical Data Mining
G. MIDS 5XX -- Data to Decision
H. MIDS 5XX -- Data Marshaling & Management
I. MIDS 5XX -- Data Visualization
J. MIDS 5XX -- Data Science Seminar
K. MMCI 538 - Data, Information and Knowledge Representation
L. SOCIOL 728 - Advanced Methods: Introduction to Social Networks
M. STA 561D - Probabilistic Machine Learning
N. STA 571 - Advanced Probabilistic Machine Learning
NAME: Hayden B. Bosworth, PhD

eRA COMMONS USER NAME (credential, e.g., agency login): Hayden

POSITION TITLE: Professor of Medicine, Psychiatry, and Nursing Duke University/ Associate Director, Center for Health Services Research in Primary Care, Durham VAMC

EDUCATION/TRAINING (Begin with baccalaureate or other initial professional education, such as nursing, include postdoctoral training and residency training if applicable. Add/delete rows as necessary.)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>INSTITUTION AND LOCATION</th>
<th>DEGREE (if applicable)</th>
<th>Completion Date MM/YYYY</th>
<th>FIELD OF STUDY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Brandeis University, Waltham, MA</td>
<td>B.A.</td>
<td>1992</td>
<td>Psychology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Pennsylvania State Univ., University Park, PA</td>
<td>M.S.</td>
<td>1994</td>
<td>Human Development</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Pennsylvania State Univ., University Park, PA</td>
<td>Ph.D.</td>
<td>1996</td>
<td>Human Development</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duke University Medical Center</td>
<td>Post-doct</td>
<td>1997</td>
<td>Behavioral Medicine</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A. Personal Statement [Focus on teaching and mentoring experience. For those with less formal teaching experience, focus on how your research will provide mentorship and research opportunities for students, and will support your mentoring and teaching.]

Dr. Bosworth is a Professor in the Department of Population Health Sciences, Professor of Medicine, Psychiatry, and Nursing at Duke University Medical Center. He is also the Associate Director of the Center for Health Service Research in Primary Care Center of Innovation (COIN) at the Durham VAMC and Adjunct Professor in the Department of Health Policy and Administration in the School of Public Policy at the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill. Dr. Bosworth has served a direct role in the training of over 65 graduate students, post-doctoral fellows and faculty including 20 career development awardees. Dr. Bosworth has served as the Director of the Durham pre-doctoral program for 3 years and the post-doctoral program for 16 years. He has been teaching CRTP 249, Advance topics is Health Services Research the last 10 spring semester since and developed the inaugural CRTP 273, Dissemination and Implementation, which he has taught for the last four years. Dr. Bosworth is also the awardee of K12 training grant from NHLBI which will fund five faculty members to receive training in dissemination and implementation. Dr. Bosworth is the recipient of numerous awards including an American Heart Association established investigator award, a VA Senior Career Scientist Award, and Under Secretary's Award for Outstanding Achievement in Health Services Research. He has been the Principal Investigator of over 20 trials resulting in over 300 peer reviewed publications (more than half are with current or prior mentorees) publications and four books. His practice-focused mentees are well represented in both public and private sector public health organizations, including Denver Kaiser, Research Triangle Institute. His academic-focused mentees are now faculty at the University of North Carolina, University of Denver, University of Wisconsin, University of Pittsburgh, University of Washington at St. Louis, among others.

B. Relevant positions (limited to postgraduate only)

2006- Research Professor of Psychiatry and Behavioral Sciences, Duke University
2006- Research Professor of Nursing, Duke University
2006- Adjunct Professor, Department of Health Policy & Administration, UNC
2009- Tenure, Department of Medicine, Duke University Medical Center
2017- Tenure, Department of Population Health Sciences, Duke University
C. **Synergistic Activities**

**Education:** Director of Post-doctoral Fellowship Program, Durham Veterans Affairs Medical Center for Health Services Research in Primary Care (10/98-4/2014, 11/16-6/17); Director of Pre-doctoral Fellowship Program, Durham Veterans Affairs Medical Center, Center for Health Services Research in Primary Care (11/98-3/02)

**Professional Service:** Member of the Agency of Healthcare Research and Quality (AHRQ) Study Review Section: Health Research Dissemination & Implementation (HRDI) (2001-2006); Member of the VA Health Services Research and Development Study Section (Chair, HSR 7 – Aging and Diminished Capacity in the Context of Aging (2014-); AD-hoc reviewer various NIH special emphasis panels including SBIR, NIDDK; Chair and Reviewer for American Heart Association, Established Investigator Award (2014-); Editorial Boards - The Gerontologist (2001 -); The Journal of Gerontology: Psychological Sciences (2001 -); Deputy Editor and member of Editorial board, *Journal of General Internal Medicine* (2005 - ); Honorary Editorial Board, Patient Preference and Adherence (2007 - ), American Psychological Association, Division Health Psychology and Adult Development (Fellow);

**Research:** Dr. Bosworth has extensive research experience, primarily in the area of medication adherence, chronic disease self-management, health care disparities, and methodologically dissemination and implementation science. He has served as principal/co-principal investigator on over 40 studies/trials and co-investigator on multiple awards from NIH, VA, CDC, industry, and foundations. Relevant for this proposal, Dr. Bosworth is Co-principal investigator on a Duke Bass Connections undergraduate training grant (2016-2018) as well as a recently funded KL2 program from NHLBI that will lead to training of junior faculty in Dissemination and implementation.

D. **Five most relevant publications; selected from 302; h-index = 57** [Choose publications that demonstrate your experience and contribution to population health.]


E. **Courses taught in the previous 5 years** [If you have not taught any formal courses in the past 5 years, include other educational activities, such as seminars, workshops, short courses.]

2007-Present  Clinical Research Training Program 249, Advance Topics in Health Services Research (Spring). 2 credits master’s level course

2013-Present  Clinical Research Training Program 273, Topics in Dissemination and Implementation Science (Fall). 2 credits master’s level course

2017  Dissemination and Implementation, University of Basel, 2 credit master’s level course

F. **Mentoring** [Include counts of formal mentoring, such as committee participation, when possible. Describe other mentoring experience.]
**Doctoral Student Committee Membership (>5):** Served on >5 doctoral dissertation committees for students in Healthy Policy (PhD), and Pharmaceutical Policy (PhD) at UNC.

**Master’s Student Thesis Committee Membership (>20):** Served on more than Master’s student thesis committees for students. A majority of the students where physicians in the Duke Clinical Research Training program and Bioethics & Science Policy Program.

**Junior Faculty (>35):** Have served as mentor and advisor to many junior faculty at Duke, UNC, VA and other universities including Vanderbilt and University of Colorado, including advising on K-awards and other projects.

**Postdoctoral Fellows (>25):** Have served as a formal mentor for numerous postdoctoral fellows, including those in health services research fellowships and clinical research fellowships.

**Predoctoral Fellows (5):** Mentored 5 students as part of a predoctoral fellowship in Health Services Research.

**Career Development Awards (25):** primary mentor 13 K awards/minority supplements, 13 as secondary mentor. Currently the primary mentor for 3 faculty members and secondary on 4.

**Undergraduate Students, Medical Students, and Others (>5):** Mentored numerous students in health policy and health services research from undergraduate, medical, and non-degree programs.
NAME: Asheley Cockrell Skinner

POSITION TITLE: Associate Professor

EDUCATION/TRAINING

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>INSTITUTION AND LOCATION</th>
<th>DEGREE</th>
<th>Completion Date</th>
<th>FIELD OF STUDY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>University of Alabama</td>
<td>BS</td>
<td>08/2001</td>
<td>Health Care Management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill</td>
<td>PhD</td>
<td>05/2007</td>
<td>Health Policy and Administration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill</td>
<td>Postdoctoral</td>
<td>06/2009</td>
<td>Health Care Quality and Outcomes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A. Personal Statement

[Focus on teaching and mentoring experience. For those with less formal teaching experience, focus on how your research will provide mentorship and research opportunities for students, and will support your mentoring and teaching.]

Dr. Skinner is an Associate Professor in the Department of Population Health Sciences, and has served a direct role in the training of over 40 students, fellows, and junior faculty. She has previously served as the Associate Director of the DrPH Program in Public Health Leadership at the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, assisting in the development of this program while still a doctoral student. She currently oversees a new predoctoral fellowship program at the DCRI, which will train ~3 future health services researchers each year. Her practice-focused mentees are well represented in both public and private sector public health organizations, leading and directing programs at the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, the General Accounting Office, and the Kellogg Foundation, among many others. Her academic-focused mentees are now new faculty at the University of North Carolina, Creighton University, and Wake Forest University.

B. Relevant positions (limited to postgraduate only)

2007-2009 Postdoctoral Fellow, School of Nursing, NRSA Training Grant in Health Care Quality and Patient Outcomes, the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill

2009-2014 Research Assistant Professor, Division of General Pediatrics and Adolescent Medicine, Department of Pediatrics, the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill

2014-2016 Associate Professor, Division of General Pediatrics and Adolescent Medicine, Department of Pediatrics, the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill; and Associate Professor, Department of Health Policy and Administration, Gillings School of Global Public Health, the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill

2016- Associate Professor, Division of General Internal Medicine, Department of Medicine, Duke University

C. Synergistic Activities

[You may use different categories. Focus on activities that demonstrate your strengths in education and the field overall.]

Education: Associate Director, DrPH Program in Public Health Leadership at the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill (2015-2016); Director, DCRI Predoctoral Fellowship Program (2016-current); Training Director, Duke Center for Pediatric Obesity, American Heart Association Strategically Focused Research Network (2017-current).

Professional Service: Chair-Elect, Health Services Research Section, The Obesity Society (2016-2017); Associate Editor, Journal of Primary Prevention (2016-Present); PCORI Advisory Panel on Clinical Trials (CTAP), Post-Award Subcommittee (2015-Present); PCORI Grant Reviewer (2015-Present); Pediatric

Research: Dr. Skinner has extensive research experience, primarily in the area of childhood obesity, but also in many other areas of public health. She received a K12 (Building Interdisciplinary Research Careers in Women’s Health), focused childhood obesity treatment. She has served as principal investigator and co-investigator on multiple awards from NIH, CDC, and foundations.

D. Five most relevant publications; selected from 99; h-index = 20 [Choose publications that demonstrate your experience and contribution to population health.]


E. Courses taught in the previous 5 years [If you have not taught any formal courses in the past 5 years, include other educational activities, such as seminars, workshops, short courses.]

2016-Present Facilitator, Duke Physician Assistant Program, Evidence Based Medicine Small Groups

2014-2016 Health Policy Research Methods I, 3 hours; PhD lecture providing foundations for research methods in health services research.

2010-2016 Literature Review and Appraisal, 3 hours; DrPH lecture to develop critical appraisal skills and literature review methods.

F. Mentoring [Include counts of formal mentoring, such as committee participation, when possible. Describe other mentoring experience.]

Doctoral Student Committee Chair (3): Served as committee chair for three students in the DrPH Public Health Leadership Program.

Doctoral Student Committee Membership (>25): Served on >25 doctoral dissertation committees for students in Public Health (DrPH), Healthy Policy (PhD), and Pharmaceutical Policy (PhD).

Master’s Student Thesis Committee Membership (2): Served on 2 Master’s student thesis committees for students in Health Policy.

Junior Faculty (>5): Have served as mentor and advisor to many junior faculty at UNC and Duke, including advising on K-awards and other projects.

Postdoctoral Fellows (>10): Have served as a formal mentor for numerous postdoctoral fellows, including those in health services research fellowships and clinical research fellowships.

Predoctoral Fellows (5): Currently mentoring 5 students as part of a predoctoral fellowship in Health Services Research.
Residents (>5): Served as mentor and advisor for numerous resident projects, from both pediatrics and internal medicine.

Undergraduate Students, Medical Students, and Others (>5): Mentored numerous students in health policy and health services research from undergraduate, medical, and non-degree programs.
NAME: Gillian Denise Sanders Schmidler

POSITION TITLE: Professor (tenured), Department of Population Health Sciences, Duke University School of Medicine

EDUCATION/TRAINING

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>INSTITUTION AND LOCATION</th>
<th>DEGREE</th>
<th>Completion Date</th>
<th>FIELD OF STUDY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Princeton University, Princeton, NJ</td>
<td>AB</td>
<td>06/1993</td>
<td>Mathematics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stanford University, Stanford, CA</td>
<td>PHD</td>
<td>06/1998</td>
<td>Medical Informatics</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A. Personal Statement

Dr. Sanders-Schmidler is a tenured Professor within the Department of Population Health Sciences and Director of the Duke Evidence Synthesis Group. Dr. Sanders-Schmidler's research focuses on the development of evidence-based decision models to evaluate the comparative effectiveness of alternative prevention, treatment, and management strategies for chronic diseases – and the translation of such models into formats/tools that patients, healthcare providers, and policymakers can use in their decision-making process. Dr. Sanders-Schmidler is Past President of the Society for Medical Decision Making (SMDM) and served as Director of Duke’s Evidence-based Practice Center (EPC III) funded by the Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality (AHRQ) from 2009-2013 and is currently Director of EPC V (2014-2019). Dr. Sanders-Schmidler has extensive research expertise in both methodology and application of comparative effectiveness and patient-centered outcomes research and leading collaborative investigator teams to perform successful and high-quality systematic review of the literature.

B. Appointments

1998 - 2003   Assistant Professor, Stanford University, Stanford, CA
2003 - 2016   Associate Professor, Duke University, Durham, NC
2009 - 2013   Director Evidence-based Practice Center III, Duke University, Durham, NC
2013 -        Director Evidence Synthesis Group, Duke University, Durham, NC
2014 -        Director Evidence-based Practice Center V, Duke University, Durham, NC
2016 -        Professor

C. Synergistic Activities

- **Education**: Chair of Education Committee for the Society for Medical Decision Making (SMDM), 2005-2006, Member of SMDM Education Committee, 1999-2002
- **Professional Service**: Society for Medical Decision Making (Trustee, Editorial Board, Co-Chair Scientific Review Committee SMDM Annual Meeting, Co-Chair SMDM Annual Meeting, Vice President, Chair Education Committee, President), Study Section member, Health Care Technology and Dissemination Sciences, Agency for Health Care Research and Quality, Co-chair Second Panel on Cost-Effectiveness in Health and Medicine, Faculty Council Duke Clinical Research Institute,
- **Research**: Dr. Sanders-Schmidler has extensive research experience as an independent investigator and leading collaborative interdisciplinary teams. She has been Principal Investigator on more than 38 research projects funded through public or private sources. These projects include four federally-funded R01 grants (funded in 2000 by Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality (AHRQ), in 2005 by NCI, in 2009 by AHRQ, and in 2016 by NHLBI) and large master IDIQ contracts with both AHRQ and the Patient Centered Outcomes Research Institute (PCORI).

D. Five most relevant publications; selected from 142; h-index = 10 (complete bibliography)


E. Courses taught in the previous 5 years

Course Lecturer, Secondary Data Analysis” Clinical Research Training Program (CRTP) 242, “Principles of Clinical Research” (Duke University, Durham NC)

Course Lecturer, “Involving Stakeholders in Research” Clinical Research Training Program (CRTP) 242, “Principles of Clinical Research” (Duke University, Durham NC)

Course Director, “Decision Models” Duke Fuqua School of Business, Master of Management in Clinical Informatics, Duke University, Durham, NC.

Course Lecturer, “Ethics versus efficiency in health care”, Duke Medicine Global Health & Health Policy Week (Duke University, Durham NC)

Course Lecturer, “Technology Assessment and Cost Effectiveness Analysis”, Duke Medicine Introduction to Healthcare Markets & Policy (Duke University, Durham NC)

F. Mentoring

- **Undergraduate Honor Thesis (2):** Primary mentor for one student’s Stanford Honors Thesis in Economics (awarded Stanford University Firestone Medal for Excellence in Undergraduate Research [1 of 27 awardees from 1,736 undergraduates] and awarded 2nd prize, Lee Lusted National Student Research Competition, Twenty-fourth Annual Meeting, Society for Medical Decision Making in October 2002). Secondary mentor for a second student for her Honors Thesis Human Biology (awarded Firestone Medal for Excellence in Undergraduate Research [1 of 29 awardees from 1,865 undergraduates])

- **Medical Student, Scholars Program (1):** Primary mentor on a Medical Scholars project at Stanford for one student

- **Masters of Health Research and Policy (5):** Primary mentor for 3 students and secondary mentor for an additional 2 students within Stanford’s Master of Health Research and Policy program.

- **Doctoral Student Committee (1):** Served on doctoral dissertation committee for 1 student in Medical Informatics at Stanford University (PhD)

- **Clinical Fellows (4):** Served as methodological mentor for 4 clinical fellows (supported through T32s) as Duke University

- **Mid-Career Faculty (3):** Served as primary mentor for three mid-career KM1 and K18 awardees at Duke University
NAME: Steven Charles Grambow

POSITION TITLE: Assistant Professor, Department of Biostatistics and Bioinformatics, Duke University School of Medicine

EDUCATION/TRAINING

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>INSTITUTION AND LOCATION</th>
<th>DEGREE</th>
<th>Completion Date</th>
<th>FIELD OF STUDY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>California State University, Chico, CA</td>
<td>BS</td>
<td>05/1991</td>
<td>Mathematics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>University of Kentucky, Lexington, KY</td>
<td>MS</td>
<td>05/1996</td>
<td>Statistics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>University of Kentucky, Lexington, KY</td>
<td>PHD</td>
<td>12/1998</td>
<td>Statistics</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A. Personal Statement

Dr. Grambow is an Assistant Professor in the Department of Biostatistics and Bioinformatics and has served a direct role in the research training of 28 students, fellows, and junior faculty. He currently serves as the Director of the Clinical Research Training Program (CRTP), Vice Chair of Education in the Department of Biostatistics and Bioinformatics, providing administrative support to all departmental degree programs (Master of Biostatistics, PhD in Biostatistics, Master of Management in Clinical Informatics, and CRTP), and Co-Director of the Duke Clinical and Translational Science Institute (CTSI) Education & Workforce Development Core. He is a past Chair of the Section on Teaching Statistics in the Health Sciences of the American Statistical Association and has extensive teaching experience as a course director and guest lecturer within CRTP, as well as a guest lecturer and workshop leader international math and science teaching experience as a U.S. Peace Corps Volunteer in the country of Kenya. He has led numerous seminars and short courses both at the Duke University School of Medicine and the Department of Veterans Affairs.

As a collaborative statistical scientist, Dr. Grambow has extensive experience serving as a lead statistical investigator across a diverse range of population health investigations utilizing different clinical research designs and associated statistical methods. Recent collaborative areas include randomized controlled trials (RCTs) utilizing web and mobile health behavior interventions in the areas of weight loss, cardiovascular disease risk reduction through hypertension control, and smoking cessation.

B. Appointments

1999 - Assistant Professor, Department of Biostatistics and Bioinformatics, Duke University School of Medicine
1999 - 2003 Director, Biostatistics Unit, Center for Health Services Research in Primary Care, Durham VA Medical Center, Durham, NC
1999 - 2008 Lead Statistician, Epidemiologic Research and Information Center (ERIC), Durham VA Medical Center, Durham, NC
1999 - 2013 Statistician, Center for Health Services Research in Primary Care, Durham VA Medical Center, Durham, NC
2002 - 2005 Statistician, Duke General Clinical Research Center, Duke University School of Medicine, Durham, NC
2004 - 2007 Director, Information Technology Group, Center for Health Services Research in Primary Care, Durham VA Medical Center, Durham, NC
2016 - Co-Director, Duke Clinical and Translational Science Institute (CTSI) Education & Workforce Development Core, Duke University School of Medicine

C. Synergistic Activities

- **Education**: Director, CRTP (2012-Present); Vice Chair of Education, Duke Department of Biostatistics and Bioinformatics (2013-Present); Associate Director, CRTP (2009-2012); Faculty of the Year, CRTP (2007), Faculty, CRTP (2000-Present)
- **Professional Service**: Committee Member, Duke University Provost’s Advisory Committee for Online Education (2014-2017); External Review Committee Member, University of Kentucky Doctoral Degree
in Epidemiology and Biostatistics Program Review (2016); External Review Committee Member, University of California at San Francisco Master of Advanced Study (MAS) Degree in Clinical Research Program Review (2016); Chair, Section on Teaching Statistics in the Health Sciences, American Statistical Association (2013); Co-Chair, Design and Analysis Subcommittee, NHLBI Early Adult Reduction of weight through Lifestyle intervention (EARLY) Trials Network (2009-2015). He has also served as a Data Safety Monitoring Board (DSMB) Statistician on 60+ Phase 1-3 RCTs in multiple therapeutic areas, including various liver diseases, cardiac surgery, and hypertension.

**Research:** Dr. Grambow has extensive research experience as a collaborative statistical scientist over the past 17 years, serving as Principal Investigator or Co-Investigator on 35+ research projects funded through a variety of sources (e.g., VA, NIH, DOD, RWJ, AHA, Pharma) across a broad range of clinical research/disease areas (e.g., ALS, prostate cancer, colorectal cancer, teledermatology, substance abuse, smoking cessation, medication adherence, diet/weight loss, palliative care, cardiovascular disease risk reduction, osteoarthritis) with awards totaling more than $60 million in aggregate.

**D. Five most relevant publications; selected from 68; h-index = 31 (complete bibliography)**


**E. Courses taught in the previous 5 years**

2001 - Course Director, *Introduction to Statistical Methods* (CRP 241), CRTP (students taught = 867)

2005 - Course Director, *Online Core in Clinical Research Certificate Program*, CRTP (students taught = 62)

2015 - Course Director, *Statistical Analysis* (CRP 245), CRTP (students taught = 112)

2013-2014 Course Director, *R Programming Boot Camp* (CRP 267/CRP 272), CRTP (students taught = 18)

**F. Mentoring**

- **Doctoral Student Committee Membership (1):** Served on doctoral dissertation committee for student in Nursing (PhD).

- **Master of Health Sciences in Clinical Research (MHSc) Student Thesis Committee Chair (6):** Served as committee chair on 6 research project/thesis committees for students in the Clinical Research Training Program.

- **Master of Health Sciences in Clinical Research (MHSc) Student Thesis Committee Member (17):** Served as committee statistical member on 17 research project/thesis committees for students in the Clinical Research Training Program (4 of these are currently in progress).

- **Master of Biostatistics Student Thesis Committee Member (4):** Served as committee member on 4 research project/thesis committees for students in the Duke Master of Biostatistics Program.

- **Junior Faculty (2):** Currently serving as statistical mentor to two current KL2 scholars at Duke University School of Medicine.
NAME: Østbye, Truls

POSITION TITLE: Professor

EDUCATION/TRAINING

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>INSTITUTION AND LOCATION</th>
<th>DEGREE</th>
<th>MM/YYYY</th>
<th>FIELD OF STUDY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>University of Bergen, Bergen, Norway</td>
<td>MD</td>
<td>06/1979</td>
<td>Medicine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rana Hospital, Mo I Rana, Nordland, Norway</td>
<td>Resident</td>
<td>06/1980</td>
<td>Medicine/Surgery</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Harvard University, Boston, MA</td>
<td>MPH</td>
<td>05/1983</td>
<td>Biostatistics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dalhousie University, Halifax, Nova Scotia, Canada</td>
<td>Fellow</td>
<td>09/1987</td>
<td>Community &amp; Family Medicine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Edinburgh Business School, Edinburgh, Scotland</td>
<td>MBA</td>
<td>06/2000</td>
<td>Business Administration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>University of Bergen, Bergen, Norway</td>
<td>PhD</td>
<td>11/2000</td>
<td>Public Health</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A. Personal Statement

Dr. Østbye is Professor in Community and Family Medicine, and has served a direct role in the research training of over 100 students, fellows and junior faculty at the University of Bergen, University of Western Ontario, Duke University, Duke-Kunshan and Duke-NUS Singapore.

He has been the vice chair medical education in the department of epidemiology and biostatistics at the University of Western Ontario, and vice chair of research in community and family medicine at Duke. He has taught courses in epidemiology and research methodology to graduate epidemiology students, medical students and residents. His primary teaching function has been as a research mentor and supervisor for medical students, graduate students, residents, junior and clinical faculty undertaking research projects.

He has over 30 years of experience as a health services researcher and chronic disease epidemiologist, having authored more than 430 peer-reviewed publications (h-index 66), 25 of these related to innovation in education. He has served as a principal investigator for numerous large longitudinal observational studies and intervention trials. In particular, he has led a series of epidemiological studies using data from population surveys, claims and clinical assessments relating to aging, and been the PI of 4 NIH R01 behavioral intervention studies relating to obesity.

B. Positions

1980 - 1981 General Practitioner, Austrheim Health Center, Austrheim
1981 - 1984 Executive Officer, Directorate of Organization and Management
1984 - 1985 Special Medical Officer, National Institute of Public Health/Department of Health
1985 - 1986 Lecturer in Epidemiology, Wellington Clinical School, University of Otago
1988 - 1999 Assistant/ Associate/ Full Professor, Department of Epidemiology and Biostatistics, Faculty of Medicine, University of Western Ontario, London, ON
1992 - 1993 Vice Chair, Medical Education, Department of Epidemiology and Biostatistics, Faculty of Medicine, University of Western Ontario, London, ON
1997 - 1998 Acting Chair, Department of Epidemiology and Biostatistics, Faculty of Medicine, University of Western Ontario, London, ON
2000 - 2011 Professor, Department of Community and Family Medicine, Duke University, Durham, NC
2005 - 2011 Vice Chair (Research), Community and Family Medicine, Duke University, Durham, NC
2006 - Professor, Health Services and Systems Research, Duke-NUS Graduate Medical School, Durham, NC

Teaching related Honors

1997 Senior EFPO Faculty Fellowship, The Educating Future Physicians for Ontario Project, Toronto
1997 Teaching Excellence Award, Department of Epidemiology and Biostatistics, University of Western Ontario
C. Mentoring

**MSc primary supervisor (24):** 15 Epidemiology (University of Western Ontario), 1 Clinical Research (Duke); 8 Global Health (Duke)

**PhD primary supervisor (4):** 3 Epidemiology (University of Western Ontario), 1 Health Services Research (Duke-NUS)

**Junior/ Clinical Faculty mentorship (>20):** mentor and research advisor junior and clinical faculty at Duke, Duke-NUS, University of Western Ontario and University of Bergen, including mentorship on K-awards.

**Postdoctoral Fellows (21):** formal mentor for postdoctoral and visiting international fellows, including those in health services research fellowships and clinical research fellowships.

**Residents (>10):** mentor and advisor for resident projects, primarily from Family Medicine

**3rd year (research year) Medical Student; primary mentor(19):** Mentored 3rd year Duke and Duke-NUS medical students in their yearlong population health research projects

**Member, MSc / PhD, 3rd year medical student advisory or examination committees (approx.. 60)** Duke University, University of Western Ontario, Duke-NUS, Duke-Kunshan, University of Bergen.

D. Contribution to Science

1. **With the increasing proportion of elderly, it is important to identify and understand risk factors for cognitive and physical impairment and decline as well as factors promoting healthy aging.** Based on several large, national, longitudinal surveys of the elderly, Prof. Ostbye has made contributions towards the definitions of dementia, cognitive impairment and decline, identification of risk factors for Alzheimer’s disease and other dementias as well as consequences of dementia and frailty. He has also conducted several studies of the impact of cognitive, physical, and behavioral problems in the elderly on family caregiver health.

2. **Obesity is a major public health problem in North America.** Based on a series of large epidemiological studies, Prof Ostbye has documented and assessed the effect of obesity on a broad range of adverse outcomes ranging from mortality, chronic disease (including gout, diabetes), and work place injuries to increased health care costs, reduced use of clinical preventive services, and reduced sexual quality of life.

3. **Obesity is difficult to prevent and even more difficult to treat.** Multicomponent, theory-based, behavioral interventions targeting unhealthy eating, lack of physical activity, and cognitive and motivational barriers are needed. Prof Ostbye has led a number of large behavioral intervention studies targeting a range of at risk populations: obese workers, mothers’ postpartum, overweight mothers and their children, teenagers and children in family day care homes.

4. **Good quality communication between physicians and their patients is essential to achieve healthy behavior.** Through several studies of communication between doctors and their adult and teen obese patients, our team has documented that such communication is related to positive health outcomes but often is lacking. Through tailored, focus training in communication based on motivational interviewing, Prof. Ostbye with colleagues shown that not only can good communication be learned but also that such training of physicians can improve patient health outcomes.

5. **Optimal use of clinical preventive services is important from both a patient health and a health care cost perspective.** Prof Ostbye has shown both serious overutilization (for example of breast cancer screening among the very old) and underutilization (among obese adults). Their work on time and resource barriers to the provision of clinical preventive services and chronic disease management have documented the impossibility of providing even guideline-recommended, evidence based care under the current primary care model. Two of the studies, documenting the impossibility of providing even evidence based, recommended preventive services and chronic disease management, have been cited over 1,100 and 500 times, respectively.

**Complete List of Published Work:** https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/

OSTBYE T NOT OSTBYE TK.
NAME: Lesley H. Curtis

POSITION TITLE: Professor

EDUCATION/TRAINING (Begin with baccalaureate or other initial professional education, such as nursing, include postdoctoral training and residency training if applicable. Add/delete rows as necessary.)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>INSTITUTION AND LOCATION</th>
<th>DEGREE (if applicable)</th>
<th>Completion Date MM/YYYY</th>
<th>FIELD OF STUDY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Washington University, St. Louis, MO</td>
<td>B.A.</td>
<td>05/1987</td>
<td>Economics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>University of Rochester, Rochester, NY</td>
<td>M.S.</td>
<td>05/1991</td>
<td>Public Policy Analysis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>University of Rochester, Rochester, NY</td>
<td>Ph.D.</td>
<td>05/2000</td>
<td>Health Services Research</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A. Personal Statement

Dr. Curtis is Professor in the Department of Population Health Sciences and has served a direct role in the training of over 12 post-graduate fellows and more than 10 faculty. Under Dr. Curtis’s guidance, research fellows have published more than 30 first-author, peer-reviewed manuscripts, including papers in JAMA, Circulation, the Journal of the American College of Cardiology. As a scholar, she oversees a broad portfolio of projects that use observational data to answer questions related to health care delivery, comparative effectiveness, safety, and patient-centered outcomes across a broad array of clinical conditions and clinical care settings. An expert in the use of Medicare claims data for health services and clinical outcomes research, she has led the linkage of Medicare claims with several large clinical registries and epidemiological cohort studies including the Framingham Heart Study and the Cardiovascular Health Study. She has served on the American Heart Association/American College of Cardiology Task Force on Practice Guidelines and on the American Heart Association’s Task Force on Performance Measures, working to continuously improve the incorporation of evidence into health care delivery. Dr. Curtis has worked with colleagues to develop technical and governance systems for the NIH Health Care Systems Collaboratory’s distributed research network and the Food and Drug Administration’s (FDA) Sentinel Distributed Database, a near real-time safety surveillance initiative that leverages data from 18 national health plans and more than 160 million covered lives. She currently serves as Co-Lead of the Data Core for the FDA’s Sentinel Initiative, Co-PI of the NIH Health Care Systems Collaboratory, and director of the Distributed Research Network Operations Center for PCORI’s National Clinical Research Network (PCORnet), working with health systems and patient networks to develop a harmonized data infrastructure that leverages electronic health record data for robust observational and interventional research.

B. Relevant positions

1996-2000  Associate Provost, University of Rochester, Rochester, NY
2000-2007  Research Associate/Director, CERTs Data Center, Duke Clinical Research Institute, Duke University Medical Center, Durham, NC
2003-2007  Assistant Research Professor, Duke Clinical Research Institute, Duke University, Durham, NC
2007-2013  Associate Professor in Medicine, Duke University School of Medicine, Durham, NC
2013-2017  Professor in Medicine, Duke University School of Medicine, Durham, NC
2016-2017  Director, Center for Population Health Sciences, Duke University School of Medicine, Durham, NC
2017-present  Professor and Interim Chair, Department of Population Health Sciences, Duke University School of Medicine, Durham, NC

C. Synergistic Activities


Professional Service: Grant reviewer (Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality, National Institutes of Health, Patient Centered Outcomes Research Institute, American Heart Association); Member, American Heart Association/American College of Cardiology Task Force on Practice Guidelines, Chair, Duke Health Population Health Coordinating Group.

Research: Dr. Curtis has extensive research experience leading collaborative, interdisciplinary and multi-institutional teams. She has received RO1 funding from the National Heart Lung Blood Institute and from the National Institute on Aging and received a large research contract from the Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality. She currently co-leads the NIH Healthcare Systems Collaboratory coordinating center and leads the Patient-Centered Outcomes Research Institute’s national clinical research network (PCORnet) distributed network.

D. Five most relevant publications; selected from 227; h-index=48


E. Courses taught

2012-2015  Course Co-Director with Matthew Maciejewski, PhD, Clinical Research Training Program (CRTP) 266, “Comparative Effectiveness Research” (Duke University, Durham NC)

2008-2016  Small Group Instructor. PHYASST 255. Evidence-Based Medicine I, Duke University Physician Assistant Program, Department of Community and Family Medicine

2005-2007  Course Co-Director with Shelby Reed, PhD: Duke University, Department of Economics: ECON 195S.80 Applied Methods in Health Care Analysis

F. Mentoring
Doctoral Student Committee Membership (3): Served on doctoral dissertation committees for a student in Healthy Policy (UNC) and currently serving on doctoral dissertation committees for a student in Statistical Sciences (Duke) and for a student in Biostatistics (Duke).

Master’s Student Thesis Committee Membership (3): Served on 3 Master’s student thesis committees for students in the Clinical Research Training Program.

Junior Faculty (>5): Have served as mentor and advisor to many junior faculty at Duke, including advising on K-awards and other projects.

Postdoctoral Fellows (>10): Have served as a formal mentor for numerous postdoctoral fellows, including those in health services research fellowships and clinical research fellowships.
NAME: Weinfurt, Kevin Phillip

POSITION TITLE: Professor of Population Health Sciences

EDUCATION/TRAINING (Begin with baccalaureate or other initial professional education, such as nursing, include postdoctoral training and residency training if applicable. Add/delete rows as necessary.)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>INSTITUTION AND LOCATION</th>
<th>DEGREE (if applicable)</th>
<th>Completion Date MM/YYYY</th>
<th>FIELD OF STUDY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Loyola University, Chicago, IL</td>
<td>B.S.</td>
<td>5/1992</td>
<td>Psychology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Linacre College, Oxford, England</td>
<td>1995</td>
<td></td>
<td>History of Science, Philosophy of Mind</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Georgetown University, Washington, D.C.</td>
<td>Ph.D.</td>
<td>12/1997</td>
<td>Experimental Psychology</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A. Personal Statement

Dr. Weinfurt is Professor and Vice Chair for Research in the Department of Population Health Sciences in the Duke University School of Medicine. Dr. Weinfurt is also Professor of Psychiatry and Behavioral Science at Duke University Medical Center and a faculty member of the Duke Clinical Research Institute; Professor of Psychology and Neuroscience; and a Faculty Associate of the Trent Center for the Study of Medical Humanities and Bioethics. Dr. Weinfurt conducts research on measuring patient-reported outcomes, medical decision making, and bioethics. He was a principal investigator in the NIH PROMIS Network, where he led the development of the SexFS to measure male and female sexual function and satisfaction. He serves as the President of the PROMIS Health Organization and is on the Board of Directors for the International Society for Quality of Life Research. Dr. Weinfurt is currently co-chair of the coordinating center for the NIH Health Systems Research Collaboratory and co-chair of NIDDK’s Symptoms of Lower Urinary Tract Dysfunction Research Network. He has conducted conceptual and empirical work on a variety of research ethics issues, including conflicts of interest, informed consent, the use of central IRBs, and comparative effectiveness trials. As an educator, Dr. Weinfurt co-directs Duke’s masters-level Clinical Research Training Program and has taught undergraduate courses in introductory psychology, judgment and decision making, the psychology of medical decision making; and graduate courses in multivariate statistics and patient-reported outcomes research.

B. Relevant Positions

1998-1999 Assistant Professor, Department of Psychiatry, Georgetown University Medical Center, Washington, DC
Assistant Professor, Department of Medicine (Clinical Economics Research Unit), Georgetown University Medical Center, Washington, DC
Adjunct Professor, Department of Psychology, Georgetown University, Washington, DC

1999-2005 Assistant Professor, Department of Psychiatry and Behavioral Sciences, Duke University School of Medicine, Durham, NC
Assistant Professor, Department of Psychology and Neuroscience, Duke University, Durham, NC

2006-2011 Associate Professor, Department of Psychiatry and Behavioral Sciences, Duke University School of Medicine, Durham, NC
Associate Professor, Department of Psychology and Neuroscience, Duke University, Durham, NC

1999- Deputy Director, Center for Clinical and Genetic Economics, Duke Clinical Research Institute, Duke University School of Medicine, Durham, NC

2011- Professor, Department of Psychiatry and Behavioral Sciences, Duke University School of Medicine, Durham, NC

2012- Co-Director, Duke Clinical Research Training Program

2017 Professor and Vice Chair for Research, Department of Population Health Sciences, Duke
C. Synergistic Activities

**Education:** Faculty member, Duke Clinical Research Training Program (master’s level; 2013-present); Co-director of the Duke Clinical Research Training Program (2012-present); Instructor in NIH’s Introduction to the Principles and Practice of Clinical Research Course (2015-present); Principal investigator in charge of education and training for the NIH Health Systems Research Collaboratory (2015-present); co-director of the Workforce Development Core for the Duke’s Clinical and Translational Science Institute.

**Professional Service:** Grant reviewer and study section chair (Center for Scientific Review, National Cancer Institute, National Institute of Diabetes and Digestive and Kidney Diseases, National Center for Complementary and Integrative Medicine); Associate editor (*Clinical Trials, American Journal of Bioethics: Empirical Bioethics*); journal reviewer (*JAMA, NEJM, Annals of Internal Medicine, JCO, Medical Care*, and others); Scientific co-chair, 2017 meeting of the International Society for Quality of Life Research; Member, Board of Directors, PROMIS Health Organization (2008-present); President, PROMIS Health Organization (2016-present); member, PCORI Clinical Trials Advisory Panel (2017); ad hoc member, advisory panel committees for Food and Drug Administration (2016-present); invited instructor, Food and Drug Administration (2016).

**Research:** Dr. Weinfurt has led NIH- and industry-supported research in patient-reported outcomes, bioethics, and medical decision making. Dr. Weinfurt has significant experience with large, multidisciplinary research teams, having past or current leadership roles in research networks funded by NIH’s Common Fund, NCATS, and NIDDK. Dr. Weinfurt is currently co-chair of the coordinating center for the NIH Health Systems Research Collaboratory and co-chair of NIDDK’s Symptoms of Lower Urinary Tract Dysfunction Research Network. Dr. Weinfurt’s research crosses many therapeutic boundaries and includes studies of people with cancer, cardiovascular disease, lower urinary tract symptoms, multiple sclerosis, and sexual dysfunction.

D. Five most relevant publications; selected from 151; h-index = 50 [Choose publications that demonstrate your experience and contribution to population health.]


E. Courses taught in the previous 5 years [If you have not taught any formal courses in the past 5 years, include other educational activities, such as seminars, workshops, short courses.]

CRP271 – Patient-Reported Outcomes in Clinical Research; CRP247- Clinical Research Seminar; CRP253-Research Ethics and Conduct.

PSY122- Psychology of Thinking; PSY320-Multivariate Statistics (Graduate); PSY161AS-Medical Decision Making; PSY11 Introductory Psychology; PSY11B- Intro to Psychology: Social Science Perspective; PSY170HS-Judgement and Decision Making; PSY194-Research Independent Study;

PUBPOL196DS- Medical Decision Making
F. Mentoring [Include counts of formal mentoring, such as committee participation, when possible. Describe other mentoring experience.]

**Predoctoral Student Committee Membership:** Served on 4 doctoral dissertation committees for students in the psychology and neuroscience program.

**Master’s Student Thesis Committee Membership:** Served on several Master’s student thesis committees for students. A majority of the students were in the psychology program at Duke.

**Junior Faculty:** Have served as mentor and advisor to 2 faculty members at Duke.

**Postdoctoral Fellows:** Have served as a formal mentor for 5 postdoctoral fellows in the clinical research training program at Duke.

**Career Development Awards:** primary mentor in 2 K awards supplements.

**Undergraduate Students, Medical Students, and Others:** Mentored numerous students in psychology and neurosciences, business school and clinical research from undergraduate, medical, and non-degree programs.
**BIOGRAPHICAL SKETCH**

**NAME:** Bryce B. Reeve

**eRA COMMONS USER NAME** (credential, e.g., agency login): BBREEVE

**POSITION TITLE:** Professor of Population Health Sciences (proposed; currently Temporary Instructor, Director for Center of Health Measurement

**EDUCATION/TRAINING**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>INSTITUTION AND LOCATION</th>
<th>DEGREE (if applicable)</th>
<th>Completion Date MM/YYYY</th>
<th>FIELD OF STUDY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill</td>
<td>B.S.</td>
<td>12/1994</td>
<td>Psychology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill</td>
<td>M.A.</td>
<td>12/1999</td>
<td>Quantitative Psychology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill</td>
<td>Ph.D.</td>
<td>06/2000</td>
<td>Quantitative Psychology</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**A. Personal Statement**

Dr. Reeve recently joined the Departments of Population Health Sciences and Pediatrics within the Duke University School of Medicine UNC-Chapel Hill where he was a tenured Professor in the Gillings School of Global Public Health. Trained in psychometric methods, Dr. Reeve’s work focuses on enhancing the application of patient-reported data in clinical research and practice to improve the quality of care for pediatric and adult patients with chronic diseases. This includes the development of patient-reported questionnaires using qualitative and quantitative methodologies and integration of patient-reported data in research and healthcare delivery to inform decision-making. From 2000 to 2010, Dr. Reeve served as Program Director for the U.S. National Cancer Institute. In that role, he was instrumental in the development and support for the PROMIS and the PRO-CTCAE initiatives. From 2010 to 2017, he served as Professor of Health Policy and Management within the Gillings School of Global Public Health at the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill. He currently serves, or has served, as PI on two NIH-funded R01 grants, a NIH U01 grant, a NIH U19 grant, a NIH R25 grant, and a PCORI-funded contract. From 1011-2013, Dr. Reeve served as President of the International Society for Quality of Life Research. In 2015, he received the John Ware and Alvin Tarlov Career Achievement Prize in Patient-Reported Outcomes Measures. Started in 2017, Dr. Reeve serves as Director of a new Center of Health Measurement within Duke University School of Medicine. The Center focuses on enhancing the use of patient-centered outcomes in clinical research and healthcare settings.

**B. Positions**

2000 -- 2010  Program Director, U.S. National Cancer Institute, National Institutes of Health
2010 -- 2015  Associate Professor, Department of Health Policy and Management, Gillings School of Global Public Health, University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill
2010 -- 2017  Member, Lineberger Comprehensive Cancer Center, University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill
2011 -- Adjunct Professor, Department of Psychology, University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill
2014 -- 2017  Research Fellow, Cecil G. Sheps Center for Health Services Research, UNC at Chapel Hill
2015 -- 2017  Professor, Department of Health Policy and Management, Gillings School of Global Public Health, University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill
2017 -- Adjunct Professor, Department of Health Policy and Management, Gillings School of Global Public Health, University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill
2017 -- Professor, Department of Population Health Sciences, Duke University School of Medicine
2017 -- Professor, Department of Pediatrics, Duke University School of Medicine
2017 -- Director, Center for Health Measurement, Duke University School of Medicine
C. Synergistic Activities

**Education:** Co-Director, Cancer Care Quality Training Program, University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill; Director, PhD Program in Health Policy and Management, University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill (2017).

**Professional Service:** Member, ALLIANCE Health Outcomes Committee (2010-2017); Member, PatientsLikeMe Scientific Advisory Board (2013-2015); Member, PROMIS Health Organization (PHO) Board of Directors (2012-2016); Member, Healthy People 2020 Health-Related Quality of Life & Well-Being Workgroup (2012-2015); Member, NCI Symptom Management and Health-Related Quality of Life Steering Committee (2010-2014); Advisor, European Organization for Research and Treatment of Cancer (EORTC)'s Patient-Reported Outcomes and Behavioral Evidence Project (2008-2014); President, International Society for Quality of Life (ISOQOL) Research (2011-2013); Advisory Committee Member, FDA’s Reproductive Health Drugs’ Drug Review (2010); Board of Directors, International Society for Quality of Life (ISOQOL) Research (2007-2010).

**Research:** Dr. Reeve has extensive research experience as an independent investigator and leading collaborative interdisciplinary teams. Trained in psychometrics, his work focuses on enhancing the use of patient-reported outcomes (PROs) in clinical research and practice to improve the quality of care for pediatric and adult patients. This includes the development of PRO measures using qualitative and quantitative methodologies and integration of PRO data in research and healthcare delivery to inform decision-making. He has served as PI on two NCI-funded R01 grants, a NIH-funded U01 and U19 grant, and a PCORI contract.

D. Five most relevant publications, selected from 201; h-index = 40


E. Courses taught in the previous 5 years:

- **2014-2017** Course Instructor: HPM 794 (3-hour, PhD-level course, spring): *Patient-Reported Outcomes Measurement and Application in Healthcare Research and Practice*
- **2012-2013** Course Instructor: HPM 768 (3-hour, PhD-level course, spring): *Informed Decision Making in Cancer Care*
- **2011-2013** Course Instructor: HPM 873 (1-hour, PhD-level course, fall and spring): *Research Seminar in Health Policy Management*
F. Mentoring

**Doctoral Student Committee Chair (5):** Served as committee chair for four students in the PhD Program and one student in the DrPH program for Health Policy and Management.

**Doctoral Student Committee Membership (12):** Served on 13 doctoral dissertation committees for students in Public Health (DrPH) and Healthy Policy (PhD).

**Master's Student Thesis Committee Membership (3):** Served on 3 Master's student thesis committees for students in Health Policy.

**Junior Faculty (5):** Have served as mentor and advisor to five junior faculty at UNC and Duke, including advising on K-awards and other projects.

**Postdoctoral Fellows (2):** Have served as a formal mentor for two postdoctoral fellows in health services research fellowships.

**Residents (6):** Served as mentor and advisor for numerous resident projects, from pediatrics, oncology, and internal medicine.

**Undergraduate Student, (1):** Mentored one student in health policy and health services research.
A. PERSONAL STATEMENT
Dr. Epplein is an Associate Professor in the Department of Population Health Sciences and Department of Medicine at Duke University, and is the Co-Leader of the Cancer Control and Population Sciences Program of the Duke Cancer Institute. Her research program includes large, international consortia she has built, and thus she has gained significant experience in leading colleagues to manage both biospecimen collaborations and data harmonization. She helped develop and taught in the epidemiology PhD program at Vanderbilt University for seven years, and personally mentored 5 PhD students, 2 post-doctoral fellows, and 2 junior faculty members. As a successful K-to-R01 awardee, she has been invited to give career development talks on behalf of NCI and to several internal and external groups, and this also led to her standing membership on the National Cancer Institute IRG Subcommittee J, Career Development, which reviews many types of career development awards (including K01, K07, K08, K22, K23, K24, and K99-R00). She is prepared and enthusiastic to serve as a primary mentor for trainees in this training program.

B. APPOINTMENTS
2001 – 2002 Administrative Coordinator, Cancer Prevention Program, Fred Hutchinson Cancer Research Center, Seattle, WA
2002 – 2004 Graduate Research Assistant, Cancer Prevention Program, Fred Hutchinson Cancer Research Center, Seattle, WA
2004 – 2007 International Research Project Manager, Public Health Sciences Division, Fred Hutchinson Cancer Research Center, Seattle, WA
2005 – 2006 Teaching Assistant, University of Washington, Epidemiology Department, Seattle, WA
2007 – 2009 Post-doctoral Fellow, Cancer Control Research Training in Multiethnic Hawaii (R25 CA90956), University of Hawaii, Honolulu, HI
2009 – 2015 Assistant Professor, Division of Epidemiology, Vanderbilt University, Nashville, TN
2009 – 2017 Member, Vanderbilt-Ingram Cancer Center, Nashville, TN
2009 – 2017 Member, Institute for Medicine and Public Health, Vanderbilt University, Nashville, TN
2013 – 2017 Member, Digestive Disease Research Center, Vanderbilt University, Nashville, TN
2013 – 2017 Member, Vanderbilt Institute for Global Health, Vanderbilt University, Nashville, TN
2015 – 2017 Associate Professor (tenured), Division of Epidemiology, Vanderbilt University, Nashville, TN
2017 – Adjunct Associate Professor, Division of Epidemiology, Vanderbilt University, Nashville, TN
2017 – Associate Professor, Department of Population Health Sciences, Duke University, Durham, NC
2017 – Co-Leader, Cancer Control and Population Sciences, Duke Cancer Institute, Durham, NC
C. SYNERGISTIC ACTIVITIES

Education: Member, Epidemiology Doctoral Program Admissions Committee, Vanderbilt University 2011-2016; Associate Director for Epidemiology Graduate Studies, Institute for Medicine and Public Health, Vanderbilt University 2012-2013; Member, Honor fellowships Committee, Vanderbilt Graduate School 2014; Grant Reviewer for trainees in: the Vanderbilt Institute for Research Development and Ethics of the Vanderbilt Institute of Global Health, Vanderbilt Training Program in Molecular and Genetic Epidemiology of Cancer, and Vanderbilt Institute for Clinical and Translational Research 2013-2017

Professional Service: Ad Hoc Reviewer, Special Emphasis Panels on: Small Grants Program for Cancer Epidemiology; NCI Omnibus: Oncogenesis, Cancer Risk, and Prevention (R21, R03); NCI Omnibus: Prevention, Nutrition, Biomarkers, and Epidemiology (R21, R03); Bridging the Gap Between Cancer Mechanism and Population Science and Core Infrastructure and Methodological Research for Cancer Epidemiology Cohorts, National Cancer Institute, NIH (U01) (2012-present); Chair, International Issues in Cancer Special Interest Group (2015–2017), Member, Executive Committee (2015–2017), and Co-Chair, Annual Meeting, March 11-14, 2017, Seattle, WA, American Society for Preventive Oncology (ASPO); Standing Member, National Cancer Institute IRG Subcommittee J, Career Development, NIH (2016-present); Editorial Board Member, Cancer Epidemiology, Biomarkers & Prevention (2016-present);

Research: Dr. Epplein has extensive experience in the area of cancer epidemiology and prevention, with a focus on modifiable risk factors and health disparities. Her ongoing research program is focused on infection, inflammation, and cancer. She is currently PI of two R01s – both large, collaborative grants from the NIH that each build a consortium of experts and studies focused on a greater understanding of the genetic diversity of the bacteria Helicobacter pylori and its association with cancer. Through this work she has established the importance of the understanding of H. pylori as a heterogeneous exposure, and one that interacts with other potentially modifiable factors such as diet and aspirin use, in its association with the development of gastrointestinal cancer. She is also actively engaged in developing a local cohort for the study of infection and cancer, which will also present many opportunities for training junior faculty and post-doctoral fellows.

D. FIVE MOST RELEVANT PUBLICATIONS


E. COURSES TAUGHT IN THE PREVIOUS 5 YEARS

2011 – 2016  Course Instructor, EPID 315: Scientific Writing I (Core Epidemiology PhD class), Vanderbilt University
2011 – 2016  Invited Lecturer on polytomous regression, EPI 321: Applied Epidemiological Methods in Regression I (Core Epidemiology PhD class), Vanderbilt University

2012 – 2014  Invited Lecturer on scientific writing for the “Clinical Investigator Toolbox”: Introduction to Clinical Research elective for 2nd year Internal Medicine residents, Vanderbilt University Medical Center

2015 – 2016  Invited Lecturer on grant writing -- Research Strategy: Nuts and Bolts, for two training programs: the R25 training program entitled The Molecular and Genetics Epidemiology of Cancer, Vanderbilt University Medical Center; and the Vanderbilt Institute for Research Development and Ethics of the Vanderbilt Institute for Global Health

F. MENTORING

- **Doctoral Student Committee Membership (2):** Served on doctoral dissertation committee for one student in epidemiology (PhD) and one student in biostatistics (PhD).
- **Junior Faculty (2):** Primary mentor to an assistant professor of epidemiology who now is on a K12 and has re-submitted an NIH K07; primary mentor to a one-year visiting assistant professor of preventive medicine from Chonnam National University Medical School in Korea.
- **Predoctoral Fellows (3):** Mentored international students directly under my supervision during 1-year fellowship in the United States (2 from China and 1 from Germany).
- **Postdoctoral Fellows (2):** Current mentor to 2 postdoctoral fellows in epidemiology.
BIOGRAPHICAL SKETCH

Provide the following information for the Senior/key personnel and other significant contributors. Follow this format for each person. **DO NOT EXCEED FOUR PAGES.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NAME</th>
<th>Laura Smart Richman</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>eRA COMMONS USER NAME (credential, e.g., agency login)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**EDUCATION/TRAINING** *(Begin with baccalaureate or other initial professional education, such as nursing, include postdoctoral training and residency training if applicable.)*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>INSTITUTION AND LOCATION</th>
<th>DEGREE (if applicable)</th>
<th>MM/YY</th>
<th>FIELD OF STUDY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>University of Maryland, MD</td>
<td>B.S.</td>
<td>05/92</td>
<td>Psychology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>University of Virginia, VA</td>
<td>M.A.</td>
<td>05/94</td>
<td>Psychology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>University of Virginia, VA</td>
<td>Ph.D.</td>
<td>05/97</td>
<td>Psychology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>University of California, San Francisco</td>
<td>Postdoctoral Fellow</td>
<td>08/99</td>
<td>Health Psychology</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**A. Personal Statement**

Dr. Richman is an Associate Professor in the Department of Population Health Sciences and has extensive mentoring and teaching experience. She has served as a mentor for 34 undergraduate, Masters, and PhD students and has taught numerous courses at both the undergraduate and graduate level, including Research Methods and Psychosocial Determinants of Health. Her undergraduate mentees have secured placement at top medical schools and PhD psychology programs including Duke, Stanford, University of Washington, and University of Pittsburgh and her academic-focused PhD students have secured faculty positions at UNC, Asheville and a postdoc at Columbia University, Mailman School of Public Health.

**B. Relevant positions**

1997-1999 Postdoctoral NIMH Fellowship, Health Psychology, University of California, San Francisco
1999-2001 Associate Research Scientist, New England Research Institutes, Inc., Watertown, MA
2001-2003 Research Associate, Health and Social Behavior Dept, Harvard School of Public Health, Boston, MA
2001-2003 Adjunct Assistant Professor, Dept of Psychology, Brandeis University, Waltham, MA
2003-2004 Visiting Assistant Professor, Dept of Psychology, Duke University, Durham, NC
2004-2010 Assistant Research Professor, Dept. of Psychology, Duke University, Durham, NC
2010-2017 Assistant Professor, Dept. of Psychology, Duke University, Durham, NC
2017-present Associate Professor, Dept. of Population Health Sciences, Duke School of Medicine, Durham, NC

**C. Synergistic Activities**

**Professional Service:**
Peer Review panel for the National Institute on Minority Health and Health Disparities (NIMHD) 2016 – present; Ad hoc reviewer of proposals for the Social Psychology Program, National Science Foundation (2012 - present); Reviewer APA Dissertation Research Awards (2006 – present)

Research: Dr. Richman has extensive research experience examining the health effects of social disadvantage, with a focus on the impact of stigma on health behavior and physiological stress responses. She has served as principal investigator and co-investigator on awards from NIH, NIGMS, NIEHS, and NIH to conduct this research.

D. Five most relevant publications


E. Courses taught in the previous 5 years
Race, Class, and Society (Graduate and Undergraduate); Energy Behavior Among Low-Income Consumers (Graduate & Undergraduate, Service-learning Interdisciplinary program); Stereotyping and Stigma (Graduate & Undergraduate); Psychosocial Determinants of Health (Graduate & Undergraduate); Research Methods (Undergraduate); Introduction to Social Psychology (Undergraduate)

F. Mentoring

**Undergraduate Honors Thesis Advisor (16):** Served as committee chair for 16 undergraduate thesis students.

**Masters Thesis Committees (4):** Served as a primary advisor or committee member for 4 Master level thesis in Psychology & Neuroscience.

**PhD Advising (4):** Served as the primary mentor and doctoral dissertation chair for four students in Psychology & Neuroscience.

**Doctoral Dissertation Committees (13):** Served on 13 dissertation committees for students in Psychology & Neuroscience, Sociology, and School of Nursing.

**Postdoctoral Fellows (3):** Served as a formal mentor for three postdoctoral fellows with degrees in Psychology & Neuroscience and Public Health.
BIOGRAPHICAL SKETCH

Provide the following information for the key personnel and other significant contributors.
Follow this format for each person.  DO NOT EXCEED FOUR PAGES.

NAME
Matthew Leonard Maciejewski

eRA COMMONS USER NAME
mlmaciej

EDUCATION/TRAINING  (Begin with baccalaureate or other initial professional education, such as nursing, and include postdoctoral training.)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>INSTITUTION AND LOCATION</th>
<th>DEGREE (if applicable)</th>
<th>YEAR(s)</th>
<th>FIELD OF STUDY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Georgetown University</td>
<td>B.S.F.S.</td>
<td>1991</td>
<td>International Economics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>University of Minnesota</td>
<td>Ph.D.</td>
<td>1998</td>
<td>Health Services Research</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A. Personal Statement

Dr. Maciejewski is a Professor within the Department of Population Health Sciences, Adjunct Professor in the Schools of Public Policy and Pharmacy at the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, and Research Career Scientist at the Durham VA HSR&D Center for Innovation. Dr. Maciejewski has served a direct role in the training of over 5 post-doctoral fellows and 25 doctoral and Master’s students. He has been teaching CRTP 266, Comparative Effectiveness Research, for 5 years in the Duke Clinical Research Training Program. Dr. Maciejewski’s research focuses on the evaluation of programs and interventions for improving chronic disease care and obesity and understanding cost barriers to medication and health care use. Dr. Maciejewski is a Member of AcademyHealth’s Methods Council, an editorial board member of Health Services Research and a Statistical Associate Editor at JAMA.

B. Appointments

2006 – 2008 Associate Professor, Division of Pharmaceutical Outcomes and Policy, School of Pharmacy, University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill NC
2006 – Present Research Career Scientist, Research Health Scientist (2006-2010), Health Services Research and Development, Durham VA Medical Center, Durham NC
2006 – Present Adjunct Professor, Adjunct Associate Professor (2006-2011), Department of Health Policy and Administration, School of Public Health, University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill NC
2007 – Present Professor, Associate Professor (2007-2011), Division of General Internal Medicine, Department of Medicine, Duke University Medical Center, Durham, NC
2008 – Present Adjunct Professor, Adjunct Associate Professor (2008-2011), Division of Pharmaceutical Outcomes and Policy, School of Pharmacy, University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill NC

C. Synergistic Activities

- **Education**: Led methods workshops for 5 years at AcademyHealth on propensity scores and using electronic health records.
- **Professional Service**: AcademyHealth (Methods Council, 2016-present; Executive Committee of Planning Committee 2012-2013); Ad hoc reviewer for Agency of Healthcare Research and Quality (AHRQ) Study Review Section: and various NIH special emphasis panels (2000-present); Editorial Boards – Health Services Research (2016 -); Statistical Associate Editor, JAMA (2017 -)
- **Research**: Dr. Maciejewski has extensive research experience as an independent investigator and leading collaborative interdisciplinary teams. He has been Principal Investigator on more than 15 research projects funded by VA HSR&D, AHRQ, CMS and NIDA, including 3 federally-funded R01 grants (2 funded in 2000 and 2012 by Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality (AHRQ) and 1 in 2016 by NIDA).
D. Five most relevant publications; selected from 183; h-index = 39 (complete bibliography)


E. Courses taught in the previous 5 years

2012-Present  Course Director.Clinical Research Training Program (CRTP) 266, “Comparative Effectiveness Research” (Duke University, Durham NC)

F. Mentoring

- **Junior Faculty (>5):** Have served as mentor and advisor to >5 faculty at Duke, UNC, VA and other universities including University of Washington.

- **Postdoctoral Fellows (>5):** Have served as a formal mentor for >5 postdoctoral fellows, including those in health services research fellowships and clinical research fellowships.

- **Doctoral Student Committee Membership (7):** Served on doctoral dissertation committees at the University of Washington and University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill (PhD).

- **Masters Student Thesis Committee Chair (8):** Served as committee chair on thesis committees for students at the University of Washington, the University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill and the Clinical Research Training Program at Duke University.

- **Master of Health Sciences in Clinical Research (MHSc) Student Thesis Committee Member (3):** Served as committee member on 3 thesis committees.

- **Junior Faculty (1):** Currently serving as statistical mentor to 1 current KL2 scholars at Duke University School of Medicine.
NAME: Pollak, Kathryn I

eRA COMMONS USER NAME (credential, e.g., agency login): polla007

POSITION TITLE: Professor

EDUCATION/TRAINING (Begin with baccalaureate or other initial professional education, such as nursing, include postdoctoral training and residency training if applicable. Add/delete rows as necessary.)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>INSTITUTION AND LOCATION</th>
<th>DEGREE (if applicable)</th>
<th>MM/YY</th>
<th>FIELD OF STUDY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pitzer College, Claremont, CA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td></td>
<td>Psychology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>California State University, Fullerton, CA</td>
<td>B.A.</td>
<td>12/91</td>
<td>Psychology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>University of Houston, Houston, TX</td>
<td>M.A.</td>
<td>12/94</td>
<td>Social Psychology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>University of Houston, Houston, TX</td>
<td>Ph.D.</td>
<td>11/96</td>
<td>Social Psychology</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A. Personal Statement

Dr. Pollak is a Professor in the Department of Population Health Sciences in the Duke School of Medicine. She is a social psychologist who has been developing and evaluating behavioral interventions for the past 19 years. She also is one of the Co-Leaders of Cancer Control and Population Sciences at the Duke Cancer Institute. She has worked in palliative care for the past 15 years and has been examining patient-physician communication for the past 12 years and teaching communication for the past 5 years. She has been Principal Investigator on 6 R01s. She was a standing member on PRDP, an NIH study section, while simultaneously chairing another study section for F32’s for two years. She has mentored over 15 graduate students, medical students, postdoctoral fellows, medicine fellows, and residents over her tenure at Duke. She has taught various courses including Methodology and Statistics at the undergraduate level. She also gave guest lectures at UNC School of Public Health in Health Theory and also in Intervention Development. She has published 120 articles, many of which were with mentees.

B. Positions and Honors

1996-1997 Postdoctoral Fellow, Center for Health Promotion Research and Development, School of Public Health, University of Texas-Houston, Houston, TX
1997-1998 NCI Postdoctoral Fellow, Center for Health Promotion Research and Development, School of Public Health, University of Texas-Houston, Houston, TX
1998-2006 Assistant Research Professor, Department of Community and Family Medicine, Duke University School of Medicine
1998-Present Cancer Control Scientist, Cancer Prevention, Detection and Control Research, Duke Comprehensive Cancer Center (now Duke Cancer Institute)
2001-2009 Adjunct Assistant Professor, Department of Health Behavior and Health Education, School of Public Health, University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, Chapel Hill, NC
2006-2009 Associate Professor, Department of Community and Family Medicine, Duke University School of Medicine
2009-Present Adjunct Associate Professor, Department of Health Behavior and Health Education, School of Public Health, University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, Chapel Hill, NC
2009-Present  Associate Professor with tenure, Department of Community and Family Medicine, Duke University School of Medicine
2015-2017  Professor with tenure, Department of Community and Family Medicine, Duke University School of Medicine
2017-Present  Professor with tenure, Department of Population Health Sciences, Duke University School of Medicine

C. Contributions to Science

**Importance of physician communication on patient outcomes:** For the past 15 years, I have been examining the relationship of physician communication and patient outcomes. Some of my seminal papers reported on physicians’ use of Motivational Interviewing techniques and patient weight and satisfaction. I discovered that when physicians communicated with more empathy, had a more collaborative style, and supported patient autonomy, patients were more likely to lose weight (paper cited 64 times and covered by *The New York Times*) and reported higher satisfaction (cited 30 times) with their physician. This work has helped spur the integration of Motivational Interviewing into health care encounters. Based on my work, I have been asked to write two Editorials for *Patient Education and Counseling* one on how physicians can alter their communication slightly to be more effective and the other on what elements of MI are most predictive of patient change.


**Physicians can improve their communication:** I worked with Dr. James Tulsky on a trial in which we taught oncologists how to address patient negative emotions. Our 60-minute tailored computer-based intervention improved physician responses to negative emotions and also improved patient trust. I was Senior Author on our outcomes paper that has been cited 61 times. I also published a paper describing which physicians are most likely to respond to negative emotion and found that those who self-identified as more socio-emotional were more empathic in their clinical practice (cited 143 times and covered by *The New York Times*).


**Complete List of Published Work in My Bibliography:** [http://1.usa.gov/21108Po](http://1.usa.gov/21108Po)
E. Courses taught

Undergraduate Research Methods
Statistics
Social Psychology
Psychology of Gender
Psychology of Personality

F. Mentoring

Doctoral Student Committee Membership – three
Master’s Student Thesis Committee - two
NAME: Dinan, Michaela Ann

eRA COMMONS USER NAME (credential, e.g., agency login): dinan001

POSITION TITLE: Assistant Professor of Population Health Sciences

EDUCATION/TRAINING (Begin with baccalaureate or other initial professional education, such as nursing, include postdoctoral training and residency training if applicable. Add/delete rows as necessary.)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>INSTITUTION AND LOCATION</th>
<th>DEGREE (if applicable)</th>
<th>Completion Date MM/YYYY</th>
<th>FIELD OF STUDY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>University of Virginia, Charlottesville VA</td>
<td>BS</td>
<td>05 / 2003</td>
<td>Biology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill, NC</td>
<td>PhD</td>
<td>05 / 2011</td>
<td>Health Policy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duke University, Durham NC</td>
<td>Fellow</td>
<td>07 / 2013</td>
<td>Health Outcomes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A. Personal Statement

Dr. Dinan is currently an assistant professor in the Department of Population Health Sciences with additional appointments at the Duke Cancer Institute and the Duke Clinical Research Institute. Dr. Dinan is also co-leader of the Health Care Delivery Focus Area of the Cancer Control and Population Sciences program at the Duke Cancer Institute as well as Adjunct Assistant Professor in the Department of Health Policy and Management at UNC’s School of Global Public Health. Dr. Dinan has taught as a small group instructor in the Evidence Based Medicine course for Duke’s Physician’s Assistant training program for 5 years. Dr. Dinan has 14 years of research experience through her work at Duke, which has been published in more than 50 peer-reviewed journal articles including the Journal of the American Medical Association, the Journal of Clinical Oncology, the Journal of General Internal Medicine, and Medical Care, among others. Given her experience with large secondary real-world databases, her expertise in health services in oncology, and her ongoing collaborations with multidisciplinary clinicians, Dr. Dinan’s research portfolio is ideal for offering opportunities for multiple students to take on additional research projects under Dr. Dinan’s tutelage and supervision.

Dr. Dinan has acted as the primary mentor for predoctoral students, medical residents, and clinical fellows including participation as a dissertation committee member on two doctoral student dissertation committees. Her trainees have demonstrated a successful record of accomplishment in their research by obtaining independent during the course of their training, acceptance of peer-reviewed abstracts as both poster and podium presentations, peer-reviewed published manuscripts of their completed research, and successful placement in post-doctoral positions upon completion of their degrees.

B. Relevant positions

Positions and Employment

2009-2010 Teaching Assistant: Duke University Department of Economics
2010 Teaching Assistant: UNC Department of Health Policy and Management
2011-2013 Research Fellow: Duke Clinical Research Institute-CCGE
2013-2015 Medical Instructor: Duke Clinical Research Institute, Duke Cancer Institute
2015- Assistant Professor: Duke Clinical Research Institute, Duke Cancer Institute
C. Synergistic Activities

Professional Service: Dr. Dinan serves as co-leader of the Health Care Delivery focus area for the Duke Cancer Control and Population Sciences Program. Dr. Dinan co-founded the Health Services Research Oncology Group (HSROG) at Duke, a trans-disciplinary effort to bring together clinician and health services experts across oncology disciplines to combine perspectives, ideas, resources, and work to improve the efficacy with which improvements in the care of patients with cancer across a diverse spectrum of challenges. Dr. Dinan also serves on the cardio-oncology working group as well. Dr. Dinan has served as a reviewer for the National Institute for Health Research Post-Doctoral Fellowship Program, Duke Cancer Institute 5th Annual Cancer Research Pilot Study Grants, and on the Scientific Review Committee for the AACR International Conference on the Science of Cancer Health Disparities in Racial/Ethnic Minorities and the Medically Underserved.

Research: Dr. Dinan has extensive research experience, primarily in the area of secondary data analysis of large claims databases, oncology outcomes and costs, as well as health care disparities. She has served as principal/co-principal investigator on over 10 studies including multiple awards from AHRQ, industry, and foundations.

D. Five most relevant publications; selected from 52


E. Courses taught in the previous 5 years

2011-2015 Small Group Instructor for Evidence Based Medicine Course in Duke’s Physician Assistant training program
2010 Teaching Assistant for Applications and Concepts in Health Policy and Management UNC PhD program: HPM 735

2010 Teaching Assistant for Disaster Management Program UNC Master program: HPM 420, 421, 422, 423

2010 Teaching Assistant for Disaster Management Program UNC Master program: HPM 420, 421, 422, 423

2009-2010 Teaching Assistant for Duke’s Economics Honors Senior Research Workshop: ECON 202S

F. Mentoring

**Doctoral Student Committee Membership (2):** Served on 2 doctoral dissertation committees for students in Healthy Policy (PhD) at UNC.

**Clinical Fellows (2):** Have served as a formal mentor for 2 clinical fellows interested in outcomes research, one cardiology and one surgery.

**Predoctoral Fellows (2):** Mentored 2 students as part of a predoctoral fellowship in Health Services Research at the DCRI.

**Residents (1):** Co-primary mentor an internal medicine resident interested in oncology outcomes research.
BIOGRAPHICAL SKETCH

Provide the following information for the Senior/key personnel and other significant contributors. Follow this format for each person. DO NOT EXCEED FOUR PAGES.

NAME
Matthew E. Dupre

POSITION TITLE
Associate Professor of Medicine
Associate Professor of Sociology

eRA COMMONS USER NAME (credential, e.g., agency login)
MEDUPRE

EDUCATION/TRAINING (Begin with baccalaureate or other initial professional education, such as nursing, and include postdoctoral training and residency training if applicable.)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>INSTITUTION AND LOCATION</th>
<th>DEGREE (if applicable)</th>
<th>MM/YYYY</th>
<th>FIELD OF STUDY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>St. Anselm College</td>
<td>B.A.</td>
<td>05/95</td>
<td>Sociology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duke University</td>
<td>M.A.</td>
<td>12/01</td>
<td>Sociology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duke University</td>
<td>Ph.D.</td>
<td>09/05</td>
<td>Sociology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill</td>
<td>Postdoctoral</td>
<td>09/05-10/07</td>
<td>Epidemiology</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A. Personal Statement

Dr. Dupre is an Associate Professor in the Department of Population Health Sciences and the Department of Sociology. He is also Senior Fellow at the Center for the Study of Aging and Human Development and faculty at Duke Clinical Research Institute. As a medical sociologist and social epidemiologist, Dr. Dupre has advanced several areas of interdisciplinary research: (i) the impact of race and socioeconomic status on trajectories of chronic disease and mortality, (ii) the role of social stressors in the development and progression of cardiovascular disease (CVD), (iii) stratification models of CVD risks and subsequent outcomes, and (iv) the social determinants of longevity in an international context. A unifying thread in this program of research is his attention to multidisciplinary collaboration, heterogeneity in individual and population health, and the use of rigorous statistical methods to unravel causal pathways. Dr. Dupre’s studies have appeared in many leading journals, including JAMA, American Journal of Epidemiology, American Journal of Public Health, Annals of Internal Medicine, Archives of Internal Medicine, BMJ, and the Journals of Gerontology. Since 2012, his work has been cited more than 1,200 times and he is routinely interviewed/quoted by major media outlets in the United States and abroad. Dr. Dupre has served as an advisor to the National Academy of Sciences’ Committee on Population Aging, as an NIH study section member, and as an Associate Editor for multiple journals. Dedication to the mentorship of students and junior faculty remains a cornerstone in his academic career. Dr. Dupre has served on multiple doctoral dissertation committees, as a practicum preceptor for the MPH degree (UNC), and as a mentor on a NIA/T32 Training Grant in the Demography of Aging at the Duke Population Research Institute. He has also served as an Approved Mentor for third-year medical students and a Faculty Mentor for the Population Health Improvement Leadership Program in CFM at Duke University.

B. Relevant Positions

2005-07  Postdoctoral Fellow, Carolina Population Center, University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill
2007-09  Visiting Assistant Professor, Department of Sociology, Duke University
2009-12  Research Scientist, Duke Population Research Institute and Duke Clinical Research Institute
2010-    Senior Fellow, Center for Aging and Human Development, Duke University
2011-    Faculty Research Scholar, Center for Population Health & Aging, Duke University
2012-14  Assistant Professor, Department of Community and Family Medicine, Duke University
2012-14  Assistant Professor, Department of Sociology, Duke University
2014-    Associate Professor, Department of Community and Family Medicine, Duke University
2014-    Associate Professor, Department of Sociology, Duke University
2017-    Associate Professor, Department of Population Health Sciences, Duke University
C. Synergistic Activities

Education: Dissertation Committee Member, PhD degrees (2013-present); Practicum Preceptor, Masters of Public Health (MPH) degree, UNC Gillings School of Global Public Health (2014-2015); Mentor, Third-Year Medical Student Research at Duke University Medical Center (2014-present); Mentor, NIA/T32 Training Grant in the Demography of Aging, Duke Population Research Institute (2015-present); Invited Panelist, NIH Career Development Awards, Duke Office for Faculty Mentoring (2014)

Professional Service: Associate Editor, Journal of Health and Social Behavior (2012-2015); Associate Editor, BMC Geriatrics (2011-present); NIH study section reviewer (2016-present); Institutional Review Board (IRB) member for DUHS (2016-2017); Scientific Review Committee, American Public Health Association’s Section on Aging & Public Health (2016); Advisor to the National Academy of Sciences’ Committee on Population Aging (2010); DCH Faculty Representative, Duke Enterprise Data Unified Content Explorer (DEDUCE; 2013-2017); Presentation Judge, Scientific Research Symposium of the Alpha Omega Alpha Medical Society (2016-present); Peer reviewer for >30 scientific journals (2005-present).

Research: Dr. Dupre has extensive research experience in the social determinants of health and illness, focusing primarily on how cumulative exposure to social stressors impact inequalities in cardiovascular disease (CVD) onset and survival. He has served as principal investigator and (co)investigator on multiple awards from NIH, industry, and foundations. Dr. Dupre is currently the recipient of a K01 award (NHLBI) to examine the non-clinical factors associated with 30-day hospital readmission in adults with CVD. (https://scholars.duke.edu/display/per6795362)

D. Five most relevant publications; h-index = 20


DII. Courses taught in the previous 5 years

Doctoral Student Committee Membership (2): Served on doctoral dissertation committees for students in Duke’s School of Nursing (PhD) and North Carolina A&T State University (PhD).

Master’s Student Thesis Committee Membership (1): Served as preceptor for Masters of Public Health (MPH) degree in Public Health Leadership Program, Gillings School of Global Public Health, University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill.
Junior Faculty (>5): Served as mentor and advisor to numerous junior and visiting faculty at Duke and UNC on various methodological and substantive projects.

Postdoctoral Fellows (>5): Served as informal mentor and advisor on methodological projects for numerous cardiology fellows.

Residents (1): Served as mentor and advisor for the Population Health Improvement Leadership (PHIL) Program in the Department of Community and Family Medicine at Duke University.

Undergraduate Students, Medical Students, and Others (>10): Informally advised numerous students in sociology and methodology from undergraduate, medical, and non-degree programs.
NAME: Pollak, Kathryn I

eRA COMMONS USER NAME (credential, e.g., agency login): polla007

POSITION TITLE: Professor

EDUCATION/TRAINING

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>INSTITUTION AND LOCATION</th>
<th>DEGREE</th>
<th>MM/YY</th>
<th>FIELD OF STUDY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pitzer College, Claremont, CA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td></td>
<td>Psychology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>California State University, Fullerton, CA</td>
<td>B.A.</td>
<td>12/91</td>
<td>Psychology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>University of Houston, Houston, TX</td>
<td>M.A.</td>
<td>12/94</td>
<td>Social Psychology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>University of Houston, Houston, TX</td>
<td>Ph.D.</td>
<td>11/96</td>
<td>Social Psychology</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A. Personal Statement

Dr. Pollak is a Professor in the Department of Population Health Sciences in the Duke School of Medicine. She is a social psychologist who has been developing and evaluating behavioral interventions for the past 19 years. She also is one of the Co-Leaders of Cancer Control and Population Sciences at the Duke Cancer Institute. She has worked in palliative care for the past 15 years and has been examining patient-physician communication for the past 12 years and teaching communication for the past 5 years. She has been Principal Investigator on 6 R01s. She was a standing member on PRDP, an NIH study section, while simultaneously chairing another study section for F32’s for two years. She has mentored over 15 graduate students, medical students, postdoctoral fellows, medicine fellows, and residents over her tenure at Duke. She has taught various courses including Methodology and Statistics at the undergraduate level. She also gave guest lectures at UNC School of Public Health in Health Theory and also in Intervention Development. She has published 120 articles, many of which were with mentees.

B. Positions and Honors

1996-1997 Postdoctoral Fellow, Center for Health Promotion Research and Development, School of Public Health, University of Texas-Houston, Houston, TX
1997-1998 NCI Postdoctoral Fellow, Center for Health Promotion Research and Development, School of Public Health, University of Texas-Houston, Houston, TX
1998-2006 Assistant Research Professor, Department of Community and Family Medicine, Duke University School of Medicine
1998-Present Cancer Control Scientist, Cancer Prevention, Detection and Control Research, Duke Comprehensive Cancer Center (now Duke Cancer Institute)
2001-2009 Adjunct Assistant Professor, Department of Health Behavior and Health Education, School of Public Health, University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, Chapel Hill, NC
2006-2009 Associate Professor, Department of Community and Family Medicine, Duke University School of Medicine
2009-Present Adjunct Associate Professor, Department of Health Behavior and Health Education, School of Public Health, University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, Chapel Hill, NC
2009-Present  Associate Professor with tenure, Department of Community and Family Medicine, Duke University School of Medicine

2015-2017  Professor with tenure, Department of Community and Family Medicine, Duke University School of Medicine

2017-Present  Professor with tenure, Department of Population Health Sciences, Duke University School of Medicine

C. Contributions to Science

**Importance of physician communication on patient outcomes**: For the past 15 years, I have been examining the relationship of physician communication and patient outcomes. Some of my seminal papers reported on physicians’ use of Motivational Interviewing techniques and patient weight and satisfaction. I discovered that when physicians communicated with more empathy, had a more collaborative style, and supported patient autonomy, patients were more likely to lose weight (paper cited 64 times and covered by *The New York Times* and reported higher satisfaction (cited 30 times) with their physician. This work has helped spur the integration of Motivational Interviewing into health care encounters. Based on my work, I have been asked to write two Editorials for *Patient Education and Counseling* one on how physicians can alter their communication slightly to be more effective and the other on what elements of MI are most predictive of patient change.


**Physicians can improve their communication**: I worked with Dr. James Tulsky on a trial in which we taught oncologists how to address patient negative emotions. Our 60-minute tailored computer-based intervention improved physician responses to negative emotions and also improved patient trust. I was Senior Author on our outcomes paper that has been cited 61 times. I also published a paper describing which physicians are most likely to respond to negative emotion and found that those who self-identified as more socio-emotional were more empathic in their clinical practice (cited 143 times and covered by *The New York Times*).


**Complete List of Published Work in My Bibliography**: [http://1.usa.gov/21108Po](http://1.usa.gov/21108Po)
D. Additional Information: Research Support and/or Scholastic Performance

**Ongoing as Principal Investigator**

U24NR014637  09/28/2013-06/30/2018
“Refinement and expansion of the Palliative Care Research Cooperative Group (PCRC)”
The PCRC aims to provide the infrastructure for high-quality end-of-life and palliative care research.
Role: Principal Investigator

R01CA166149  06/01/2013-05/31/2018
“SMS scheduled gradual reduction text messages to help pregnant smokers quit”
This five-year study is designed to test an SMS texting intervention to help pregnant women quit smoking.
Role: Principal Investigator
BIOGRAPHICAL SKETCH

NAME
O’Brien, Emily C., Ph.D.

eRA COMMONS USER NAME (credential, e.g., agency login)
emily_obrien

EDUCATION/TRAINING (Begin with baccalaureate or other initial professional education, such as nursing, include postdoctoral training and residency training if applicable.)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>INSTITUTION AND LOCATION</th>
<th>DEGREE (if applicable)</th>
<th>MM/YY</th>
<th>FIELD OF STUDY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Duke University</td>
<td>B.S.</td>
<td>05/2006</td>
<td>Psychology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill</td>
<td>M.S.P.H.</td>
<td>12/2008</td>
<td>Epidemiology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill</td>
<td>Ph.D.</td>
<td>5/2012</td>
<td>Epidemiology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duke University</td>
<td>Postdoctoral</td>
<td>8/2013</td>
<td>Health Outcomes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A. Personal Statement

I am a cardiovascular disease epidemiologist and health services researcher. I have worked with multiple trainees with clinical, methodological, and policy backgrounds in a range of disease areas. I am currently mentoring multiple pre- and postdoctoral fellows with clinical and research-focused backgrounds, each of whom have published multiple first-author papers and presented at national meetings under my guidance in the past year. As a faculty member in the School of Medicine, I have collaborated with senior and junior investigators to develop the study design and methodological approach for several projects focused on chronic disease, including the first nationwide registry of heterozygous familial hypercholesterolemia. I am currently a primary mentor in a new predoctoral fellowship program at the Duke Clinical Research Institute, which will train ~3 health services researchers annually. For the past 3 years, I have been an instructor in the Evidence-Based Medicine course of the Duke Physician Assistant program. In addition to multiple guest lectures for Duke and NC State University students, I am currently the course director for a clinical research seminar in the Clinical Research Training Program at the Duke University School of Medicine.

B. Relevant positions (limited to postgraduate only)

POSITIONS
2017 – Assistant Professor of Population Health Sciences, Department of Population Health Sciences, Duke University School of Medicine, Durham, NC
2015 – 2017 Assistant Professor of Medicine, Division of Clinical Pharmacology, Duke University School of Medicine, Durham, NC
2013 – 2015 Medical Instructor, Division of Clinical Pharmacology, Duke University School of Medicine, Durham, NC
2012 – 2013 Postdoctoral Fellow, Health Services Research Division, Duke Clinical Research Institute, Durham, NC

C. Synergistic Activities

Education: Instructor, Evidence-based Medicine, Duke University Physician Assistant Program, (2015-present); Course director, Clinical Research Seminar, Duke University Clinical Research Training Program (2017 – present)
Professional Service: AHA Quality of Care and Outcomes Research Early Career Council (2015 – present); Medical Director, Research Forum, Duke Clinical Research Institute (2016 – Present); co-chair, Jackson Heart Study cardiovascular outcomes working group (2014-present); grant reviewer, Duke University SCORES program (2015 – present); member, Duke Clinical Research Institute faculty council (2017 – present); editorial board of Circulation: Cardiovascular Quality and Outcomes and American Heart Journal (2017 – present); statistical reviewer, Stroke (2016 – present); Reviewer for 17 peer-reviewed journals

Research: Dr. O'Brien has extensive research experience, primarily in the area of cardiovascular disease outcomes research, but also in many other areas of public health. She has served as the principal investigator and co-investigator on multiple awards from NIH, PCORI, and foundations.

D. Five most relevant publications; selected from 67; h-index = 15 [Choose publications that demonstrate your experience and contribution to population health.]


E. Courses taught in the previous 5 years [If you have not taught any formal courses in the past 5 years, include other educational activities, such as seminars, workshops, short courses.]

- **Course Director**, Clinical Research Seminar, Duke University Clinical Research Training Program; 3 hours; MHS lectures discussing current methodological topics in clinical research (2017)
- **Co-instructor**, Evidence-Based Medicine, Duke University Physician’s Assistant Program (2014, 2015, 2016)
- **Medical Director**, Duke Clinical Research Institute Research Forum (2015 – present)

F. Mentoring [Include counts of formal mentoring, such as committee participation, when possible. Describe other mentoring experience.]

Doctoral Student Committee Membership (1): Served on doctoral dissertation committees for student in Healthy Policy and Management (PhD)
Clinical Fellow Mentor (3): Served on mentorship team for 2 clinical fellows and 1 MD student in the Duke Clinical Research Institute Fellowship program
BIOGRAPHICAL SKETCH

Provide the following information for the Senior/key personnel and other significant contributors. Follow this format for each person. DO NOT EXCEED FIVE PAGES.

NAME: Leah L. Zullig

eRA COMMONS USER NAME (credential, e.g., agency login): Leah_Zullig

POSITION TITLE: Investigator / Assistant Professor of Medicine

EDUCATION/TRAINING (Begin with baccalaureate or other initial professional education, such as nursing, include postdoctoral training and residency training if applicable. Add/delete rows as necessary.)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>INSTITUTION AND LOCATION</th>
<th>DEGREE (if applicable)</th>
<th>Completion Date MM/YYYY</th>
<th>FIELD OF STUDY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Appalachian State University; Boone, NC, U.S.A.</td>
<td>BS</td>
<td>12/2002</td>
<td>Health Promotion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>East Tennessee State University; Johnson City, TN, U.S.A.</td>
<td>MPH</td>
<td>08/2004</td>
<td>Public Health Administration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill; Chapel Hill, NC, U.S.A.</td>
<td>PhD</td>
<td>05/2013</td>
<td>Health Policy and Management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Washington University in St. Louis; St. Louis, MO, U.S.A.</td>
<td>Fellowship</td>
<td>06/2017</td>
<td>Implementation Science</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A. Personal statement

Dr. Zullig is an Assistant Processor in the Department of Population Health Sciences and has served in a direct role of teaching 13 students, mentoring 7 medical students and pre-doctoral fellows, and mentoring 3 junior faculty members. She is currently the Deputy Director of the Veterans Affairs Health Services & Research Post-Doctoral Fellowship Program. In that capacity Dr. Zullig oversees the recruitment and selection of postdoctoral scholars, as well as develops and executes a training curricula for the duration of their fellowship, and supervises placement with local mentors. She is also a member of the University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill Health Policy and Management Doctoral Program Advisory Committee and a participant in the Duke AHEAD program, the Academy for Health Profession Education and Academic Development.

Dr. Zullig is a frequent guest lecturer, workshop leader with both national and international experience. Dr. Zullig has developed and lead workshops in Tanzania, Switzerland, the Czech Republic, Israel, and Portugal. She has also co-developed and lead a summer short course for the University of Basel in Switzerland. She is currently teaching a doctoral course describing health services research methodology principles.

B. Relevant position (limited to postgraduate)

2017–                    Assistant Professor, Department of Population Health Sciences, School of Medicine, Duke University, Durham, NC.
2014–2017                Assistant Professor, Division of General Internal Medicine, Department of Medicine, Duke University, Durham, NC.
2014–                    Research Investigator, Durham Veteran Affairs Medical Center, Center for Health Services Research and Development (HSR&D) in Primary Care, Durham, NC.
2013–                    Adjunct Assistant Professor, University of North Carolina, Department of Health Policy and Management, Chapel Hill, NC.
2011–2013                Pre-Doctoral Fellow, University of North Carolina, Cancer Care Quality Training Program, Chapel Hill, NC.
C. Synergistic activities

**Education:** Deputy Director of Post-doctoral Fellowship Program, Durham Veterans Affairs Medical Center for Health Services Research in Primary Care (2017-current); Member, Health Policy and Management PhD Program Advisory Committee (2013-current); Member, Graduate School Program Review Committee, Health Policy and Management, University of North Carolina (2011)

**Professional service:** Durham Veterans Affairs Medical Center Institutional Review Board (2015-2018); Steering Committee; Honorary Editorial Board Member, *Patient Preference and Adherence* (2015-current); European Society for Patient Adherence, Compliance, and Persistence (ESPACOMP) (2016-current); Secretary and Board Member, Association of Veterans Affairs Hematology and Oncology Association (2017)

**Research:** Dr. Zullig is a health services researcher and implementation scientist. Her overarching research interests address the reduction of healthcare disparities, developing cancer care quality monitoring systems, and promoting patient chronic disease self-management. She currently holds a Veterans Affairs Career Development Award in the area of colorectal cancer survivorship. Dr. Zullig has authored over 70 peer-reviewed publications. Relevant to the current application, Dr. Zullig is a co-investigator on a Duke Bass Connections undergraduate training grant (2016-2018).

D. Five most relevant publications; selected from 82; h-index = 12

1. **Zullig LL**, Goldstein KM, Bosworth HB. “Changes in the Delivery of Veterans Affairs (VA) Cancer Care: Ensuring Delivery of Coordinated, Quality Cancer Care in a Time of Uncertainty.” [in press with *Journal of Oncology Practice*]


E. Courses taught in the previous 5 years

   Role: Instructor.

2. **Zullig LL**, Bosworth HB. Master’s Level Summer Short Course: “Dissemination and Implementation Science: An Intensive Primer.” School of Nursing, University Basel (Switzerland) and University of Leuven (Belgium). Basel, Switzerland; May-August 2017.
   Role: Course designer and co-teacher.

   Role: Workshop designer and lead.


F. Mentoring

**Junior Faculty Membership (3):** Served on the mentoring team for 3 junior faculty members on a K-23 and an NIH global health training grant supplementary project.

**Doctoral Student Committee Membership (5):** Served on 5 doctoral dissertation committees for students for students in Health Policy and Management (PhD) at the University of North Carolina and in Nursing (PhD) at the University of Leuven in Belgium.

**Medical Student (2):** Served as a field-based mentor for 2 medical students during their research year at Duke University.

**Undergraduate Student (3):** Served as a mentor for 3 undergraduate students as part of a year-long Bass Connections research collaborative project at Duke University.
BIOGRAPHICAL SKETCH

Provide the following information for the Senior/key personnel and other significant contributors. Follow this format for each person. DO NOT EXCEED FIVE PAGES.

NAME: Smith, Valerie

eRA COMMONS USER NAME (credential, e.g., agency login): VAS_15

POSITION TITLE: Assistant Professor and Biostatistician

EDUCATION/TRAINING (Begin with baccalaureate or other initial professional education, such as nursing, include postdoctoral training and residency training if applicable.)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>INSTITUTION AND LOCATION</th>
<th>DEGREE</th>
<th>START DATE MM/YYYY</th>
<th>END DATE MM/YYYY</th>
<th>FIELD OF STUDY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, Chapel Hill, NC</td>
<td>BS</td>
<td>05/2007</td>
<td></td>
<td>Mathematical Decision Sciences</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stanford University, Palo Alto, CA</td>
<td>MS</td>
<td>12/2008</td>
<td></td>
<td>Statistics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, Chapel Hill, NC</td>
<td>DRPH</td>
<td>05/2015</td>
<td></td>
<td>Biostatistics</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A. Personal Statement

I am a biostatistician with extensive experience on large, longitudinal observational studies utilizing complex medical record data and also on randomized controlled trials. Through my research activities, I have many years of experience utilizing state of the art statistical methods in collaboration with health services researchers in many different fields, including physicians, economists, and health policy-focused investigators. I am also a faculty member with Duke University's Clinical Research Training Program, teaching observational study design and analysis as part of the statistical course series. I also have a history of successfully mentoring Veterans Affairs post-doctoral fellows and career development awardees and am currently serving as a statistical collaborator on a K award.

B. Appointments

2009 - Biostatistician, Health Services Research & Development, Department of Veterans Affairs, Durham, NC
2011 - 2014 Research Assistant, Biometric Consulting Laboratory, University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, Chapel Hill, NC
2016 – 2017 Assistant Professor, Division of General Internal Medicine, Department of Medicine, Duke University
2017- Assistant Professor, Department of Population Health Sciences, Duke University

C. Synergistic Activities

- **Education:** Lecturer, CRTP Statistical Course (2017); Teaching Assistant, Stanford University (4 courses, 2008); Teaching Assistant, University of North Carolina (3 semesters, 2012-2014).
- **Professional Service:** Committee Member, Academy Health Annual Meeting Methodology Committee (2014); Statistical Manuscript Reviewer for *Statistical Methods in Medical Research, Statistics in Medicine, Journal of the American Statistical Association, Statistical Science, Communication in Statistics: Theory and Methods*.
- **Research:** Dr. Smith has extensive research experience as a collaborative statistical scientist over the past 8 years, serving as statistician on over 18 studies. The studies have ranged over a number of content areas, including behavioral intervention trials, diet studies, smoking cessation, patterns of health care utilization, program evaluation, bariatric surgery, and supportive interventions for high risk older adults and their caregivers. Additionally, Dr. Smith has statistically supported and mentored research of nine post-doctoral fellows, career development awardees, and K awardees.
D. Five most relevant publications; selected from 32; h-index = 12 (complete bibliography)


E. Courses taught in the previous 5 years

2012-2014 Teaching Assistant, Categorical Data Analysis, University of North Carolina (more than 200 students taught)

2017 Lecturer, Statistical Analysis (CRP 245)

F. Mentoring

- Junior Faculty (4): Currently supporting three Career Development Awardees at the VA and one K awardee at Duke University School of Medicine.
NAME: Sudha R Raman

eRA COMMONS USER NAME (credential, e.g., agency login):

POSITION TITLE: Temporary Instructor

EDUCATION/TRAINING (Begin with baccalaureate or other initial professional education, such as nursing, include postdoctoral training and residency training if applicable. Add/delete rows as necessary.)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>INSTITUTION AND LOCATION</th>
<th>DEGREE (if applicable)</th>
<th>Completion Date MM/YYYY</th>
<th>FIELD OF STUDY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>University of Toronto, Toronto, Ontario, Canada</td>
<td>BSc</td>
<td>1998</td>
<td>Physical Therapy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Queen's University, Kingston, Ontario, Canada</td>
<td>MSc</td>
<td>2006</td>
<td>Epidemiology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill,</td>
<td>PhD</td>
<td>2011</td>
<td>Epidemiology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duke University, Durham, NC, USA</td>
<td>Post doctoral</td>
<td>2017</td>
<td>Epidemiology/Health Services Research</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A. Personal Statement

I am an Instructor in the Department of Population Health Science and have served in the training of health professional students and in the continuing education of pharmacoepidemiologists. My current research focus, which is to evaluating the benefits and harms of medication using real-world data, presents many opportunities for students to participate in the application of their skills either mitigating the potential impacts of confounding factors, using large database programming, or engaging with diverse research stakeholders (professional bodies, funders, industry sponsors).

B. Positions and Honors

List in chronological order previous positions, concluding with the present position. List any honors. Include present membership on any Federal Government public advisory committee.

Positions

2012-2013 Post doctoral Fellow, Depts of Pediatrics/Community and Family Medicine, Duke University, Durham, NC USA

2014-2017 Post doctoral Fellow Center for Pragmatic Health Systems Research, Duke University, Durham, NC USA

2017- Temporary instructor (pending appointment to Assistant Professor), Department of Population Health Sciences, Duke University, Durham, NC, USA (Started July 1, 2017)
C. **Synergistic Activities** [You may use different categories. Focus on activities that demonstrate your strengths in education and the field overall.]

**Professional Service**
- **Member** - International Society of Pharmacoepidemiology (ISPE)
  - 2009 - Abstract Reviewer
  - 2011 – Pediatric special interest group
  - 2016 – Competitively funded manuscript development working group co-leader with J Lund.
    “Linking Electronic Health Data in Pharmacoepidemiology: Considerations for Feasibility, Planning, and Execution”
  - 2017 – Instructor in two preconference courses.
- **Peer reviewer** for ~11 journals (2005-current).

**Research:** Dr. Raman extensive research experience, primarily in the area of pharmacoepidemiology and health services research.

---

D. **Five most relevant publications; selected from 16; h-index = 8** [Choose publications that demonstrate your experience and contribution to population health.]


  *Research trainee

---

E. **Courses taught in the previous 5 years** [If you have not taught any formal courses in the past 5 years, include other educational activities, such as seminars, workshops, short courses.]

- **2015-2017** Facilitator, Duke Physician Assistant Program, Evidence Based Medicine Small Groups
- **2017** Instructor, Intermediate Pharmacoepidemiology: Approaches to Unmeasured Confounders
  Instructor, Using Pharmacoepidemiology Database Resources to Address Drug Safety Research
  33rd International Conference on Pharmacoepidemiology and Therapeutic Risk Management (ISPE), Montreal, Canada
F. Mentoring [Include counts of formal mentoring, such as committee participation, when possible. Describe other mentoring experience.]

Advisor for a MSc (professional graduate program) student group: Allapat C, McFarland J, McGovern B, Penfold A, Siu G. Evaluating the Role of the Canadian Physical Therapist in Global Health: A SWOT analysis. Department of Physical Therapy, University of Toronto, Ontario, Canada

Medicine Fellows/Residents (2): Served as research co-advisor for 2 fellows (neonatal pediatrics).
NAME: Shelby Derene Reed

eRA COMMONS USER NAME (credential, e.g., agency login): shelbyreed

POSITION TITLE: Professor

EDUCATION/TRAINING (Begin with baccalaureate or other initial professional education, such as nursing, include postdoctoral training and residency training if applicable. Add/delete rows as necessary.)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>INSTITUTION AND LOCATION</th>
<th>DEGREE (if applicable)</th>
<th>Completion Date MM/YYYY</th>
<th>FIELD OF STUDY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>University of Maryland at Baltimore School of Pharmacy</td>
<td>BS</td>
<td>05/1993</td>
<td>Pharmacy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>University of Maryland at Baltimore</td>
<td>PhD</td>
<td>12/1998</td>
<td>Pharmacy Administration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>University of Washington Schools of Pharmacy and Medicine</td>
<td>Post PhD</td>
<td>10/2000</td>
<td>Health Services Research</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A. Personal Statement

Dr. Reed has 20 years of experience leading multidisciplinary health outcomes research studies with a focus on economic and health policy evaluations. Dr. Reed has extensive expertise in designing and conducting trial-based and model-based cost-effectiveness analyses of diagnostics, drugs and patient-centered interventions. In evaluating health policy issues, she has developed computer models to evaluate the economic impact of trends in clinical trial design, changes in reimbursement policies, a new financing scheme to spur drug development for ultra-rare conditions, and the societal value of alternative approaches to identifying drug safety problems. Over the last several years, her research has increasingly focused on stated-preference studies to evaluate benefit-risk tradeoffs, patient-centered value, and their application in clinical decision making. She is the director of the newly-formed Preference Evaluation Research (PrefER) Group at the Duke Clinical Research Institute.

Dr Reed has a long history of bridging her research projects with mentoring medical students, residents and post-doctoral fellows. She has also mentored numerous junior faculty members at Duke University Medical Center on various projects they had initiated. In addition to project-related work, she has mentored many of these individuals with project conceptualization, grant writing, and career planning.

B. Positions and Employment

1998-1999 NIH Post-doctoral Training Fellow, Center for AIDS and STDs, University of Washington
1999-2000 Research Associate, Department of Pharmacy, University of Washington
2000-2007 Assistant Professor, Department of Medicine, Duke University Medical Center, Duke University
2004-2008 Visiting Instructor, Department of Economics, Duke University
2007-2014 Associate Professor, Department of Medicine, Duke University Medical Center, Duke University
2013-present Member, Duke Cancer Institute
2014-present Professor, Department of Medicine, Duke University Medical Center, Duke University
2017-present Professor, Department of Population Health Science, Duke University Medical Center, Duke University

C. Synergistic Activities

• **Professional Service:** President, International Society for Pharmacoeconomics and Outcomes Research (ISPOR) (2017-2018); Chair, Finance Committee, ISPOR (2016-2017); Editorial Board, Health Services Research (2016-present); Guest Editor for themed section, *Value in Health* (2016-2017); Vice-Chair, ISPOR Awards Committee (2014-2015); Co-Chair, Workshop Review Committee, 20th Annual International Meeting Program, ISPOR (2015); Standing member, PCORI, Communication and Dissemination Research Review Panel (2013-2015); Vice-Chair (2015) Chair (2016), ISPOR Short Course Development & Quality Assurance Committee (2014-2016); PCORI, Phase I Grant Reviewer: Funding Cycle I. (2012); Editorial Advisory Board, *Value in Health* (2012-present); Chair, Vision 2020 Communications Working Group, ISPOR (2011-2013); Scientific Review Group member, NINR (2011); Special Emphasis Panel/Scientific Review Group member, NIH Common Fund (2011-2013); Director, Board of Directors (elected office), ISPOR (2009-2011); Member and Chair, Management Advisory Board, *Value in Health* (2009-2011); Chair, ISPOR Bernie O’Brien New Investigator Award Committee (2008-2013); Editorial Board member, Pharmacoeconomics (2004-2009)

• **Research:** Dr. Reed has extensive research experience leading collaborative interdisciplinary teams. She has led more than 80 research projects funded through public or private sources. She received R01 funding in 2009 from NIH to develop tools for economic analysis of disease management programs in heart failure.

D. **Five most relevant publications; selected from 137; h-index = 36** (complete bibliography)


E. **Teaching Experience**

2014- present Short Course Instructor, ISPOR, “Statistical Considerations in Health Economic Evaluations” with Bradley Hamml, PhD

2013- present Guest Lecturer, MP770 Frontiers in Biomedical Science

2008-2016 Small Group Instructor. PHYASST 255. Evidence-Based Medicine I, Duke University Physician Assistant Program, Department of Community and Family Medicine

2005-2007 Course Co-Director with Lesley Curtis, PhD: Duke University, Department of Economics: ECON 195S.80 Applied Methods in Health Care Analysis

F. **Mentoring**
**Doctoral Student Committee Membership (2):** D.Phil thesis committee, University of Oxford, Oxford, UK; PhD thesis committee, Griffiths University, Brisbane, Australia.

**Junior Faculty (>10):** Served as mentor and advisor to numerous junior clinical and PhD faculty at Duke, including K-awards and advising and collaborating on research projects.

**Postdoctoral Fellows (>10):** Served as a formal and informal mentor for many postdoctoral fellows, including several enrolled in CRTP, including those in health economics, health policy and health services research.

**Residents (>5):** Served as mentor and advisor for numerous resident projects in cost-effectiveness analysis, health services research, stated-preference research and health policy.

**Undergraduate Students, Medical Students, and Others (>5):** Mentored numerous students in health policy and health services research from undergraduate, medical, and non-degree programs.
NAME: Corneli, Amy Lynn

POSITION TITLE: Associate Professor

EDUCATION/TRAINING

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>INSTITUTION AND LOCATION</th>
<th>DEGREE (if applicable)</th>
<th>Completion Date MM/YYYY</th>
<th>FIELD OF STUDY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>University of Georgia, Athens, GA</td>
<td>B.S.</td>
<td>06/1993</td>
<td>Health Promotion and Behavior</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emory University, Atlanta, GA</td>
<td>M.P.H.</td>
<td>05/1995</td>
<td>International Health</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill (UNC), Chapel Hill, NC</td>
<td>Ph.D.</td>
<td>08/2004</td>
<td>Health Behavior and Health Education; Anthropology Minor</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A. Personal Statement
Dr. Corneli is an Associate Professor in the Department of Population Health Sciences in the School of Medicine at Duke University. She is also a Faculty Member at the Duke Clinical Research Institute and a Faculty Associate in the Trent Center for Bioethics, Humanities, and History of Medicine. Dr. Corneli has extensive experience in conducting qualitative and mixed-method studies in health, primarily HIV prevention, and bioethics in multiple countries in sub-Saharan Africa, the Middle East, South and Southeast Asia, and North America. A substantial portion of Dr. Corneli’s research portfolio has focused on engaging patients and their communities in qualitative research to inform the development, implementation, and interpretation of clinical research. Through these studies, she has mentored many junior researchers and conducted numerous site trainings on the preparation, conduct, analysis, and interpretation of qualitative data. In addition, Dr. Corneli serves as the lead social scientist for the Clinical Trials Transformation Initiative, and has led the development and implementation of over 10 social science research studies since 2015. In this capacity, she provides mentorship to three students/trainees who are part of the research team.

B. Positions
1995-1997  Research Associate, Program Against Micronutrient Malnutrition, Department of International Health, Emory University, Atlanta, GA
1997-2000  Fellow, Special Pathogens Branch, National Center for Infectious Diseases, Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC), Atlanta, GA
2004-2005  Research Associate and Assistant Project Director, UNC/CDC Global AIDS Program in the Democratic Republic of Congo, Department of Epidemiology, UNC, Chapel Hill, NC
2005-2007  Associate Scientist, FHI 360, Durham, NC
2007-2013  Scientist I, FHI 360, Durham, NC
2013-2015  Scientist II, FHI 360, Durham, NC
2015-2016  Instructor—temporary, Department of Medicine, Division of General Internal Medicine, Duke University, Durham, NC
2016—Present  Associate Professor, Department of Medicine, Division of General Internal Medicine, School of Medicine, Duke University, Durham NC
2017—Present  Associate Professor, Department of Population Health Sciences, School of Medicine, Duke University, Durham NC

C. Synergistic Activities

Professional service: HPTN Ethics Working Group (2005—2009); Member, UNC Center for AIDS Research (CFAR) Community Advisory Board (2008—present); Reviewer, NIH Special Emphasis Panel on Disclosure of HIV-Status to Children in Low- and Middle-Income Country Settings (RFA-HD-12-197) (2012); Associate Editor, Journal of Empirical Research on Human Research Ethics (2013—present); Reviewer, Center for AIDS

Research: Dr. Corneli’s research has primarily focused on the behavioral aspects of biomedical HIV prevention in sub-Saharan Africa. As a social scientist, she is interested in exploring the nuances and complexities of human behavior, sexuality, and HIV prevention decision-making, particularly as it relates to biomedical HIV prevention clinical trials and the uptake and use of proven biomedical HIV prevention products. Dr. Corneli also has a portfolio of empirical bioethics studies, primarily related to informed consent. She has served as principal investigator on research studies funded by NIH and USAID.

D. Five most relevant publications; selected from 40; h-index = 18 (My URL: http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/myncbi/browse/collection/42625930/?sort=date&direction=ascending)


E. Courses taught in the previous 5 years


9. Lecturer: “Formative research designs.” Graduate level class on qualitative research methods for nutrition. Department of Nutrition, Gillings School of Global Public Health, The University of North
F. Mentoring


NAME: Sperber, Nina Rachel

eRA COMMONS USER NAME (credential, e.g., agency login): NINA.SPERBER

POSITION TITLE: Research Health Science Specialist, Center for Health Services Research in Primary Care, Durham VAMC; Assistant Professor, Duke University

EDUCATION/TRAINING (Begin with baccalaureate or other initial professional education, such as nursing, include postdoctoral training and residency training if applicable. Add/delete rows as necessary.)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>INSTITUTION AND LOCATION</th>
<th>DEGREE (if applicable)</th>
<th>Completion Date MM/YYYY</th>
<th>FIELD OF STUDY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>University of Virginia, Charlottesville, VA</td>
<td>BA</td>
<td>1992</td>
<td>Religious Studies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>American University, Washington, DC</td>
<td>MA</td>
<td>1995</td>
<td>Applied Anthropology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill, NC</td>
<td>PhD</td>
<td>2010</td>
<td>Health Behavior</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duke University</td>
<td>Post-doctoral</td>
<td>2011</td>
<td>Health Services Research</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A. Personal Statement

Dr. Sperber is an Assistant Professor in the Department of Population Health Sciences and a health services researcher at the Durham Center of Innovation (COIN), VA Healthcare System. Her work focuses on using qualitative and mixed methods to evaluate implementation of health services innovations in diverse contexts. She currently is PI of a study to evaluate implementation of the Veteran-Directed Home and Community-Based Services program and is working closely with a doctoral candidate from the UNC Gillings School of Global Public Health to conduct qualitative interviews and analyze data. Dr. Sperber is local PI for another multi-site study (Sara Knight, PhD PI) to assess how Veterans value receiving results from whole genome sequencing. She is working with this student to conduct focus groups that will be used to inform development of a survey. Dr. Sperber additionally co-leads a monthly group to provide support for use of qualitative methods within the COIN. She currently works with two Master’s level researchers, and is helping them to develop manuscripts based on qualitative and mixed-method analyses. She has worked with other Master’s researchers and doctoral students who have successfully published and obtained positions at RTI.

B. Relevant Positions (limited to postgraduate only)

2010-2011: AHRQ Fellow in Health Services Research, Center for Health Services Research in Primary Care, Durham Veterans Affairs Healthcare System and Duke University Medical Center, Durham, NC
2011-present: Research Health Science Specialist, Center for Health Services Research in Primary Care Durham Veterans Affairs Healthcare System and Medical Instructor, Duke University Medical Center, Durham, NC
2011-2016 Medical Instructor, Division of General Internal Medicine, Department of Medicine, Duke University
2017-present Assistant Professor, Department of Population Health Sciences, Duke University
C. Synergistic Activities

**Research:** Dr. Sperber has extensive experience in implementation science and research. Since her post-doctoral training in health services research, she has presented on implementation science and methods at AcademyHealth Annual Research Meeting, VA Quality Enhancement Research Initiative (QUERI)/Health Services Research and Development meeting, and the AcademyHealth Dissemination and Implementation Science meeting. Most of her work is in the areas of caregiving and precision medicine. Recently, she led an analysis and publication to synthesize implementation barriers and strategies from 6 multi-site projects that are part of the NHGRI-funded Implementing GeNomics In pracTicE (IGNITE) consortium.

**Service:** Dr. Sperber has served as Associate Director of the Qualitative Methods Core for the Durham VA COIN. She co-facilitates monthly group meetings that include journal club, presentations, and workshops on qualitative methods for the COIN. She has served as Secretary of the local chapter of the American Evaluation Association for the past 3 years.

D. Five most relevant publications; selected from 24; h index=5


E. Workshops and classes taught in the previous 5 years

2017 Incorporating Evaluation Into Your Program Plan, Duke-Johnson and Johnson Nurse Leadership Fellows Workshop

2013/14 Guest lecturer, Qualitative and Mixed Methods, Duke Clinical Research Training Program

F. Mentoring

**Doctoral Student (3):** Have mentored three doctoral students on using qualitative methods, resulting in publication and conference presentations.

**Career Development Awards (3):** Have served as informal mentor for career development awardees on using qualitative methods.

**Master’s Research Analysts (3):** Have mentored master’s level researchers on using qualitative methods and using implementation and health behavior theory and frameworks in data collection and analysis.
BIOGRAPHICAL SKETCH

NAME: Corinna Sorenson

POSITION TITLE: Assistant Professor

EDUCATION/TRAINING

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>INSTITUTION AND LOCATION</th>
<th>DEGREE</th>
<th>Completion Date</th>
<th>FIELD OF STUDY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Utah State University, Logan, UT</td>
<td>BS. (Honors)</td>
<td>05/1996</td>
<td>Psychology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, MI</td>
<td>M.P.H</td>
<td>05/1999</td>
<td>Public Health, Social &amp; Behavioral Science</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, MI</td>
<td>M.H.S.A</td>
<td>05/2000</td>
<td>Health Policy &amp; Management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>London School of Economics and Political Science, London, UK</td>
<td>Ph.D.</td>
<td>03/2015</td>
<td>Health Policy &amp; Economics</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A. Personal Statement

Dr. Sorenson is an Assistant Professor in the Department of Population Health Sciences and Adjunct Professor in the Sanford School of Public Policy. She currently serves as the Faculty Director of the Duke-Margolis Scholars in Health Policy and Management program, which provides innovative didactic and experiential learning and mentorship opportunities to prepare rising talent in public policy, business, law, nursing, and medicine to make an impact on health care delivery and policy. Besides overseeing the program, Dr. Sorenson has played a pivotal role in designing the program and expanding its availability to students across Duke University. In addition, she is the faculty co-lead for all education and training initiatives supported by the Duke-Margolis Center for Health Policy. Such efforts span undergraduate, graduate, and executive levels. Dr. Sorenson has extensive teaching experience in a range of health policy and health services research topics, and has served as a guest lecturer or workshop leaders at Duke University, the London School of Economics, and national and international meetings. Outside of academe, she has served in senior research consulting and policy roles in the U.S. and abroad. To date, Dr. Sorenson has served a direct role in the training and mentorship of over 10 junior (pre- and post-doctoral) researchers and policy analysts. Her diverse experience in various sectors, in complement to her content and research experience, has helped successfully prepare trainees for impactful careers in academia, industry, government agencies, and private businesses and foundations. Dr. Sorenson’s practice-focused mentees are well represented in both public and private sector organizations, including Avalere Health, Medtronic, ADVI, General Electric, GAO, Kaiser Permanente, among others. Her academic-focused mentees are graduate students, research staff, or faculty at LSE, Columbia University, Yale, and University of Maryland.

B. Relevant positions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Position Description</th>
<th>Organization</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Aug 1997-Aug 1998</td>
<td>Project Coordinator, University of Michigan</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May 1998-Dec 1998</td>
<td>Research Associate, Stanford University</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May 1999-Sept 1999</td>
<td>Policy Analyst, University of Michigan</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>June 2000-June 2003</td>
<td>Senior Associate, Lewin Group</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>June 2003-Jan 2006</td>
<td>Senior Policy and Planning Analyst, U.S. Food and Drug Administration</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feb 2006-Feb 2008</td>
<td>Research Officer, London School of Economics and Political Science</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feb 2008-April 2014</td>
<td>Research Fellow, London School of Economics and Political Science</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sept 2009-Feb 2010</td>
<td>Visiting Research Scientist, Columbia University</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nov 2014–May 2016</td>
<td>Senior Manager, Avalere Health</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>July 2016-Present</td>
<td>Assistant Professor, Department of Population Health Sciences, School of Medicine Duke University</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jan 2017-Present</td>
<td>Adjunct Professor, School of Public Policy, Duke University</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jan 2017-Present</td>
<td>Faculty Director, Margolis Scholars Program, Duke-Robert J. Margolis, MD</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Center for Health Policy, Duke University</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
C. Synergistic Activities

**Education:** Faculty Director, Duke-Margolis Scholars in Health Policy and Management program (2017-present); Admissions Committee, Sanford School of Public Policy (2017-present).

**Professional Service:** Executive Committee Member, European Health Technology Institute for Socio-Economic Research (2007-2014); Deputy Editor, Globalization and Health (2006-2013); Scientific Review Committee, European Health Economics Society; Scientific Review Committee, International Health Economics Association (2011); Scientific Review Committee, Health Technology Assessment International (2012-2013); Leadership Committee, ISPOR Special Interest Group, Value-Based Health Care (2011-2013); Peer reviewer for over 20 journals (2007-current).

**Research:** Dr. Sorenson is a health services research and policy expert with extensive expertise in health technology assessment/value assessment, comparative effectiveness research, drug and device regulation and payment, and health policy evaluation. Her research in particular focuses on the design, evaluation, and implementation of innovative strategies – from new analytic tools to programs and policies – to enhance evidence-based decision making in health care practice and policy. Dr. Sorenson is widely published on the aforementioned topics and has presented her work at over 50 national and international scientific conferences and workshops.

D. Five most relevant publications


E. Courses taught in the previous 5 years

2009-2012 Lecturer and Seminar Leader, Cost-Effectiveness Analysis in Health Care, London School of Economics (Master's level course – 3 credits)

2009-2013 Co-Director and Seminar Leader, U.S. Health Policy, London School of Economics (Master's level course – 3 credits)

2016-2017 Co-Lecturer and Faculty Mentor, Fuqua Consulting Practicum, Fuqua School of Business, Duke University (Master's level course – 3 credits)

2017-present Co-Director, Public Policy Analysis, Sanford School of Public Policy, Duke University (Master’s level course – 3 credits)

2017-present Director, Qualitative Research Methods, Sanford School of Public Policy, Duke University (Master's level course – 3 credits)
2018-present Co-Director, Policy and Management for High-Value Health Care, Sanford School of Public Policy, Duke University (Master’s level course – 3 credits)

F.  Mentoring

**Master’s Student Thesis Committee Membership (4):** Served on 4 Master’s student thesis committees for students in Health Policy and Health Economics.

**Predoctoral Fellows (1):** Mentored 1 student as part of a predoctoral fellowship in health policy.

**Undergraduate Students, Post-graduate, and Others (>10):** Mentored numerous students in health policy, health economics, and health services research from undergraduate and non-degree programs, as well as junior researchers working in public and private organizations.
BIOGRAPHICAL SKETCH

Provide the following information for the Senior/key personnel and other significant contributors. Follow this format for each person. DO NOT EXCEED FIVE PAGES.

NAME: Juan Marcos Gonzalez, Ph.D.

eRA COMMONS USER NAME (credential, e.g., agency login): 

POSITION TITLE: Assistant Professor

EDUCATION/TRAINING (Begin with baccalaureate or other initial professional education, such as nursing, include postdoctoral training and residency training if applicable. Add/delete rows as necessary.)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>INSTITUTION AND LOCATION</th>
<th>DEGREE (if applicable)</th>
<th>Completion Date</th>
<th>FIELD OF STUDY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Universidad de Puerto Rico, Rio Piedras, PR</td>
<td>B.A.</td>
<td>06/2003</td>
<td>Economics and Finance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>University of Nevada, Reno, NV</td>
<td>M.S.</td>
<td>06/2005</td>
<td>Resource Economics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colorado State University, Fort Collins, CO</td>
<td>Ph.D.</td>
<td>06/2008</td>
<td>Agricultural and Resource Economics</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A. Personal Statement

Dr. Gonzalez is an Assistant Professor in the Department of Population Health Sciences. His work has focused on two main areas: transparency in benefit-risk evaluations of medical interventions, and collecting evidence on patients’ and physicians’ preferences for treatments to support shared decision making. He collaborated with industry to prepare the first catalog of preference elicitation methods to assess benefits and risks of medical devices as part of the Patient-Centered Benefit-Risk Assessment Framework (PCBRF) sponsored by the Medical Devices Consortium. The catalog was created as a resource for researchers, industry sponsors and FDA staff to consult as they consider preference information in the context of regulatory sciences. Dr. Gonzalez is also currently working with the Center for Devices and Radiological Health at FDA to support the training of staff for the review of stated-preference data in regulatory decisions. He was also part of the International Society for Pharmacoeconomics and Outcomes Research (ISPOR) Conjoint Analysis–Statistical Analysis, Reporting, and Conclusions Task Force. The group was in charge of the preparation of the first ISPOR guidance on good practice for dealing with issues associated with the analysis of preference data, and the interpretation of the analysis results.

B. Relevant positions

2008–2013 Research Economics, RTI Health Solutions, Research Triangle Institute
2008—2017 Senior Research Economist, RTI Health Solutions, Research Triangle Institute
2017—present Assistant Professor, Department of Population Health Sciences, Duke University

C. Synergistic Activities

- **Professional Service:** Member of the ISPOR Patient Preferences Special Interest Group (2015-); Founding member of the International Academy of Health Preference Research (IAHPR) (2014-); Ad-hoc reviewer for Patient-Centered Outcomes Research Institute (PCORI) (2017); Member of Editorial board, The Patient - Patient-Centered Outcomes Research (2017 - ).

- **Research:** Dr. Gonzalez has extensive experience in preference research. He has served as principal/co-principal investigator in over 10 studies sponsored by industry and foundations. Dr.
Gonzalez also co-led the first FDA-sponsored preference study. The study was referenced in recent FDA guidance on incorporating patient preferences in regulatory assessments of new health technologies, as an example of the recommended qualities of patient preference studies.

D. Five most relevant publications; selected from 32; h-index = 9 (Complete bibliography)

E. Courses taught in the previous 5 years
   2016 Conjoint Analysis – Theory and Methods, Short Course at ISPOR 19th Annual European Congress: Intermediate course in stated-preference research
   2014 Choice defines value: Interpretation of criteria weights in multi-criteria decision making, Workshop at ISPOR 17th Annual European Congress
   2013 Choice defines value: New approaches to evaluating multiple treatment attributes and health outcomes, Workshop at ISPOR 18th Annual International Meeting

F. Mentoring

**Doctoral Student Committee Membership:** Served on doctoral dissertation committee for student in Health Policy and Management, at the University of North Carolina.
NAME: Daniel W. Belsky

eRA COMMONS USER NAME (credential, e.g., agency login): Daniel_Belsky

POSITION TITLE: Assistant Professor, Department of Population Health Sciences

EDUCATION/TRAINING

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>INSTITUTION AND LOCATION</th>
<th>DEGREE</th>
<th>Completion Date</th>
<th>FIELD OF STUDY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Swarthmore College, Swarthmore PA</td>
<td>BA</td>
<td>05/2002</td>
<td>Psychology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, Chapel Hill NC</td>
<td>PhD</td>
<td>05/2012</td>
<td>Public Health: Health Policy &amp; Management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duke University, Durham NC</td>
<td>PostDoc</td>
<td>09/2014</td>
<td>Aging &amp; Genetics</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A. Personal Statement.
My goal is to integrate behavioral and genome sciences in life-course research in order to understand causes of health disparities in aging and to devise novel interventions. As an interdisciplinary researcher working in public health, biology, and the social sciences, I am well positioned to mentor students with a range of research interests. A key focus on my research is building genetic tools to quantify inherited risks for chronic health conditions and biomarker-based tools to quantify health decline during the aging process. These tools provide excellent teaching and research opportunities for students. I work with with several large datasets including the National Longitudinal Study of Adolescent to Adult Health, the US Health and Retirement Study, the Dunedin Longitudinal Study, and others, which provides fertile ground for student research. I am currently mentoring several students from Duke and UNC on paper projects using these and other data resources.

B. Relevant Positions
2012-14 Postdoctoral Fellow, NIA, Center for the Study of Aging and Human Development, Duke University
2014- Assistant Professor, Duke University & Duke University School of Medicine

C. Synergistic Activities

Education. Faculty mentor of interdisciplinary projects at the Duke Center for Child and Family Policy, Duke Center for the Study of Aging and Human Development, Duke University Population Research Institute, and Carolina Population Center. I mentor students on integration of genetic and biomarkers in social and developmental science.


Research. Dr. Belsky has research experience and substantial publication track record in the areas of psychiatric epidemiology, genetic epidemiology, aging and gerontology, and the social sciences. He is principal investigator of an R21 award from the National Institute on Aging, co-I on multiple other NIH grants, and an Early Career Fellow of the Jacobs Foundation.

D. Five most relevant publications; selected from 65 (complete list at NCBI); h-index = 23


5. Belsky DW, Caspi A, Kraus W, Cohen HJ, Ramrakha S, Poulton R, Moffitt TE. Impact of early person-history characteristics on the Pace of Aging: Implications for clinical trials of therapies to slow aging and exten healthspan. *Aging* Cell, Published online April 12, 2017. PMC5506399

E. Courses Taught in Previous 5 Years

2017 Duke University School of Medicine, Department of Medicine Faculty Development Academy: “Getting Paper Writing Done”

2017 NIA/Institute for Social Research Summer Institute on Genomics for Social Scientists: Polygenic Scores

2015-16 Duke University Summer Medical and Dental Education Program: Policy Analysis

2012-14 Undergraduate Academic Advisor, Duke University


2013-15 Guest lecturer in courses in the departments of Psychology and Sociology and the School of Public Policy at Duke University

F. Mentoring

Although I only recently transitioned to faculty at Duke in 2014, I have several years of experience serving as an informal mentor to graduate students and postdocs. One mentoring relationship was with Dustin Albert, then postdoc at Duke’s Center for Child and Family Policy, now assistant professor at Bryn Mawr College. I mentored Dustin in genetics on a project looking at genetic analysis of a randomized trial of a behavioral intervention. That relationship yielded publications for Dustin in the journals Developmental Psychopathology and Journal of Policy Analysis and Management. A second mentoring relationship was with Salomon Israel, then postdoc in Psychology at Duke, now assistant professor at the Hebrew University in Jerusalem. I served as Sol’s mentor on genome wide analyses of genetic data and we wrote two papers about how social and behavioral scientists can engage with such data - in the journals Biodemography and Social Biology and Social Psychiatry and Psychiatric Epidemiology. I have also mentored Duke Psychology and Neuroscience PhD student Jonathan Schaefer in aging research. His first aging paper was published last year in the Journals of Gerontology B. Currently, I mentor three postdocs in genetics, Lauren Gaydosh at UNC (demography) and Leah Richmond-Raekert and Jasmin Wertz at Duke (psychology). I am also mentoring a PhD Student, Bryce Bartlett (Sociology) and an undergraduate (Rimel Mwanda, UNC Robterston Scholar) in aging biology. All students have paper projects ongoing. I am on multiple postdoc mentoring teams for students at the Duke Aging Center’s T-32, providing expertise in life-course epidemiology and multi-biomarker assessment of aging phenotypes.
BIOGRAPHICAL SKETCH

Provide the following information for the Senior/key personnel and other significant contributors.

Follow this format for each person. DO NOT EXCEED FIVE PAGES.

NAME: Gierisch, Jennifer M.
eRA COMMONS USER NAME (agency login): gierisch558
POSITION TITLE: Associate Professor, Department of Population Health Sciences

EDUCATION/TRAINING (Begin with baccalaureate or other initial professional education, such as nursing, include postdoctoral training and residency training if applicable.)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>INSTITUTION AND LOCATION</th>
<th>DEGREE</th>
<th>Completion Date MM/YYYY</th>
<th>FIELD OF STUDY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill, NC</td>
<td>BS</td>
<td>12/1995</td>
<td>Biology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNC Gillings School of Global Public Health, Chapel Hill, NC</td>
<td>MPH</td>
<td>12/2000</td>
<td>Health Behavior</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNC Gillings School of Global Public Health, Chapel Hill, NC</td>
<td>PHD</td>
<td>12/2008</td>
<td>Health Behavior</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duke University Medical Center, Durham, NC</td>
<td>Postdoctoral Fellow</td>
<td>03/2011</td>
<td>Health Services Research</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A. Personal Statement

Dr. Gierisch is a behavioral scientist and health services researcher with a special emphasis on stakeholder and community-engaged research methods, applied behavioral research, and evidence synthesis. She is an Associate Professor in the Department of Population Health Sciences at Duke, a Core Investigator with the Center of Innovation (COIN) for Health Services Research in Primary Care at the Durham Veteran Affairs Medical Center Health and an Adjunct Assistant Professor in the Department of Health Behavior at the UNC Gillings School of Global Public Health. At Duke, she co-leads the Duke Clinical Translational Science Institute’s Community Engagement Core, the stakeholder-engaged research capacity building hub for the Duke CTSA. She also is the Associate Director of the Durham VA Evidence Synthesis Program and Fellowship Director of the Durham COIN Health Services Research and Development postdoctoral program. Dr. Gierisch has broad knowledge and expertise in community and stakeholder engagement, sustained behavior change, translational and practical intervention science, health behavior theory, and health communications (e.g., tailored communications, health coaching). She has designed and tested innovative interventions to enhance sustained change of complex health behaviors in the areas of smoking cessation, cancer screening, weight management, and physical activity. Further, she has established a track record of engaging diverse stakeholders to inform research agendas, methods, and dissemination activities.

B. Relevant Positions

Positions and Employment

2011 - present  Core Investigator, Durham Veteran Affairs Medical Center, Center of Innovation (COIN) in Health Services Research in Primary Care, Durham, NC
2011 – present  Adjunct Assistant Professor, UNC Gillings School of Global Public Health, Department of Health Behavior, Durham, NC
2012 - 2016  Assistant Professor, Duke University Medical Center, Department of Medicine, Durham, NC
2014 - present  Associate Director, Durham Veteran Affairs Medical Center, Evidence-based Synthesis Program, Durham, NC
2015 - present  Associate Director, Duke CTSI Community Engagement Core, Durham, NC
2016 - 2017  Associate Professor, Duke University Medical Center, Department of Medicine, Durham, NC
2016 - present  Associate Professor, Duke University Medical Center, Department of Population Health Sciences, Durham, NC
C. Synergistic Activities


**Professional Service:** Grant reviewer, Tobacco-Related Disease Research Program Social Behavioral Prevention Research study section; Member, Society of Behavioral Medicine; Faculty Liaison, Durham VA HSR&D COIN Veteran Research Engagement Panel (VetREP); Fellowship Director, Durham VA HSR&D COIN; Internal reviewer Durham VA HSR&D COIN

**Research:** Dr. Gierisch has extensive research experience in in behavior change and maintenance, translational intervention science, health behavior theory, health communications/health coaching, and stakeholder engagement. Her research focuses on appropriate uptake and maintenance of complex preventive health behaviors. She has designed and tested innovative interventions to enhance sustained change of complex health behaviors in the areas of smoking cessation, cancer screening, weight management, and physical activity. Consequently, she has been the PI or Co-I on 7 trials of health behavior change and is the lead behavioral scientist of the Prevention CREATE Interventions Core (CRE 12-305). Currently, she is the PI of a VA smoking cessation trial (IIR-300) and a Co-PI on an evidence synthesis study of women’s telemedicine.

D. Five most relevant publications; selected from 55


E. Courses taught

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Course</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2014-2017</td>
<td>Lecturer in Principles of Clinical Research CRP 242; Duke University Clinical Research Training Program (CRTP) 242; Durham NC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2012</td>
<td>Course Instructor of Health Behavior Theoretical Foundations HBHE 816; University of North Carolina Gillings School of Global Public Health; Chapel Hill, NC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2010</td>
<td>Course Instructor of Social and Behavioral Sciences in Public Health HBHE 600; University of North Carolina Gillings School of Global Public Health; Chapel Hill, NC</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

F. Mentoring

**Doctoral Student Committee Membership:** Served on doctoral dissertation committee for a student in Social Work (UNC)

**Research Mentor:** Served as the primary research mentor for two predoctoral candidates (1 UNC, 1 Duke); informally mentored students, residents, fellows, and faculty in the rigorous conduct of evidence synthesis (20).

**Postdoctoral Fellows:** Served as a part of mentorship team for 5 VA HSR&D postdoctoral fellows as Director
of the Health Services Research and Development Fellowship at the Durham VA COIN.
NAME: Courtney Harold Van Houtven, PhD, MSc

eRA COMMONS USER NAME (credential, e.g., agency login): VANHO013

POSITION TITLE: Research Scientist, Durham VA HSR&D; Professor, General Internal Medicine, Duke University Medical Center; Professor, Department of Population Health Science, Duke School of Medicine

EDUCATION/TRAINING *(Begin with baccalaureate or other initial professional education, such as nursing, include postdoctoral training and residency training if applicable. Add/delete rows as necessary.)*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>INSTITUTION AND LOCATION</th>
<th>DEGREE (if applicable)</th>
<th>Completion Date MM/YYYY</th>
<th>FIELD OF STUDY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>University of California at Davis, Davis, California</td>
<td>BSc</td>
<td>06/1989</td>
<td>Managerial Economics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>University of Minnesota, St. Paul, Minnesota</td>
<td>MSc</td>
<td>12/1992</td>
<td>Applied Economics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill, NC</td>
<td>PhD</td>
<td>12/2000</td>
<td>Health Policy and Administration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cecil G. Sheps Ctr for Health Services Research, University of North Carolina Chapel Hill, NC</td>
<td>Post-Doc</td>
<td>12/2002</td>
<td>Health Services Research</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A. Personal Statement *[Focus on teaching and mentoring experience. For those with less formal teaching experience, focus on how your research will provide mentorship and research opportunities for students, and will support your mentoring and teaching.]*

Dr. Van Houtven has strong training in health economics and health services research and extensive experience leading research teams and conducting economic evaluations with multi-disciplinary research teams. She has published over 60 articles in top tier health policy and health economics journals such as *The Journal of Health Economics*, *Health Economics*, *Medical Care* and *Medical Care Research and Review*. A career development award from VA HSR&D provided additional skills in intervention research (2006-2012). Dr. Van Houtven recently completed an RCT testing the effectiveness of a skills training program for family caregivers of Veteran patients referred to community-based long-term care (VA HSR&D IIR 11-345). As a co-PI of a VA QUERI Program Project entitled Optimizing Function and Independence QUERI (IP1 HX002258-01 (S Hastings, Corresponding PI)), she leads implementation of a caregiver skills training program at 8 sites nationally. She also directs the partnered evaluation of the VA Caregiver Support Program with a team from the Durham VA HSR&D and the VA National Caregiver Support Program (6/1/14 – 5/31/19).

She is an experienced researcher who has focused on understanding how being a family caregiver of vulnerable persons affects health care utilization, expenditures, health, work, and wealth outcomes of care recipients and caregivers. She remains interested in understanding how to best to support families of persons with complex health care needs, and the net societal benefits of caregiver and long-term care policies more broadly. She has served on 9 PhD Committees and mentored 1 post-doctoral fellow’s content expertise in economics of family caregiving, behavioral economics, and development of theory-driven family-centered intervention studies. Another primary mentee, an MD fellow, currently holds a dual faculty and research appointment at a prestigious university and maintains affiliation with the VA. Moreover, she has extensive mentoring experience with NIH K-grant awardee; HSR&D CDA awardee; junior investigators, specifically junior health economists; post doctorate fellows; pre doctorate fellows; and, PhD students. Also, she has participated in mentoring programs through Duke University and AcademyHealth, specifically the Path to Independence program at Duke and AcademyHealth/Aetna Foundation Minority Scholars Program (2013-
She has a combined 21 published articles with current and former mentees, and have effectively guided her mentees to subsequent research positions and grant applications that met their professional goals.

B. Relevant positions (limited to postgraduate only)

2003-present  Health Research Scientist, Durham Veteran’s Administration Health Services Research and Development in Primary Care, Durham, North Carolina (on leave for one year in 2007-2008)
2003-2010  Assistant Professor, Duke School of Medicine
2003-present  Senior Professor, Center for the Study of Aging and Human Development, Duke University
2007-present  Research Fellow, Network for the Study of Pensions, Aging, and Retirement, University of Tilburg
2007-2008  Visiting Assistant Professor of Economics, Department of Economics, Tilburg University
2010-2017  Associate Professor, Department of Medicine, General Internal Medicine, Duke University Medical Center (December 2010)
2017-present  Professor, Department of Medicine, General Internal Medicine, Duke University Medical Center
2017-present  Professor, Department of Population Health Science, Duke School of Medicine

C.  Synergistic Activities

Education: Faculty with Duke CRTP program


Research: Dr. Van Houtven has a strong training in health economics and health services research and extensive experience conducting research with multi-disciplinary research teams. Her research primarily focuses on long-term care and informal caregiving. She has experience estimating the effect of informal care on patient Medicare costs and utilization (Van Houtven and Norton, JHE, 2004; 2008). She has also modeled caregiver outcomes using longitudinal data and methods, carefully considering and addressing potential selection into and out of caregiving (Coe and Van Houtven, HE, 2010). She contributes careful consideration of the complexities of modeling treatment effects in populations for which appropriate control groups are difficult to identify, and methods such as instrumental variables estimation, to ensure unbiased estimation of treatment effects, particularly in observational studies, to projects in which she participates.

D. Five most relevant publications; selected from 59; h-index = 20


---


dedication


E. Courses taught in the previous 5 years *If you have not taught any formal courses in the past 5 years, include other educational activities, such as seminars, workshops, short courses.*

2016 – Present Clinical Research Training Program 266, Concepts in Comparative Effectiveness Research (Spring). 2 credits master’s level course

F. Mentoring *Include counts of formal mentoring, such as committee participation, when possible. Describe other mentoring experience.*

Doctoral Student Committee Membership (9): Served on 9 doctoral dissertation committees for students in Health Policy, Economics, and Pharmacy Policy (PhD) at UNC and for students at the Institute of Health Policy, Management and Evaluation at the University of Toronto.

Master’s Student Thesis Committee Membership (3): Served on 3 master’s student thesis committees for students in Health Policy at UNC and Clinical Research Training Program at Duke University.

Junior Faculty (5): Have served as mentor and advisor to many junior faculty at Duke and VA, including advising on K-awards, CDA awards and other projects.

Postdoctoral Fellows (2): Have served as a formal mentor for 2 postdoctoral fellows, including those in health services research fellowships and clinical research fellowships.

Career Development Awards (1): 2 as secondary mentor for K/CDA awards.

Undergraduate Students, Medical Students, and Others (1): Mentored 1st/2nd year PhD student in health policy and health services research at UNC.
BIOGRAPHICAL SKETCH

NAME: George Lee Jackson, Ph.D., MHA

POSITION TITLE: Associate Professor, Department of Population Health Sciences, Duke University School of Medicine

EDUCATION/TRAINING

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>INSTITUTION AND LOCATION</th>
<th>DEGREE</th>
<th>Completion Date</th>
<th>FIELD OF STUDY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill</td>
<td>BS</td>
<td>05/1996</td>
<td>Health Policy &amp; Administration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill</td>
<td>MHA</td>
<td>05/1998</td>
<td>Health Administration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill</td>
<td>Ph.D.</td>
<td>12/2003</td>
<td>Epidemiology</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A. Personal Statement

Dr. Jackson is a **healthcare epidemiologist**, **health services researcher**, and **implementation scientist**. He is an Associate Professor in the Duke University Department of Population Health Sciences and Division of General Internal Medicine. Additionally, Dr. Jackson is a Research Health Scientist with the Center for Health Services Research in Primary Care (HSR&D Center) at the Durham, NC Veterans Affairs Medical Center. He serves as the Director of the Implementation Science Lab/Core in the Durham HSR&D Center. Dr. Jackson also holds an appointment as an Adjunct Associate Professor in the Department of Health Policy and Management at the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill. Dr. Jackson’s research focuses on how the structure and processes of primary and specialty care impact health outcomes, especially for patients with diabetes, hypertension, and cancer. Dr. Jackson’s team has conducted research utilizing clinical trial methods, analysis of large secondary databases for quasi-experimental analyses, and mixed-methods implementation science (combining qualitative data collection, primary quantitative data collection, and analysis of secondary data). When in graduate school, Dr. Jackson was the teaching assistant for classes including introductory epidemiology, medical care epidemiology, and epidemiology and health policy. He has taught health quality and frequently guest lectures in courses covering topics in health services research and epidemiology. He has also mentored learners at the graduate student, fellowship, and junior faculty levels.

B. Appointments

2003-2005  Post-Doctoral Fellow – Duke University Division of General Internal Medicine and Durham Veterans Affairs Medical Center, Center for Health Services Research in Primary Care

2005-     Research Health Scientist – Durham Veterans Affairs Medical Center, Center for Health Services Research in Primary Care

2006-2016 Adjunct Assistant Professor – Department of Health Policy and Management, School of Global Public Health, University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill

2008-2013 Assistant Professor – Division of General Internal Medicine, Department of Medicine, Duke University School of Medicine

2012-     Assistant Scientific Editor – *North Carolina Medical Journal*

2013-     Implementation Science Lab/Core Director – Durham Veterans Affairs Medical Center, Center for Health Services Research in Primary Care

2014-     Associate Professor – Division of General Internal Medicine, Department of Medicine, Duke University School of Medicine

2016-     Adjunct Associate Professor – Department of Health Policy and Management, School of Global Public Health, University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill

2017-     Associate Professor – Department of Population Health Sciences, Duke University
C. Synergistic Activities

- **Education:** Co-Instructor, CRP 267 – Quality Assurance: Duke University, Clinical Research Training Program, fall 2007; Dissertation Committee Member, 5 dissertation committees (4 completed, 1 in progress) at the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill Department of Health Policy and Management; Teaching Assistant, EPID 212 – Medical Care Epidemiology: University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, Department of Epidemiology, fall 1999 and fall 2000; Teaching Assistant, EPID 368 – Epidemiology and Health Policy: University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, Department of Epidemiology, spring 2000; Teaching Assistant, EPID 160 – Principles of Epidemiology (summer-long, online course): University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, Department of Epidemiology, summer 2001; Guest Lecturer in various courses in programs such as: Department of Epidemiology, Department of Health Policy and Management, and Division of Physical Therapy, University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill; Clinical Research Training Program, Duke University; Department of Human Sciences, North Carolina Central University

- **Professional Service:** Special Emphasis Panel: Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality, RFA-HS-13-003, Estimating the Costs of Supporting Primary Care Practice Transformation (R03) [2013]; Member – VA Quality Enhancement Research Initiative Service Directed Project Review Committee (standing study section member – R01 level implementation grants) [2014-2015]; Member – National Institute for Diabetes and Digestive and Kidney Diseases, Special Emphasis Panel, Pragmatic trials and natural experiments of implementing enhancements to diabetes care in healthcare practice (R18 and R34 applications) [2015]; Member and Chair (2015-2016) – AcademyHealth Dissertation of the Year Award Committee [2014-2016]; Member – Review Committee, AcademyHealth New Investigator Small Grant Program [2015-2016]; Member – VA HSR&D Medical Care and Clinical Management; Health Professional Behavior Study Section of the Scientific Merit Review Board [2016-present]

- **Research:** Dr. Jackson is a healthcare epidemiologist, health services researcher, and implementation scientist. His research focuses on how the structure and processes of primary and specialty care impact health outcomes, especially for patients with diabetes, hypertension, and cancer. He has been a principal investigator, co-principal investigator, or co-investigator on research and evaluation grants funded by the Department of Veterans Affairs, National Institutes of Health, Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality, Patient Centered Outcomes Research Institute, and Department of Defense. This includes being the principal investigator of R-01 level grants using clinical trial, secondary data analysis, and implementation science methods. Dr. Jackson has been first author of articles that have appeared in major journals such as the *Annals of Internal Medicine, JAMA Internal Medicine, Journal of Clinical Oncology,* and *Cancer.*

D. Five most relevant publications


E. Courses taught in the previous 5 years

Regular guest lecturer in courses in the School of Public Health at the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill (e.g. Quality of Healthcare).

F. Mentoring

- **Doctoral Student Committee Membership (5):** Member of 5 dissertation committees in the Department of Health Policy and Management at the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill.
- **Master of Health Sciences in Clinical Research (MHSc) Student Thesis Committee Chair (1):** Serving as committee chair on 1 research project/thesis committees for students in the Clinical Research Training Program.
- **Graduate Students and Fellows (7):** In addition to graduate students represented by dissertation/thesis committees, Dr. Jackson has worked with 7 students or fellows on the development of research papers. This includes serving as primary mentor for one post-doctoral fellow.
- **Junior Faculty (7):** Currently serving as a primary mentor for 1 K-awardee, secondary mentor for 2 VA career development awardees, consultant for 1 VA Career Development Award applications that appears to be funded, and secondary mentor for one VA Career Development Award application that has gotten a promising score. Dr. Jackson has also been the primary mentor for 1 additional Duke faculty member and secondary mentor for another Duke faculty member.
BIOGRAPHICAL SKETCH

Provide the following information for the Senior/key personnel and other significant contributors. Follow this format for each person. DO NOT EXCEED FIVE PAGES.

NAME: Virginia Wang

eRA COMMONS USER NAME (credential, e.g., agency login): wwang558

POSITION TITLE: Associate Professor, Duke University; Research Health Scientist, Durham VA HSR&D

EDUCATION/TRAINING (Begin with baccalaureate or other initial professional education, such as nursing, include postdoctoral training and residency training if applicable. Add/delete rows as necessary.)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>INSTITUTION AND LOCATION</th>
<th>DEGREE (if applicable)</th>
<th>Completion Date MM/YYYY</th>
<th>FIELD OF STUDY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Tufts University</td>
<td>B.A.</td>
<td>05 / 1997</td>
<td>International Relations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill</td>
<td>M.S.P.H.</td>
<td>05 / 2003</td>
<td>Health Policy &amp; Admin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill</td>
<td>Ph.D.</td>
<td>12 / 2008</td>
<td>Health Policy &amp; Mgmt</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A. PERSONAL STATEMENT

I am an Associate Professor in the Department of Population Health Sciences and the Division of General Internal Medicine at Duke University, and a Core Investigator in the Center for Health Services Research and Development at the Durham VA Health Care System. I have training in health services, policy, and organizational behavior research and a successful track record of collaboration with researchers across institutions. My role in training the new generation of population health scientists is evolving from research and career advice and peer mentorship, to substantive teaching and mentoring graduate students, fellows, and junior investigators in research development and methods. My research portfolio in comparative effectiveness research, policy and program evaluation in the areas of chronic disease, kidney disease, and health system impacts are highly relevant to student/trainee learning experiences. My ongoing collaborative research efforts ensure the relevancy of applying concepts, theories, and analytic skills to research and clinical practice to improve population health.

B. RELEVANT POSITIONS

Positions and Employment
2005, 2007 Consultant, UNC Health Care
2006-2008 Research Consultant, Department of Health Management & Policy, University of Michigan
2008-2010 Post-Doctoral Fellow, Health Services Research & Development, Durham VA Medical Center
2010-pres Research Health Scientist, Health Services Research & Development, Durham VA Medical Center
2010-2017 Assistant Professor, Division of General Internal Medicine, Duke University School of Medicine
2017-pres Associate Professor, Department of Population Health Sciences, Duke University School of Medicine

C. SYNERGISTIC ACTIVITIES

Education: Interviewer, Durham VA Health Services Research and Development Post-doctoral Fellowship Program (2014-present)

Professional Service: Grant Reviewer, National Institute of Diabetes and Digestive and Kidney Diseases (2017); Member, Department of Veteran Affairs Dialysis Workgroup National Dialysis Pilot Study (2009-2010); Research Advisor, Department of Veteran Affairs Dialysis Subcouncil (2011-2012); Editorial Board, Health Care Management Review (2015-present); Associate Editor for Epidemiology and Outcomes, BMC Nephrology (2016-present); Conference Abstract Referee, VA HSR&D/QUERI National Meetings (2015,
Research: Dr. Wang has extensive research experience in the areas of organizational behavior, comparative effectiveness research, chronic disease, the Veterans Health Administration, the Medicare program, and implementation science. She received a K12 career development scholars award from the Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality, focused on comparative effectiveness research in provision of care for end-stage renal disease. She maintains an active research portfolio as principal and co-investigator on multiple awards from the NIH, VA, CMS, and foundations.

D. RELEVANT PUBLICATIONS


E. COURSES TAUGHT IN THE PREVIOUS 5 YEARS

F. MENTORING

**Junior Faculty (4):** Have served as ad hoc mentor and advisor to junior investigators/faculty at UNC and Duke, including advising on career development-awards and other projects.

**Postdoctoral Fellows (6):** Have served as ad hoc mentor for numerous postdoctoral fellows, including those in health services research fellowships and clinical research fellowships.

**Residents (1):** Serve as mentor and advisor for funded-resident project (internal medicine).

**Doctoral Student Committee (1):** Served as committee member for one student in the Duke School of Nursing PhD program.

**Doctoral Student (1):** Serve as ad hoc advisor for a PhD student dissertation (economics).
NAME: F. Reed Johnson, Ph.D.

eRA COMONS USER NAME (credential, e.g., agency login): FRJOHNSON

POSITION TITLE: Professor, Department of Population Health Sciences

EDUCATION/TRAINING (Begin with baccalaureate or other initial professional education, such as nursing, include postdoctoral training and residency training if applicable. Add/delete rows as necessary.)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>INSTITUTION AND LOCATION</th>
<th>DEGREE (if applicable)</th>
<th>Completion Date MM/YYYY</th>
<th>FIELD OF STUDY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Occidental College, Lost Angeles, CA</td>
<td>B.A.</td>
<td>05/1970</td>
<td>Economics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stony Brook University, NY</td>
<td>M.A.</td>
<td>05/1972</td>
<td>Economics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stony Brook University, NY</td>
<td>Ph.D.</td>
<td>12/1974</td>
<td>Economics</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A. Personal Statement

I have over 40 years of academic and research experience in health and environmental economics and currently am the most senior active expert in the field of health applications of stated-preference research. I have served on the faculties of several universities in the United States, Canada, and Sweden, as Distinguished Fellow at Research Triangle Institute, Adjunct Professor of Public Policy at the University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill, and currently as Professor in Medicine at the Duke Clinical Research Institute, Duke University. During the 1980s I helped pioneer development of basic nonmarket valuation techniques. These techniques now are widely used for benefit-cost and benefit-risk analysis in health economics.

I have nearly 20 years of undergraduate and graduate teaching experience at universities in the United States, Canada, and Sweden. I have served on PhD committees at the University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill, University of Pennsylvania, and the Stockholm School of Economics. I have served as formal and informal mentor to numerous students in economics, health economics, health services research, operations research, and epidemiology. I have taught numerous short courses at professional meetings, the University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill, Research Triangle Institute, the University of Stockholm, Duke University, and various pharmaceutical companies.

At Duke, I have worked closely with Dr. Shelby Reed to establish a new Preference Evaluation Research Group (PrefER) in the Duke Clinical Research Institute’s Center for Clinical and Genetic Economics. My current research involves estimating general time equivalences among health states and patients’ willingness to accept side-effect risks in return for therapeutic benefits in collaborations with leading clinical experts in orthopedics, neurology, psychiatry, oncology, dermatology, and cardiology.

B. Academic Positions

1974–1976 Assistant Professor of Economics, Illinois State University, Normal, IL
1976–1977 Visiting Assistant Professor of Economics, Simon Fraser University, Burnaby, British Columbia
1977–1992 Assistant, Associate, and Professor of Economics, U.S. Naval Academy, Annapolis, MD
1984 Visiting Professor of Economics, Linköping University, Linköping, Sweden
1985 Visiting Professor of Economics, Stockholm School of Economics and University of Stockholm, Stockholm, Sweden
2001–2010 Adjunct Professor of Public Policy, University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill, NC
2016–pres Professor in Medicine, Department of Population Health Sciences, Duke University
C. Synergistic Activities
Brookings Economic Policy Fellow, Office of Policy Analysis, U.S. Department of the Interior; Economist, Office of Policy, Planning, and Evaluation, U.S. Environmental Protection Agency; Principal Economist, Senior Fellow, and Distinguished Fellow, RTI Health Solutions, RTI International; Technical Advisory Panel, Diseases of the Most Impoverished, Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation; Co-editor, Value in Health; Editorial Board, The Patient; US Environmental Protection Agency Science Advisory Board; Johns Hopkins Diabetes Action Board; International Society for Pharmacoeconomics and Outcomes Research Health Science Policy Council; Founding member, International Academy of Health Preference Research.

D. Contributions to Population Health Sciences
I am widely acknowledged internationally as a leading researcher in applying discrete-choice experiment methods to quantify patients' and caregivers' preferences for health-care features, outcomes, and processes. I currently am the most senior expert in this field. Daniel McFadden received the Nobel Prize in Economics in 2000 for his contributions to the conceptual framework and statistical methods that are the foundation for choice-format stated-preference surveys. One of the most important applications of this approach is to solve the problem of what weights to assign to dissimilar beneficial and harmful outcomes in evaluating new health technologies. I led the first FDA-sponsored study to quantify patients' willingness to accept benefit-risk tradeoffs for novel treatments. The results are being used to inform reviews of regulatory submissions and are the basis for recent FDA draft guidance on incorporating patient preferences in regulatory assessments of new health technologies. In addition to making regulatory benefit-risk assessments more principled and transparent, my research has been influential in bridging the gap between patient-centered health care and evidence-based medicine. Rigorous quantification of informed patients' willingness to accept therapeutic tradeoffs provides an evidentiary basis for greater patient engagement in the delivery of health care.


E. Teaching
Courses: Introduction to Economics, Economic Microtheory (undergraduate and graduate), Statistics, Econometrics, Comparative Economic Systems, Environmental Economics (undergraduate and graduate), Research Methods (undergraduate and graduate)
Short Courses in Health Applications of Stated-Preference Methods: International Society of Pharmacoeconomics and Outcomes Research (5 times), Society for Medical Decision Making (2 times), University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill (2 times), Johns Hopkins University, pharmaceutical companies (10 times). New course accepted in advanced methods accepted for International Society of Pharmacoeconomics and Outcomes Research, 2018.
BIOGRAPHICAL SKETCH
Provide the following information for the Senior/key personnel and other significant contributors.
Follow this format for each person. DO NOT EXCEED FIVE PAGES.

NAME: Wei, Qingyi, MSc, MD, PhD

eRA COMMONS USER NAME (agency login): qingyiwei

POSITION TITLE: Professor, Associate Director for Cancer Control and Population Sciences; Co-Leader, Cancer Prevention, Detection and Control Program, DCI

EDUCATION/TRAINING (Begin with baccalaureate or other initial professional education, such as nursing, include postdoctoral training and residency training if applicable.)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>INSTITUTION AND LOCATION</th>
<th>DEGREE (if applicable)</th>
<th>MM/YY</th>
<th>FIELD OF STUDY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Nanjing Medical College, Nanjing, P.R., China</td>
<td>Med./Medical Diploma</td>
<td>5/1983</td>
<td>Public Health</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chinese Academy of Preventive Medicine, Beijing, P.R., China</td>
<td>MS</td>
<td>5/1986</td>
<td>Toxicology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Johns Hopkins University, Baltimore, MD</td>
<td>PhD</td>
<td>6/1992</td>
<td>Epidemiology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Johns Hopkins University, Baltimore, MD</td>
<td>Post-doctoral Fellow</td>
<td>6/1993</td>
<td>Molecular Epidemiology</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A. Personal Statement
I have the expertise in training post-doctoral fellows in the last 10 years. I was trained as a molecular epidemiologist, whose research focus is on genetic susceptibility to cancers in etiology research and clinical outcomes in translational studies. I have the leadership, training, expertise and motivation necessary to successfully carry out the proposed research project. I have a broad background in epidemiology, with specific training and expertise in developing biomarkers and applying them to molecular epidemiology studies. My recent research largely focuses on post-genome-wide association studies, in which we are applying novel statistical approach to re-analyze the published GWAS datasets for various cancers, including cancers of the lung and skin. My research includes pathway analysis of genetic variants, such as those in DNA repair and apoptosis, in cancer risk assessment. As PI or co-Investigator on several NIH-funded grants, I laid the groundwork for genetic susceptibility to lung cancer, head and neck cancer and skin cancers as well as clinical outcomes of these cancers. In the last 10 years, I have trained a dozen of post-doctoral fellows who have a track record of publications and successful careers. As a result of these previous experiences, I am aware of the importance of training future clinical and translational researchers. The current application builds logically on my prior training experience translational research and training activities. The follow reviews summarize some of my early work.

B. Relevant Positions
1992-1993 Research Associate, Department of Biochemistry, Johns Hopkins University School of Hygiene and Public Health, Baltimore, MD.
1993-1998 Assistant Epidemiologist and Assistant Professor (tenure-track), Department of Epidemiology, Division of Cancer Prevention and Population Sciences, The University of Texas M.D. Anderson Cancer Center, Houston, TX
1994-2013 Faculty Member, The University of Texas Graduate School of Biomedical Sciences, Houston, TX
1998-2003 Associate Professor (tenured), Department of Epidemiology, Division of Cancer Prevention and Population Sciences, The University of Texas M.D. Anderson Cancer Center, Houston, TX
2003-2013 Professor (tenured), Department of Epidemiology, Division of Cancer Prevention and Population Sciences, The University of Texas MD Anderson Cancer Center, Houston, TX
2011-2013 Texas 4000 Endowed Distinguished Professor, The University of Texas M.D. Anderson Cancer Center, Houston, TX
2013- present Professor and Associate Director, Cancer Control and Population Sciences, Co-Leader of Cancer Control and Population Sciences Program, Duke Cancer Institute, Duke University Medical Center, Durham, NC
C. Synergistic Activities

Education: Participating in cause-teaching in School of Public Health of The University Texas Health Sciences Center in Houston; Mentoring visiting professors, visiting scholars, oncology fellows, post-graduate fellows, PhD and master students, medical student, and high school students.

Professional Service:

1. Grant Review Panelist for the Susan G. Komen Breast Cancer Foundation, 07/97
2. Ad Hoc Committee Member on NIH EDC-2 Study Section, 09/97
3. Special Review Committee/P01 Site Visit, Philadelphia, PA, 10/97
4. Special Review Committee/P01 Site Visit, Chapel Hill, NC, 04/99
5. Special Emphasis Panel Member, NIH ZRG1 RAD (01), 10/99
6. Hong Kong Research Grants Council External Assessor, 03/01
7. Special Emphasis Panel Member, NIH ZRG1 RAD (04), 03/01
8. Grant Reviewer for the Cancer Research Campaign-UK, 09/01
9. Special Emphasis Panel Member, NIH ZDE1 SRC (99), 11/01
10. Special Emphasis Panel Member, NIEHS ZES1 BKW-A (R1), 12/01
11. Special Review Panel Member, Department of Health, Taiwan, 01/02
12. Special Emphasis Panel Member, NIH-NCI SPORE (P50), ZCA1 GRB-V (M2), 02/02
13. Special Emphasis Panel Member, NIH ZRG1 SNEM-5 (02), 07/02
14. Center Grant (P30) Site Visit, NIH-NIEHS EHS (MT), 5/03
15. Special Emphasis Panel Member, NIH-NCI ZRG1 SNEM5 (02), 6/03
16. Special Emphasis Panel Member, NIH-NCI-E GRB-(SA), 10/03
17. Special Emphasis Panel Member, NIH-ZDE1 PZ15 (R21), 11/03
18. Grant Reviewer for Italian Association for Cancer Research, 04/03
19. Grant Reviewer for the Cancer Research-UK, 06/04
20. EDRN Site Visit Member, NIH-NCI EDRN, 01/04
21. Cancer Biomarker Study Section, NIH ZRG1 CBSS (01), 02/04
22. Special Emphasis Panel Member, NIH-NCI SPORE (P50), NIH-ZCA1 SRRB-E (M1), 03/04
23. Site Visit Review of Duke Cancer Center Support Grant (CCSG), NCI-A RTRB-H (Y3), 06/04
24. Special Emphasis Panel Member, NIH-NIEHS SBRT (P42), ZES1-SET-A(S6), 10/04
25. P01 Review Cluster, NIH-NCI RPRS (G3), 02/05
26. Site Visit Review of NCI Intra Program, Laboratory of Cellular Carcinogenesis & Tumor Promotion, 06/05
27. Special Emphasis Panel Member, NIH-NCI ZDE1 PZ65 (R21), 07/05
28. Special Emphasis Panel Member, NIH-NIEHS SBRTP ZES1 SET-A (TE), 08/05
29. Special Emphasis Panel Member, NIH-NIEHS ZES1 LWJ-D (K1), 10/05
30. Special Emphasis Panel Member, NIH-NIEHS ZES1 LWJ-A (P01), 10/06
31. Special Emphasis Panel Member, NIH-NIEHS ZES1 JAB-C (D1), DISCOVER, 03/07
32. Review Panel Member, Site Visit Review of NCI Intramural Program, The Occupational and Environmental Epidemiology Branch, 07/07
33. Grant Reviewer for UK Medical Research Council, 08/08
34. Grant Reviewer for The Netherlands Organisation for Health Research and Development, 12/08
35. Member, Environmental Health Sciences Review Committee (EHSRC), 2005 - 2009.
36. Ad hoc Member, Environmental Health Sciences Review Committee (EHSRC), 2010.
37. Ad hoc Member, Kidney, Nutrition, Obesity and Diabetes Study Section [KNOD], Population Sciences and Epidemiology (PSE) Integrated Review Group, 01/2011
38. Special Emphasis Panel Member, NIH-NCI ZRG1 PSE-C 04 M, 06/2011
39. Review Panel Member, Site Visit Review of NCI Intramural Program, The Occupational and Environmental Epidemiology Branch, 11/11
40. Special Emphasis Panel Member, NIH-NCI ZCA1 SRLB-J (M1) P, 03/2013
42. Ad hoc Member, CASE-EPIC Panel A Study Section, Oct. 29-30, 2014
43. Ad hoc Member, CASE-EPIC Panel A Study Section, Feb 26-28, 2015
46. Site Visit Team Member, NCI Genetic Epidemiology Branch Site Visit, May 18-20, 2016
**Research:** Dr. Wei research directly addressed genetic susceptibility to environmentally induced cancers, such as sunlight-induced skin cancers (including melanoma) and tobacco-induced lung cancer and head and neck cancers. Most of skin cancers are the sunlight-related in the etiology, in which UV-light in the sunlight can cause damage to DNA in the skin cells. Unrepaired DNA damage or inefficient poor DNA repair will increase the risk of carcinogenesis of the skins arising from mutations as a result of fixation of the DNA damage induced by UV-light, particularly among the susceptible individuals defined as having inefficient or poor DNA repair capacity. Our research suggests that identifying the susceptible or at-risk sub-populations and avoidance of the sunlight in such populations are the key to prevent skin cancers. I directly documented the DNA repair capacity as a biomarker for genetic susceptibility to lung cancer and head and neck cancers. Repair of tobacco-induced DNA adducts in the lung epithelial cells is the central point of the etiology of carcinogenesis of the lung and head and neck in smokers. Our studies emphasized contextual factors of individual DNA repair capacity in the etiology and treatment response of these cancers. Through genome-wide association studies, our further studies provided the genetic basis for DNA repair phenotype and cancer susceptibility.

**D. Five most relevant publications; selected from >500; h-index = 83 [Choose publications that demonstrate your experience and contribution to population health.]


**E. Courses taught in the previous 5 years [If you have not taught any formal courses in the past 5 years, include other educational activities, such as seminars, workshops, short courses.]

1. 1994-2012: Topics in Cancer Prevention, U.T. G.S.B.S. GS21-0631
2. 2010-2012: Cancer Epidemiology, U.T. S.P.H. RAS E-305,
3. 2011-2012: Dental Public Health (UT DENS 3932)

**F. Mentoring [Include counts of formal mentoring, such as committee participation, when possible. Describe other mentoring experience.]

1. Doctoral Student Committee Chair (3): Served as committee chair for 3 students in PhD and 2 Master Programs of the School of Public Health.
2. Master Student Committee Chair (2): Served as committee chair for 3 students in PhD and 2 Master Programs of the School of Public Health.
3. Doctoral Student Committee Membership (2): Served on 2 doctoral dissertation committees for PhD students in Public Health.
5. Junior Faculty 9): Have served as mentor and advisor to many junior faculty at UNC and Duke, including advising on K-awards and other projects.
6. Postdoctoral Fellows (35): Have served as a formal mentor for numerous postdoctoral fellows,
including those in health services research fellowships and clinical research fellowships.

7. **Predoctoral Fellows (5):** Currently mentoring 1 student and other 4 graduated as part of a joint international predoctoral program in molecular epidemiology Research.

8. **Residents (1):** Served as mentor and advisor for medical fellow.

9. **Visiting scholars (25)**

10. **Undergraduate Students, Medical Students, and Others (>10):** Mentored numerous students in public health from undergraduate, medical, and non-degree programs.
## Appendix C: Financial Projections

### Education

- **Course credits offered (Master of Science)**
  - FY-20: 0
  - FY-21: 21
  - FY-22: 52
  - FY-23: 52

- **MS - Number of faculty teaching**
  - FY-20: 0
  - FY-21: 8
  - FY-22: 16
  - FY-23: 16

- **MS new admits**
  - FY-20: 0
  - FY-21: 25
  - FY-22: 30
  - FY-23: 35

- **MS total student body**
  - FY-20: 0
  - FY-21: 25
  - FY-22: 55
  - FY-23: 70

- **PhD course credits**
  - FY-20: 0
  - FY-21: 0
  - FY-22: 20
  - FY-23: 40

- **PhD - Number of faculty teaching**
  - FY-20: 0
  - FY-21: 0
  - FY-22: 6
  - FY-23: 12

- **PhD new admits**
  - FY-20: 0
  - FY-21: 0
  - FY-22: 3
  - FY-23: 5

- **PhD total student body**
  - FY-20: 0
  - FY-21: 0
  - FY-22: 8
  - FY-23: 13

- **Total student body (MS and PhD)**
  - FY-20: 0
  - FY-21: 25
  - FY-22: 58
  - FY-23: 73

- **Total Number of faculty teaching**
  - FY-20: 0
  - FY-21: 8
  - FY-22: 22
  - FY-23: 28

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>FY-20</th>
<th>FY-21</th>
<th>FY-22</th>
<th>FY-23</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>MS annual tuition per student</strong></td>
<td>$54,455</td>
<td>$56,089</td>
<td>$57,771</td>
<td>$59,504</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>PhD annual tuition per student</strong></td>
<td>WAIVER</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Revenues

#### Education

- **MS**
  - FY-20: $0
  - FY-21: $1,402,216
  - FY-22: $3,177,422
  - FY-23: $3,867,789

- **PhD**
  - FY-20: $0
  - FY-21: $0
  - FY-22: $0
  - FY-23: $0

#### Gross Revenues

- **Education**
  - FY-20: $0
  - FY-21: $1,402,216
  - FY-22: $3,177,422
  - FY-23: $3,867,789

#### Scholarships

- FY-20: $0
- FY-21: $350,554
- FY-22: $794,356
- FY-23: $966,947

#### Net Revenues

- **Education**
  - FY-20: $0
  - FY-21: $1,051,662
  - FY-22: $2,383,067
  - FY-23: $2,900,842

### Education Expenses

- **Faculty Leadership**
  - FY-20: $152,000
  - FY-21: $155,800
  - FY-22: $155,800
  - FY-23: $155,800

- **Faculty instructional cost**
  - FY-20: $0
  - FY-21: $172,200
  - FY-22: $485,386
  - FY-23: $633,220

- **Staff cost**
  - FY-20: $234,821
  - FY-21: $369,581
  - FY-22: $378,821
  - FY-23: $388,291

- **PhD stipends (stipend+fringe)**
  - FY-20: $0
  - FY-21: $0
  - FY-22: $98,262
  - FY-23: $269,888

- **Space(student+classroom)**
  - FY-20: $77,849
  - FY-21: $227,584
  - FY-22: $434,815
  - FY-23: $529,174

- **Program development**
  - FY-20: $20,000
  - FY-21: $25,000
  - FY-22: $45,000
  - FY-23: $45,000

- **Marketing, recruitment, events**
  - FY-20: $100,000
  - FY-21: $100,000
  - FY-22: $100,000
  - FY-23: $100,000

- **Other operational expenses**
  - FY-20: $146,168
  - FY-21: $262,541
  - FY-22: $424,521
  - FY-23: $530,343

- **Grad School Tuition Tax**
  - FY-20: $0
  - FY-21: $16,800
  - FY-22: $38,976
  - FY-23: $49,056

- **ESL Classes**
  - FY-20: $0
  - FY-21: $13,750
  - FY-22: $18,150
  - FY-23: $22,000

- **G&A**
  - FY-20: $28,942
  - FY-21: $59,373
  - FY-22: $101,197
  - FY-23: $128,349

#### Total education expenses

- FY-20: $607,780
- FY-21: $1,246,829
- FY-22: $2,125,127
- FY-23: $2,695,322

#### Education Programs Surplus/(Deficit)

- FY-20: ($607,780)
- FY-21: ($195,167)
- FY-22: $257,940
- FY-23: $205,520

- Total: $291,497
Appendix D: Department of Population Health Sciences
Program Goals and Student Learning Assessment Plan

Intellectual Vision: The Department of Population Health Sciences' educational mission centers around preparing the next generation of leaders in population health sciences by educating both master and doctoral level students to advance the health of populations through the discovery and translation of knowledge into policy and practice.

General Data Collection Considerations: We will build a comprehensive evaluation plan to assess program outcomes. We anticipate these evaluation efforts will change as we gain experience in program administration and receive feedback through ongoing assessments. We will use quantifiable and behaviorally-based evaluation and assessment metrics to establish clear guidelines so that students and faculty understand program processes and how we are measuring success. We will consult with various Duke groups and resources with expertise in program assessment, program quality, and faculty development (e.g., SSRI Program Evaluation Team, Center for Instructional Technology, School of Medicine Faculty Development Program) to maximize the impact of our program evaluation, outcome assessment, and improvement efforts.

Student Learning Outcomes for the Master of Science in Population Health

I. Master of Science Program Goals and Associated Student Learning Outcomes

1. Train students to be successful researchers able to implement flexible, innovation-oriented methods in addressing population health questions.
   a. Demonstrate proficiency in population health research methods and analysis.
   b. Develop innovative problem-solving skills to address important population health research questions.
   c. Demonstrate an ability to develop and manage population health programs or projects.

2. Train students to be successful professionals able contribute to and collaborate in interdisciplinary teams at government, industry, academic, and health system organizations.
   a. Effectively participate in interdisciplinary clinical and translational research teams.
   b. Demonstrate an ability to communicate research clearly and professionally in both written and oral forms to diverse audiences.
   c. Successfully compete for employment that is challenging and respected within areas related to Population Health Sciences.
II.  Master of Science Outcomes Assessment Plan:

Goal 1: Train students to be **successful researchers** able to implement flexible, innovation-oriented methods in addressing population health questions.

Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Outcome</th>
<th>Evidence of Outcome</th>
<th>Frequency Collected</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Demonstrate proficiency in population health research methods and analysis.</td>
<td>Success in course work; results of written comprehensive examinations</td>
<td>Each semester; end of program</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Develop innovative problem-solving skills to address important population health research questions.</td>
<td>Success in course work; applied practicum; capstone project/thesis</td>
<td>Each semester; end of program</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Demonstrate an ability to develop and manage population health programs or projects.</td>
<td>Success in course work; applied practicum; capstone project/thesis</td>
<td>Each semester; end of program</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Goal 2. Train students to be **successful professionals** able contribute to and collaborate in interdisciplinary teams at government, industry, academic, and health system organizations.

Table 2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Outcome</th>
<th>Evidence of Outcome</th>
<th>Frequency Collected</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Effectively participate in interdisciplinary clinical and translational research teams.</td>
<td>Comments/survey results of faculty and stakeholders from internship experiences</td>
<td>Annually; at conclusion of each collaborative or team research experience</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Demonstrate an ability to communicate research clearly and professionally in both written and oral forms to diverse audiences.</td>
<td>Comments/survey results of faculty and stakeholders from internship experiences; results of capstone project/thesis</td>
<td>Annual; at conclusion of each collaborative or team research experience</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Successfully compete for employment that is challenging and respected within areas related to Population Health Sciences.</td>
<td>Post-graduate survey</td>
<td>Annually</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Student Learning Outcomes for the PhD in Population Health

I. PhD Program Goals and Associated Student Learning Outcomes

1. Train students in the practice of integrating and applying population health sciences knowledge to address wide-ranging health and disease issues and their determinants so they can develop into independent researchers.
   a. Demonstrate expertise in an active area of research in the field of population health sciences (epidemiology, measurement science, health services research/implementation science) by being familiar with methodological developments and emerging research themes.
   b. Critically evaluate the population health sciences literature and formulate a research hypothesis that reflects an understanding of foundational knowledge, appropriate study design, and analytic considerations.
   c. Publish research findings in peer-reviewed journals.
   d. Present research findings at national and/or international meetings.

2. Train students to apply population-level strategies in the conduct of clinical care, clinical and implementation research, teaching, and health policy efforts so they can effectively serve as interdisciplinary research team members in population health sciences.
   a. Effectively participate in interdisciplinary research teams by providing population health sciences thought leadership and guidance.
   b. Demonstrate an ability to communicate research clearly and professionally in both written and oral forms to diverse audiences.
   c. Develop professional presentation and teaching skills.
   d. Successfully compete for employment that is challenging and respected within areas related to Population Health Sciences.
II. Outcomes Assessment Plan:

**Goal 1:** Train students in the practice of integrating and applying population health sciences knowledge to address wide-ranging health and disease issues and their determinants so they can develop into independent researchers.

Table 3.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Outcome</th>
<th>Evidence of Outcome</th>
<th>Frequency Collected</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Demonstrate expertise in an active area of research in the field of population health sciences (epidemiology, measurement science, health services research/implementation science) by being familiar with methodological developments and emerging research themes.</td>
<td>Results of qualifying exam; results of oral preliminary exam and dissertation defense; most course final exams</td>
<td>Each semester, plus at qualifying exam and at final defense</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Critically evaluate the population health sciences literature and formulate a research hypothesis that reflects an understanding of foundational knowledge, appropriate study design, and analytic considerations.</td>
<td>Results of qualifying exam; results of oral preliminary exam and dissertation defense</td>
<td>At time of qualifying exam and at final defense</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publish research findings in peer-reviewed journals.</td>
<td>Annual student progress report form.</td>
<td>Annually</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Present research findings at national and/or international meetings.</td>
<td>Annual student progress report form.</td>
<td>Annually</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Goal 2: Train students to apply population-level strategies in the conduct of clinical care, clinical and translational research, teaching, and health policy efforts so they can effectively contribute to and collaborate in interdisciplinary scientific undertakings in population health sciences.

Table 4.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Outcome</th>
<th>Evidence of Outcome</th>
<th>Frequency Collected</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Effectively participate in interdisciplinary research teams by providing population health sciences thought leadership and guidance.</td>
<td>Comments/survey results of faculty and stakeholders from internship experiences</td>
<td>Annually; at conclusion of each collaborative or team research experience</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Demonstrate an ability to communicate research clearly and professionally in both written and oral forms to diverse audiences.</td>
<td>Comments/survey results of faculty and stakeholders from internship experiences</td>
<td>Annually; at conclusion of each collaborative or team research experience</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Develop professional presentation and teaching skills.</td>
<td>Comments/survey results of faculty/stakeholders from (1) professional development course, (2) internship experiences, (3) dissertation committee</td>
<td>Annually</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Successfully compete for employment that is challenging and respected within areas related to Population Health.</td>
<td>Post-graduate survey</td>
<td>Annually</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

III. How findings will be used to improve the program:

Our program leadership will produce a comprehensive assessment report. The first part of this report will be primarily analytical and will provide a statistical summary of all outcome metrics collected for the reporting period. The second part of the report will provide a broad, qualitative summary and discussion of student experiences, issues, and performance for the reporting period. The summary will also provide an interpretation of the statistical summary including what has been learned from the evaluation of the evidence, what strengths and/or weaknesses there are, and plans for addressing any areas of concern. If there were concerns and/or special plans for dealing with areas of concern from past reports, progress on these will also be addressed. Further, the report will detail any planned changes to the student learning outcome assessments detailed here to better measure program quality and student performance. Although these outcome assessments will be primarily focused on assessment of students (e.g., applications relative to enrollment, performance in the program, employment after the program) we will also examine faculty teaching/mentoring metrics and overall program success, as discussed in Program Evaluation (see section VII). We will also share this report with our Executive Educational Advisory Committee semi-annually and seek their input and guidance.
January 9, 2018

Lesley Curtis, PhD, Chair  
Hayden Bosworth, PhD, Vice Chair of Education  
Department of Population Health Sciences  

Dear Lesley and Hayden,

As you know, advancing population health is a priority for Duke Health and reflects our core belief that contributing to positive health outcomes is our responsibility. The foundation of population health at Duke includes science that develops methods and tools to advance health, management of the health of those who come to us for care, and improvement efforts that partner with many organizations to improve health in our community and region.

There are many determinants of health including the care provided by health systems like Duke Health. These determinants have a significant impact on individual and population health outcomes, and the need to have robust, evidence-based population health efforts across health systems, including ours, is paramount. Increasingly, health systems require a workforce that understands the determinants of health and has the tools and expertise to develop and evaluate programs that better manage and improve health. I am certain that the training programs proposed by your department will play a key role in training our healthcare workforce in these important areas.

I look forward to the initiation of these education programs, and for the opportunity for Duke Health to have broad and significant impact on the field of population health through these programs.

Sincerely,

A. Eugene Washington, MD  
Chancellor for Health Affairs, Duke University  
President and CEO, Duke University Health System
January 10, 2018

Lesley Curtis, PhD, Chair
Hayden Bosworth, PhD, Vice Chair for Education
Department of Population Health Sciences
Duke University School of Medicine
2200 W. Main St.
Durham, NC 27705

Dear Lesley and Hayden,

I have been following the development of the education programs in the Department of Population Health Sciences closely and with great interest, and I am happy to provide you with this letter of support. I also agree to serve as a member of your Executive Board.

As you both know, our Department of Health Policy and Management trains the next generation of leaders in management, policy making, and research to address the complex challenges of health-care delivery and produce cutting-edge research. I believe the Duke DPHS’s educational programs are distinct from, and are complements to, our Master’s and PhD programs. As an example of the synergy across our institutions, several UNC doctoral students are already working within your department, and we enthusiastically support the idea of welcoming your students here. A cross-pollination of UNC and Duke students, along with the tremendous potential for our faculty collaborations, empower us to work together to prepare all students from Duke and UNC to make significant contributions to population health, both domestically and globally.

I look forward to working with you as a member of your Executive Board to strengthen our respective graduate programs and increase interaction to benefit our faculty and students. Please let me know if I can provide any additional information.

Sincerely,

Morris Weinberger, PhD
Vergil N. Slee Distinguished Professor of Healthcare Quality Management
Chair, Department of Health Policy and Management
Gillings School of Global Public Health
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill
January 3, 2018

Lesley Curtis, PhD, Chair
Hayden Bosworth, PhD, Vice Chair of Education
Department of Population Health Sciences

Dear Lesley and Hayden,

As Dean of the Duke University School of Medicine, I am providing my enthusiastic support of this proposal for the creation of a Masters and Doctoral Program in Population Health Sciences.

I have followed the development of this proposal closely, and believe it feeds a growing need to train scientists in the study of health of populations through the discovery and translation of knowledge into policy and practice with a highly quantitative focus. Through strong health system, academic and industry partnerships, this program will strengthen Duke’s presence to provide a highly trained workforce in this area.

For those reviewing this proposal, I have reviewed the proposal and budget in detail with Drs. Curtis and Bosworth and they have integrated our feedback. The financial investment required to establish the educational program is reflected in the department’s budget and the School is providing additional funds to support the department’s educational training needs. We have ensured that space is available for training, and that School of Medicine faculty will have time for instruction and mentoring. We are satisfied with this proposal and approve it moving forward for graduate school review.

We look forward to welcoming the first cohort of students in the fall of 2019.

Sincerely,

Mary E. Klotman, MD
Dean, Duke University School of Medicine
Vice Chancellor for Health Affairs, Duke University
October 10, 2017

Lesley Curtis, PhD, Interim Chair
Hayden Bosworth, PhD, Vice Chair of Education
Department of Population Health Sciences

Dear Lesley and Hayden,

I was very interested to learn about the new Master of Science and Doctoral programs being proposed by the Department of Population Health Sciences. I appreciate the opportunity to speak with you and your workgroup, and am pleased to see it moving forward.

As you know, we have just completed the approval process for a new Master of Science degree in Interdisciplinary Data Science (MIDS). While our program is focused primarily on the use of marshaling, analyzing and visualizing “big data” across multiple disciplinary domains, I see many opportunities for collaboration and sharing resources. For example, our program will offer many courses that may be of interest (as electives) for your students, particularly those who plan to operate in environments where they are working with large datasets or with partners focused on data analytics and visualization. As we discussed, we could share electives in courses such as data marshaling, management and data visualization, while students in our program interested in careers in the healthcare field might be eager to enroll in your population health science courses. In addition, there is great potential for our students to participate in joint capstone experiences. These could make for truly exciting opportunities – as well as lead to new intellectual collaborations in the intersection of population health sciences, data science and social science.

I look forward to working with you and your students in the future.

Sincerely,

[Signature]

Thomas Nechyba, PhD
Director, Social Science Research Institute
Co-Director, Master of Science in Interdisciplinary Data Science (MIDS)
October 12, 2017

Lesley Curtis, PhD, Interim Chair
Hayden Bosworth, PhD, Vice Chair of Education
Duke University School of Medicine
Department of Population Health Sciences
2200 West Main Street, Suite 720A
Durham, NC  27707

Dear Lesley and Hayden,

I am pleased to express my support for the proposed Master’s and Doctoral program in Population Health Sciences. As the Chair of the Department of Biostatistics and Bioinformatics in the Duke University School of Medicine, I believe there are a variety of ways in which these new degree programs can contribute to and complement other ongoing programs and initiatives at Duke, including our own departmental degree programs, in particular, the Clinical Research Training Program (CRTP).

Dr. Steve Grambow, Vice Chair of Education for our department and Program Director for CRTP, has been a contributing member of the Population Health Sciences education program development workgroup. He has been instrumental in efforts to ensure that the proposed programs complement our own existing programs and is in active discussions about the possibility of cross-listing courses between programs and exploring potential opportunities for our faculty to teach courses in the proposed MS and PhD programs related to biostatistics and biostatistical computing.

I am confident the Master’s and Doctoral programs in Population Health Sciences will be a meaningful and important addition to the university’s academic offerings, and I warmly endorse your proposal.

Sincerely,

Elizabeth DeLong, PhD
Professor and Chair
October 12, 2017

Lesley Curtis, PhD, Interim Chair  
Hayden Bosworth, PhD, Vice Chair of Education  
Department of Population Health Sciences

Dear Lesley and Hayden,

I have followed the development of the proposed Master’s and Doctoral programs in Population Health Sciences with significant interest. I am writing to express my strong support for this program moving forward.

Department of Population Health Sciences education committee member, Dr. Truls Ostbye, a DGHI faculty member, has been involved in the educational program development workgroup for these programs, and has kept me abreast of your progress. Given the way the graduate program is structured, it promises to increase the offerings in population health sciences across the Duke campus.

As you know, the Duke Global Health Institute (DGHI) has a number of education programs at both the graduate and undergraduate levels. We feel that the Population Health Sciences Master’s Program will complement our current Master’s program, and provide an opportunity for future doctoral training for some of our Master’s and undergraduate students.

We would also be interested in exploring potential course offerings in the electives that you plan for the MS degree, and see a potential to cross list electives with the MS in global health such as those focused on epidemiology, so that students in both Master’s programs could benefit from additional course offerings.

I look forward to collaborating with you as you implement the program, and have appreciated the opportunity for our faculty to participate in the planning.

Sincerely,

Randall A. Kramer, PhD  
Juli P. Grainger Professor of Global Environmental Health  
Interim Director, Duke Global Health Institute
October 10, 2017

Lesley Curtis, PhD, Interim Chair
Hayden Bosworth, PhD, Vice Chair of Education
Department of Population Health Sciences

Dear Lesley and Hayden,

As Associate Director of Academic Programs in the Duke Global Health Institute (DGHI), I have met with both of you regarding your plans for the proposed Master’s and Doctoral program in the Department of Population Health Sciences, and feel there are opportunities for synergy and collaboration across our education programs at DGHI and yours. The mutual immediate benefits, I see are a cross-listing of courses, thus increasing course options and exposure for all students, and a doctoral program for which our Master’s students may considering entering upon their graduation.

Longer term, the strengths of both programs in DGHI and Population Health Sciences will enhance the educational opportunities of our students, and provide an overall increase in post-graduate learning opportunities in the health sciences, with a particular focus on research. These opportunities may include guest lectures and shared internships, and potential shared seminars and other networking opportunities for students both in and out of the classroom.

I look forward to collaborating with you and your faculty to enhance both of our programs, and am excited for this new educational opportunity at Duke.

Sincerely,

Mary Story, PhD
RD
Professor of Global Health and Community and Family Medicine
Associate Director, DGHI Academic Programs
October 10, 2017

Lesley Curtis, PhD, Interim Chair
Hayden Bosworth, PhD, Vice Chair of Education
Department of Population Health Sciences

Dear Lesley and Hayden,

Thank you for the opportunity to serve on the Department of Population Health Sciences Education Workgroup that has produced this application for a new Master of Science and Doctoral program in the graduate school. It has been a pleasure, and I am very pleased to express my full support for these degree programs.

As Director of the Duke Clinical Research Training Program (CRTP) and Vice Chair of Education for the Department of Biostatistics and Bioinformatics, I see a variety of ways in which our departmental programs (CRTP, Master of Biostatistics, PhD in Biostatistics, and Master of Management in Clinical Informatics) and your proposed educational programs can complement each other. Indeed, there is already a long standing relationship between CRTP and Population Health Sciences faculty, as over 8 of your current faculty serve as Course Directors in our program. Faculty from Population Health Sciences also regularly serve as mentors and/or committee members for our students’ research project/thesis committees.

As we have discussed, I believe there are opportunities to cross-list courses between our programs, CRTP in particular. Because most CRTP students are MDs (3rd year medical students, clinical fellows, or junior faculty), the interaction of our clinical students and your students in the classroom setting would provide a rich learning environment.

I look forward to continuing to work with your team on these exciting new programs at Duke.

Sincerely,

Steven C. Grambow, PhD
Director, Duke Clinical Research Training Program
Vice Chair of Education and Assistant Professor, Department of Biostatistics and Bioinformatics
Duke University School of Medicine
October 17, 2017

Lesley Curtis, PhD, Interim Chair
Hayden Bosworth, PhD, Vice Chair of Education
Department of Population Health Sciences

Dear Lesley and Hayden,

We are writing to express our enthusiastic support of the new Master of Science and doctoral program in Population Health Sciences at Duke University.

A key part of the Duke-Margolis Center for Health Policy’s mission is helping to develop leaders in a workforce that can address the challenges of rising health care costs and access to care, while continuing to advance the development of new cures and other innovations in care. Such leadership requires combining expertise in health and health care with an understanding of policy and the new capabilities that health-related organizations need to achieve greater value in care. Duke-Margolis was founded as a university-wide center in part because addressing this educational challenge requires an interdisciplinary approach. New competencies related to health policy and value management are needed in a wide range of fields related to health and health care. We see these new programs, particularly the doctoral program in Population Health Sciences, as key in training graduates to address pressing issues in health and healthcare policy.

The Duke-Margolis Center has found substantial interest across Duke University in new educational approaches to address this challenge, in terms of undergraduate, graduate, and postgraduate/continuing education opportunities. Dr. Sanders Schmidler serves a key leadership role in the Duke-Margolis Center as our Deputy Director of Academics, and also as a full tenured Professor in the Department of Population Health Sciences. She has been a member of the Population Health Sciences education proposal workgroup, and plans to teach courses in PhD Research Methods and cost effectiveness analysis. Dr. Corinna Sorenson is also a faculty member in population health sciences and a Director of the Duke-Margolis Scholars Program, and will be involved in developing and teaching electives in improving health policies and programs and fostering collaboration with the Sanford School of Public Policy Master’s program. In particular, we plan to leverage the doctoral program for Margolis Master’s students graduating from Sanford who want to pursue a doctoral degree.

In summary, we see many ways that these new educational programs Population Health Sciences will train the workforce desperately needed in health policy. We look forward to continuing to work with your team to initiate this exciting new program at Duke, and finding ways to collaborate to meet the educational challenge the Duke-Margolis Center is facing.

Sincerely,

Mark M. McClellan, MD, PhD
Duke Margolis Center for Health Policy, Director
Robert J. Margolis, MD Professor of Business, Medicine and Policy

Gillian Sanders Schmidler, PhD
Professor of Population Health Sciences
Duke Margolis Center for Health Policy, Deputy Director Academics
Duke Evidence Synthesis Group/Evidence-based Practice Center, Director
Duke Clinical Research Institute
October 17, 2017

Lesley Curtis, PhD, Interim Chair
Hayden Bosworth, PhD, Vice Chair of Education
Department of Population Health Sciences

Dear Lesley and Hayden,

I have watched the development of the Department of Population Health Sciences with great interest, and am particularly excited about the new education programs your Department is proposing to initiate in the fall of 2019.

At the Duke Center for Health Data Science, we work at the intersection of basic science, medicine, statistical inference, machine learning, and software engineering to solve pressing problems in health and healthcare. The rapidly accelerating growth of computational capacity and analytical methods offers tremendous opportunities, but we need to develop effective human systems to translate this raw capability into better health and well-being.

Spanning Duke’s campuses, our Center is designed to bring together the community, patients, clinicians, quantitative experts, students, and staff in multidisciplinary teams where their diverse talents and perspectives can be brought to bear on developing pragmatic, data-driven solutions that improve health and healthcare.

We see both Master of Science and doctoral graduates from your proposed program as key members of these interdisciplinary teams. Their rigorous quantitative training in implementation and measurement science and epidemiology will bring a level of expertise needed to solve complex healthcare problems through the use of data. In addition, we see many training opportunities for your students at our Center, and hope to incorporate them (and your faculty) into our research programs through specific internships and other capstone projects.

We look forward to working with you as your continue to develop and implement these much needed educational programs.

Sincerely,

Robert Califf, MD

Robert M. Califf, MD MACC
Vice Chancellor for Health Data Science
## Appendix F: Landscape of university-based public and population health entities

### Appendix F: Table A Landscape assessment – Results – (peer institutions in bold)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>School of Medicine (SOM)¹</th>
<th>SPH²</th>
<th>Other entity³</th>
<th>SOM - department</th>
<th>Start yr⁵</th>
<th>Graduate degrees granted</th>
<th>Formal subdivisions within SPH or entity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Pop /PH</td>
<td></td>
<td>MPH</td>
<td>MS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SOM rank</td>
<td>SPH rank</td>
<td>Other entity rank</td>
<td>SOM - department rank</td>
<td>Start yr</td>
<td>Graduate degrees granted rank</td>
<td>Formal subdivisions within SPH or entity rank</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1  Harvard</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Pop /PH</td>
<td>1913</td>
<td>MPH</td>
<td>MS</td>
<td>PhD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2  Stanford</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2012</td>
<td>MPH</td>
<td>MS</td>
<td>PhD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3  Johns Hopkins</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td>1916</td>
<td>MPH</td>
<td>MS</td>
<td>PhD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3  University of California – SF</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2006</td>
<td>MPH</td>
<td>MS</td>
<td>PhD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5  University of Pennsylvania</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1993</td>
<td>MPH</td>
<td>MS</td>
<td>PhD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6  Washington University at St Louis</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1993</td>
<td>MPH</td>
<td>MS</td>
<td>PhD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7  Yale</td>
<td>14</td>
<td></td>
<td>1915</td>
<td>MPH</td>
<td>MS</td>
<td>PhD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8  Columbia</td>
<td>5</td>
<td></td>
<td>1922</td>
<td>MPH</td>
<td>MS</td>
<td>PhD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8  Duke</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1922</td>
<td>MPH</td>
<td>MS</td>
<td>PhD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 University of Chicago</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1993</td>
<td>MPH</td>
<td>MS</td>
<td>PhD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 University of Michigan Ann Arbor</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1941</td>
<td>MPH</td>
<td>MS</td>
<td>PhD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 University of Washington</td>
<td>6</td>
<td></td>
<td>1970</td>
<td>MPH</td>
<td>MS</td>
<td>PhD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13 UC – LA</td>
<td>10</td>
<td></td>
<td>1961</td>
<td>MPH</td>
<td>MS</td>
<td>PhD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14 New York University</td>
<td>6</td>
<td></td>
<td>2012</td>
<td>MPH</td>
<td>MS</td>
<td>PhD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14 Vanderbilt University</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>MPH</td>
<td>MS</td>
<td>PhD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16 University of Pittsburg</td>
<td>13</td>
<td></td>
<td>1948</td>
<td>MPH</td>
<td>MS</td>
<td>PhD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17 UC - San Diego</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>MPH</td>
<td>MS</td>
<td>PhD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rank</td>
<td>Institution</td>
<td>SPH²</td>
<td>Other entity</td>
<td>SOM - department</td>
<td>Start yr³</td>
<td>Graduate degrees granted</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------</td>
<td>--------------------------------------</td>
<td>------</td>
<td>--------------</td>
<td>-----------------</td>
<td>-----------</td>
<td>-------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>Cornell University</td>
<td>•</td>
<td></td>
<td>•</td>
<td>1927</td>
<td>•</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>Northwestern</td>
<td>•</td>
<td></td>
<td>•</td>
<td></td>
<td>•</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>Icahn</td>
<td>•</td>
<td></td>
<td>•</td>
<td></td>
<td>•</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Appendix F: Table A National Landscape assessment Results – (peer institutions in bold)</strong> (page 2)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Other</th>
<th>SPH</th>
<th>rank</th>
<th>Other entity</th>
<th>SOM - department</th>
<th>Start yr³</th>
<th>Graduate degrees granted</th>
<th>Formal subdivisions within SPH or entity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Pop/PH</td>
<td>Other⁴</td>
<td>MPH</td>
<td>MS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>University of Wisconsin–Madison</td>
<td>•</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>•</td>
<td>1984</td>
<td>•</td>
<td>•</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dartmouth College</td>
<td>•</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>•</td>
<td>1988</td>
<td>•</td>
<td>•</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>University of Texas - Austin</td>
<td>•</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>•</td>
<td>2012</td>
<td>•</td>
<td>•</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Local</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>University of North Carolina -Chapel Hill</td>
<td>•</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td>•</td>
<td>1940</td>
<td>•</td>
<td>•</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NC State</td>
<td>•</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>•</td>
<td>1999</td>
<td>•</td>
<td>•</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wake Forest</td>
<td>•</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>•</td>
<td>2007</td>
<td>•</td>
<td>•</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>East Carolina</td>
<td>•</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>•</td>
<td></td>
<td>•</td>
<td>•</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNC Charlotte</td>
<td>•</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>•</td>
<td>2002</td>
<td>•</td>
<td>•</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medical University South Carolina</td>
<td>•</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>•</td>
<td></td>
<td>•</td>
<td>•</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>London School of Hygiene and Tropical Medicine</td>
<td>•</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>•</td>
<td>1890</td>
<td>•</td>
<td>•</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>University of Toronto</td>
<td>•</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>•</td>
<td>2008</td>
<td>•</td>
<td>•</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Appendix F Table A Footnotes

3 Such as a center or institute
4 Departments within a SOM such as Epidemiology, Biostatistics or Health Services Research
5 Start year of primary public or population health entity
6 NYU’s College of Global Population Health has a similar structure to a traditional SPH, but is not considered a SPH by the US News ranking.

Abbreviations
Bios – Biostatistics and/or Bioinformatics
CER - Comparative effectiveness research
GH - Global health/international health
Epi – Epidemiology (all types)
HP - Health policy
HSR - Health services research, comparative effectiveness research, health care delivery research
SB – Social/behavioral research

MPH - masters in public health
MS - masters of science
PhD - doctor of philosophy
DrPH - doctorate in public health
MHA - masters in health administration

PH - public health
Pop - Population
Default Question Block

As you know, the Department of Population Health Sciences is in the process of developing Masters and PhD programs. The purpose of this survey is to better understand the teaching needs of our faculty. All responses are anonymous, so please be honest about your experience and needs. We want to be able to provide the strongest support for our faculty.

Although this survey is anonymous, please provide some information about yourself.

What is your current rank?

- Full professor
- Associate professor
- Assistant professor
- Instructor

Which of the following have you done?

- Guest lectured
  - Taught a section of a survey course (e.g., 2-3 related lectures)
  - Been the primary instructor for a full (e.g., semester-long) course
- Been the primary instructor for a professional workshop or institute
  - Mentored degree-seeking students
  - Mentored on research projects
  - Served on a dissertation committee
  - Chaired a dissertation committee
How many time have you done the following?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Activity</th>
<th>Once</th>
<th>2-5</th>
<th>6 or more</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Guest lectured</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Taught a section of a survey course (e.g., 2-3 related lectures)</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Been the primary instructor for a full (e.g., semester-long) course</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Been the primary instructor for a professional workshop or institute</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mentored degree-seeking students</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mentored on research projects</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Served on a dissertation committee</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chaired a dissertation committee</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

With which kinds of learners have you worked?

- Undergraduate
- Masters
- Doctoral (e.g., PhD)
- Clinical students (e.g., MD)
- Residents
The next set of questions will ask you about your experience and comfort level with different aspects of teaching and mentoring.

**a. Classroom methods**

Please indicate your skill and/or comfort level with each of the following:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Very high</th>
<th>High</th>
<th>Average</th>
<th>Below Average</th>
<th>Low</th>
<th>Very Low</th>
<th>Don't Know/Don't Use</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Lecture-based courses</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>O</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A &quot;flipped classroom&quot; model</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>O</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Facilitating discussions</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>O</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teaching large courses</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>O</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>One-to-one teaching</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>O</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Please describe any other classroom skills you feel are particular strengths you could share with others

Please describe any other classroom skills you are particularly concerned about developing.
**b. Syllabus and curriculum design**

Please indicate your skill and/or comfort level with each of the following:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Very high</th>
<th>High</th>
<th>Average</th>
<th>Below Average</th>
<th>Low</th>
<th>Very Low</th>
<th>Don't Know/ Don't Use</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Course development process</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>O</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Designing activities, assignments, and projects</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>O</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Syllabus design</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>O</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Developing interdisciplinary courses</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>O</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Developing team-taught courses</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>O</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Please describe any other syllabus or curriculum design skills you feel are particular strengths you could share with others

Please describe any other syllabus or curriculum design skills you are particularly concerned about developing.

**c. Writing**

Please indicate your skill and/or comfort level with each of the following:
Please describe any other writing skills you feel are particular strengths you could share with others:


Please describe any other writing skills you are particularly concerned about developing.


d. Learners/learning

Please indicate your skill and/or comfort level with each of the following:

Teaching first-year graduate students

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Student learning styles and their implications for the classroom</th>
<th>Very high</th>
<th>High</th>
<th>Average</th>
<th>Below Average</th>
<th>Low</th>
<th>Very Low</th>
<th>Don't Know/Don't Use</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Building rapport</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Effective faculty advising</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Motivating students</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Students in crisis</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Please describe any other experiences with learners you feel are particular strengths you could share with others.

Please describe any other experiences with learners you are particularly concerned about developing.

e. **Student management**

Please indicate your skill and/or comfort level with each of the following:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mentoring graduate students</th>
<th>Very high</th>
<th>High</th>
<th>Average</th>
<th>Below Average</th>
<th>Low</th>
<th>Very Low</th>
<th>Don't Know/Don't Use</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Integrating students into your research</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Supervising graduate student research
Helping graduate students understand research integrity
Conflict management with graduate students
Managing difficult discussions
Relationship boundaries/hard & soft limits

Please describe any other student management experiences you feel are particular strengths you could share with others

Please describe any other student management experiences you are particularly concerned about developing.

f. Student assessment and evaluation
Please indicate your skill and/or comfort level with each of the following:

Grading group work
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Very high</th>
<th>High</th>
<th>Average</th>
<th>Below Average</th>
<th>Low</th>
<th>Very Low</th>
<th>Don't Know/ Don't Use</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Classroom assessment techniques</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Designing performance assessments (projects, presentations, participation)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exam design</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Developing grading rubrics/approaches</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Assessing a student as a dissertation/thesis chair</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Assessing a student as a dissertation/thesis committee member</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Please describe any other student assessment and evaluation skills you feel are particular strengths you could share with others

Please describe any other student assessment and evaluation skills you are particularly concerned about developing.

**g. Diversity and inclusion**

Please indicate your skill and/or comfort level with each of the following:
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Skill Description</th>
<th>Very high</th>
<th>High</th>
<th>Average</th>
<th>Below Average</th>
<th>Low</th>
<th>Very Low</th>
<th>Don’t Know/ Don’t Use</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Connecting and engaging with a variety of students across learning styles and backgrounds</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Understanding unique needs of students with disabilities</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Understanding unique needs of international students</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Please describe any other diversity and inclusion skills you feel are particular strengths you could share with others:

Please describe any other diversity and inclusion skills you are particularly concerned about developing:

**Education Technology**

Please indicate your skill and/or comfort level with each of the following:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Skill Description</th>
<th>Very high</th>
<th>High</th>
<th>Average</th>
<th>Below Average</th>
<th>Low</th>
<th>Very Low</th>
<th>Don’t Know/ Don’t Use</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Powerpoint for teaching</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Activity</td>
<td>Very High</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Average</td>
<td>Below Average</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Very Low</td>
<td>Don’t Know/ Don’t Use</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-----------</td>
<td>------</td>
<td>---------</td>
<td>---------------</td>
<td>-----</td>
<td>----------</td>
<td>----------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Developing online teaching materials or course elements</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Working with librarians to adhere to guidelines for media (e.g., journal articles, other readings)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Developing a course webpage</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Video conferencing/webcasting</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Please describe any other education technology skills you feel are particular strengths you could share with others


Please describe any other education technology skills you are particularly concerned about developing.


Scholarship

Please indicate your skill and/or comfort level with each of the following:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Activity</th>
<th>Very High</th>
<th>High</th>
<th>Average</th>
<th>Below Average</th>
<th>Low</th>
<th>Very Low</th>
<th>Don’t Know/ Don’t Use</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Writing grants for teaching resources (e.g., training grants)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Activity</td>
<td>Very High</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Average</td>
<td>Below Average</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Very Low</td>
<td>Don't Know/Don't Use</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-----------</td>
<td>------</td>
<td>---------</td>
<td>---------------</td>
<td>------</td>
<td>----------</td>
<td>----------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Presenting work at conferences</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Understanding scholarship of teaching</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Researching innovative teaching methods</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Please describe any other education scholarship skills you feel are particular strengths you could share with others.

Please describe any other education scholarship skills you are particularly concerned about developing.

**Administration and Career Development**

Please indicate your skill and/or comfort level with each of the following:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Activity</th>
<th>Very High</th>
<th>High</th>
<th>Average</th>
<th>Below Average</th>
<th>Low</th>
<th>Very Low</th>
<th>Don't Know/Don't Use</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Preparing a teaching dossier</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fostering career development of colleagues</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Please describe any other education administration and career development skills you feel are particular strengths you could share with others

Please describe any other education administration and career development skills you are particularly concerned about developing.

Imagine that there is a faculty development program in which you would like to participate. The time and location of this program are both convenient to you. How likely would you be to participate in this program if it was offered in each of the following formats?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Format</th>
<th>Very likely</th>
<th>Somewhat likely</th>
<th>Unlikely</th>
<th>Very unlikely</th>
<th>Would not consider</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Online course</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Video conference</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Individual consultation</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Group consultation</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1-hour session</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Half-day workshop</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Full day workshop</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A series of 4-5 workshops on related topics</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A year-long workshop that meets 1/2 day per week</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Imagine there is a monthly seminar series on educational development topics, given by fellow faculty and outside teaching experts. Which topics would be of greatest and least interest to you? Please drag and drop your choices to rank them.
**Items**

- Lecture development
- Innovative classroom management strategies
- Course development and design
- Team teaching methods
- Education technology
- Mentoring graduate students
- Managing student challenges, conflicts, and crises
- Designing effective writing assignments
- Evaluating and grading writing
- Designing and grading exams
- Professional evaluation/Promotion

What other educational development topics would you be most interested in learning more about?

---
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